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Program Monday
Saturday July 27 - Pre-Conference Tutorials (Auditorium R5)
Alejandro Jofre – Market, Equilibirium and Pricing on Network
LUNCH (outside auditorium)
Andrzej Ruszczynski – Introduction to Measures of Risk and Risk-Averse Optimization
Break
David Woodruff – Software for Stochastic Programming

Pre-Conference - July 27-28 Saturday and Sunday
1000-1145
1145-1245
1245-1430
1430-1500
1500-1645

Sunday July 28 - Pre-Conference Tutorials (Auditorium R5)
Uday Shanbhag – Stochastic Approximation Schemes for Stochastic Convex Optimization
LUNCH (outside auditorium)
Trine Krogh Boomsma – Stochastic Programming Applications to Power System Operation and Investment
Break
Lei Zhao – Computational Stochastic Optimization: Applications in Logistics

1000-1145
1145-1245
1245-1430
1430-1500
1500-1645

28 JULY SUNDAY - SOCIAL EVENT - OPENING RECEPTION: Royal Garden

1900

DAY 1 - JULY 29 MONDAY
Conference opening (Auditorium R1)

0830-0900

Plenary Lecture 1 - Claudia Sagastizábal
The Role of Decomposition Methods in Stochastic Programming (Auditorium R1)
R1
Decomposition Techniques
Pascal Van Hentenryck
1030-1105
Ricardo Lima
1105-1130
Asgeir Tomasgard
1130-1155
Ramteen Sioshansi*
1155-1220

R3
Statistics and Machine Learning
Johannes Royset*
1030-1105
Robert Bassett*
1105-1130
Ying Cui
1130-1155
Julio Deride
1155-1220

BREAK
R4
MINI SYMPOSIA
R5
New Frontiers in Financial Decision
Applications of Distributionally
Giorgio Consigli
1030-1105 Wolfram Wiesemann
1030-1105
Diana Barro
1105-1130 Chaithanya Bandi
1105-1130
Zhiping Chen
1130-1155 Viet Anh Nguyen
1130-1155
Milos Kopa*
1155-1220 Angelos Georghiou
1155-1220

10001645

0900-1000
1000-1030

R8
Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Vincent Guigues
1030-1105
Vincent Leclere
1105-1130
Bernardo Pagnoncelli
1130-1155
Regan Baucke
1155-1220

R9
Discrete Optimization under Uncertainty
Ricardo Fukasawa
1030-1105
1030-1220
Marc Goerigk
1105-1130
Boris Detienne
1130-1155
Michael Poss*
1155-1220

LUNCH
(Hangaren – Sentralbygg 1)
R1
R3
R4
Regular Session
R5
R8
R9
Decomposition Techniques
Statistics and Machine Learning
New Frontiers in Financial Decision
Applications of Distributionally
Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Discrete Optimization under Uncertainty
Felipe Atenas
1320-1345 Yueyue Fan
1320-1345 Markku Kallio
1320-1345 Maria Bruni*
1320-1345 Christian Füllner*
1320-1345 Eric Antley
1320-1345
Nikita Belyak
1345-1410 Aleksandr Aravkin*
1345-1410 Leonard MacLean*
1345-1410 Yuzhuo Qiu
1345-1410 Dmitry Golembiovsky
1345-1410 Cesar Beltran-Royo
1345-1410
Maria Elvira Maceira*
1410-1435 Matthew Norton
1410-1435 Renata Pedrini
1410-1435
1410-1435 Jinkyu Lee
1410-1435 Marco Aurelio Costa da Silva* 1410-1435
Raghu Pasupathy
1435-1500
Xiabo Li
1435-1500 Pavlo Glushko
1435-1500
BREAK
R1
R3
R4
Regular Session
R5
R8
R9
Decomposition-Coordination Methods
Data-Driven Distributionally
Stochastic Approximation Schemes Advances in risk-averse optimization Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Discrete optimization under uncertainty
Thomas Bittar
1530-1555 Adriano Arrigo
1530-1555 Lijian Chen
1530-1555 Yang Lin
1530-1555 Thomas Martin
1530-1555 Antonio Alonso-Ayuso*
1530-1555
Maria Merino
1555-1620 Ethem Canakoglu
1555-1620 Kristina Rognlien Dahl
1555-1620 Darinka Dentcheva
1555-1620 Martin Haugh*
1555-1620 Ted Ralphs
1555-1620
Unai Aldosoro*
1620-1645 Daniel Duque Villareal
1620-1645 Jie Jiang*
1620-1645 Umit Kose
1620-1645
Haoxiang Yang
1620-1645
Adrian Esteban-Perez* 1645-1710 Dionysios Kalogerias
1645-1710 Andrzej Ruszczynski* 1645-1710
BREAK
STUDENT PAPER PRIZE (R1)
A Unified Framework - Invited Mini-Symposium R5
Opening
1740-1915
Warren Powell*
1740-1815
Philip Thompson
1755-1815
Dionysios Kalogerias
1815-1840
Xie Weijun
1815-1835
Saeed Ghadimi
1840-1905
Rui Peng
1835-1855
Junyi Liu
1855-1915
SOCIAL EVENT - CONCERT (ISÁK)
at Vår Frue Kirke
Chairs marked in bold and with *. Chair in Applications of Distributionally Mini-Symposia: Daniel Kuhn. Chair in Stochastic Dynamic Programming Mini-Symposia: Miguel Lejeune

1220-1320

1320-1500

1500-1530

1530-1710

1710-1740

1740-1915

2200

Program Tuesday
DAY 2 - JULY 30 TUESDAY
Plenary Lecture 2 - Jong-Shi Pang
Consistency of Stationary Solutions of Coupled Nonconvex Nonsmooth Empirical Risk Minimization (Auditorium R1)
R1

R3

Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming
Freight Transportation and Logistics
Ruiwei Jiang
1030-1105 Stein W. Wallace*
1030-1105
Chaoyue Zhao
1105-1130 David Escobar-Vargas
1105-1130
Kai Pan
1130-1155 Mingyu Li
1130-1155
Yongpei Guan*
1155-1220

R4

BREAK
MINI SYMPOSIA

Stochastic Programming Hydro
Andre Diniz*
1030-1105
Ellen Krohn Aasgård*
1105-1130
Christian Naversen
1130-1155
Tim Blair
1155-1220

0900-1000
1000-1030

R5

R8
Advances in Stochastic Dynamic
Decision-Dependent Stochastic
Programming
Miguel Lejeune
1030-1105 David Brown
1030-1105
Nilay Noyan
1105-1130 Alessio Trivella
1105-1130
Ignacio Grossmann
1130-1155 Nils Loehndorf
1130-1155
Jörgen Blomvall
1155-1220

R9
Nonlinear Programming
Wim van Ackooij*
1030-1105 1030-1220
Rene Henrion
1105-1130
Pedro Pérez-Aros
1130-1155
Holger Heitsch
1155-1220

LUNCH
(Hangaren – Sentralbygg 1)
R1

R3

Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming
Freight Transportation and Logistics
Arega Getaneh Abate
1320-1345 Eduardo Curcio*
1320-1345
William Haskell*
1345-1410 Marcus Poggi
1345-1410
Güray Kara
1410-1435
Giovanni Micheli
1435-1500
R1

R3

Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming
From Theory to Practice
Anubhav Ratha
1530-1555 Gilles Bertrand
1530-1555
Line Roald*
1555-1620 Bruno Fanzeres dos Santos 1555-1620
Ruben van Beesten
1620-1645 Carlos Gamboa
1620-1645
Andreas Kleiven*
1645-1710

R4

Regular Session

1220-1320
R5

Stochastic programming Hydropower
Decision-Dependent Stochastic
Felipe Beltran*
1320-1345 Martin Branda
1320-1345
Martin Biel
1345-1410 Xuan Vinh Doan
1345-1410
Bruno Colonetti
1410-1435 Pavlo Knopov
1410-1435
Clovis Gonzaga
1435-1500 Tomás Rusý*
1435-1500
BREAK
R4
Regular Session
R5

R8
Advances in Stochastic Dynamic
Programming
Cristinca Fulca*
1320-1345
Chul Jang
1345-1410
Ruben Schlotter
1410-1435
Nicolas Langrene
1435-1500

R8
Advances in Stochastic Dynamic
PDE-Constrained Optimization
Data-Driven Distributionally
Programming
Yassine
Laguel*
Philipp Guth
1530-1555
1530-1555 Alexander Shapiro
1530-1555
Yue Qiu
1555-1620 Andy Philpott
1555-1620 Sebastian Maier
1555-1620
Michael Schuster*
1620-1645 Robert Ravier
1620-1645 Alois Pichler*
1620-1645
Tatiana Gonzalez-Grandon
1645-1710
BREAK
Memorial Session
(Auditorium R1)

R9
Nonlinear Programming
Jim Luedtke*
1320-1345 1320-1500
Leonidas Sakaluskas 1345-1410
Adriano Delfino
1410-1435
Ahmad Jarrah
1435-1500
1500-1530
R9
Discrete optimization under
uncertainty
Jeff Linderoth*
1530-1555 1530-1710
Victor Gonzalez
1555-1620
Eduardo Moreno
1620-1645
Vit Prochazka
1645-1710
1710-1745
1745

Chairs marked in bold and with *. Chair in Decision-Dependent Stochastic Mini-Symposia: Vincent Guigues. Chair in Advances in Stochastic Dynamic Programming Mini-Symposia: Stein-Erik Fleten
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Program Wednesday
DAY 3 - JULY 31 WEDNESDAY
Plenary Lecture 3 - George Lan
Stochastic Optimization Algorithms for Machine Learning (Auditorium R1)
R1
Decomposition-Coordination Methods
Michel De Lara*
1015-1050
Pierre Carpentier
1050-1115
Jean-Philipe Chancelier
1115-1140
Tristan Rigaut
1140-1205

R3
Stochastic Integer Programming
Simge Kucukyavuz
1015-1050
Ward Romeijnders
1050-1115
Harsha Gangammanavar 1115-1140
Kibaek Kim*
1140-1205

R4

BREAK
MINI SYMPOSIA

PDE-Constrained Optimization
Thomas Surowiec*
1015-1050
Drew Kouri*
1050-1115
Andreas van Barel
1115-1140
Caroline Geiersbach
1140-1205

1000-1015

R8
Progressive Decoupling of
Data-Driven Distributionally
Linkages
Peyman Mohajerin Esfahani
1015-1050 Terry Rockafellar 1015-1050
Soroosh Shafieezadeh Abadeh 1050-1115 Jie Sun
1050-1115
Daniel Kuhn
1115-1140 Stan Uryasev
1115-1140
Jean Watson
1140-1205

LUNCH
(Hangaren – Sentralbygg 1)

0900-1000

R5

R9
Interfaces between Learning and
Stochastic
Meisam Razaviyayn
1015-1050
Mahdi Soltanolkotabi
1050-1115
Niao He
1115-1140
Ruoyu Sun
1140-1205

1015-1205

1205-1300

EXCURSION
Read more and sign up here
1) Tour Frosta - map
2) Tour The Old Mine - map
3) Camp Bymarka - map

1300-1900

Chairs marked in bold and with *. Chair in Data-Driven Distributionally Mini-Symposia: Wolfram Wiesemann. Chair in Progressive Decoupling of Linkages Mini-Symposia: Johannes Royset. Chair in Interfaces between Learning and Stochastic MiniSymposia: Suvrajeet Sen.
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Program Thursday
DAY 4 - AUGUST 1 THURSDAY
Plenary Lecture 4 - Stein-Erik Fleten
Optimization-based offering of storage-backed power into short-term electricity markets (Auditorium R1)
R1
New Techniques in Multi-Stage
Merve Bodur
1030-1105
Maryam Daryalal
1105-1130
Andy Sun
1130-1155
Oscar Dowson
1155-1220

R3
From Theory To Practice
Tito Homem-de-Mello
1030-1105
Davi Valladão*
1105-1130
Alexandre Street de Aguiar* 1130-1155
Vitor de Matos
1155-1220

BREAK
R4
MINI SYMPOSIA
R5
Doing Good with Good RO
Bounds and Approximation
Phebe Vayanos*
1030-1105 Francesca Maggioni* 1030-1105
Minseok Ryu
1105-1130 Erick Delage
1105-1130
Julien Grand Clement 1130-1155 Roberto Tadei
1130-1155
Vishal Gupta*
1155-1220 Ozlem Cavus
1155-1220

R8
One and Two Level Equilibrium
Yueyue Fan
1030-1105
Steven Gabriel*
1105-1130
Martin Schmidt
1130-1155
Welington de Oliveira 1155-1220

0900-1000
1000-1030

R9
Stochastic Approximation Schemes
Uday Shanbhag*
1030-1105
1030-1220
Frank Curtis
1105-1130
Farzad Yousefian
1130-1155
Philip Thompson
1155-1220

LUNCH
(Hangaren – Sentralbygg 1)
R1

R3

R4

New Techniques in Multi-Stage
Data Driven Stochastic
NORS
John Birge*
1320-1345 Rishi Adiga
1320-1345 Kjetil Fagerholt*
Lilian C Brandao
1345-1410 Lucas Condeixa
1345-1410 Yewen Gu
Sergio Bruno
1410-1435 Alinson Santos Xavier*
1410-1435 Michal Kaut
Jonas Ekblom
1435-1500
R1

R3

R4

New Techniques in Multi-Stage
From Theory to Practice
NORS
Bernardo Freitas Paulo da Costa 1530-1555 Adrien Le Franc
1530-1555 Peter Schütz*
Martin Glanzer
1555-1620 David Pozo*
1555-1620 Nahid Rezaeinia
Alexander Vinel
1620-1645 Ozgu Turgut
1620-1645 Paolo Pisciella
Benoit Tran
1645-1710
Heejung Park*
1710-1735

1220-1320

Regular Session
R5
R8
Methodological Advances in Robust
Optim
One and Two Level Equilibrium
1320-1345 Man Chung Yue
1320-1345 Mel Devine*
1320-1345
1345-1410 Jianzhe Zhen
1345-1410 Christoph Weber
1345-1410
1410-1435 Omar El Housni*
1410-1435 Vladimir Dvorkin
1410-1435

Regular Session

R5

Bounds and Approximation
1530-1555 Vlasta Kankova
1530-1555
1555-1620 Daniele Manerba
1555-1620
1620-1645 Michal Houda
1620-1645
Saeed Ghadimi*
1645-1710

NORS HONORARY MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENT
(R4)

Predictive Stochastic Programming
Suvrajeet Sen*
1320-1345 1320-1500
Junyi Liu
1345-1410
Shuotao Diao
1410-1435
Vladimir Norkin
1435-1500
1500-1530
R8
R9
Discrete Optimization under
One and Two Level Equilibrium
Uncertainty
Dirk Lauinger*
1530-1555 Ozgun Elci
1530-1555
1530-1735
Ning Liu
1555-1620 Evren Güney
1555-1620
Clara Lage
1620-1645 Can Li*
1620-1645
Hamed Pouya
1645-1710

COSP BUSINESS AND COMMITTEE MEETING
(R1)
CONFERENCE DINNER AT
PALMEHAVEN (map)
bus transport from campus

R9

1735-1830
1900

Chairs marked in bold and with *. Chair in New Techniques in Multi-Stage Mini-Symposia: Jim Luedtke.
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Program Friday
DAY 5 - AUGUST 2 FRIDAY
Plenary Lecture 5 - Güzin Bayraksan
Effective Scenarios in Distributionally Robust and Risk-Averse Stochastic Programs (Auditorium R1)

0900-1000

BREAK
1000-1030
R1
R3
R4
Regular Session
R5
R8
R9
New Applications of Distributionally
Chance Constrained
Decomposition Techniques
Bilevel Optimization
Modelling
Robust
SP for Network Optimization Problems
Optimization
David Wozabal*
1030-1055 Laureano F. Escudero
1030-1055 Elisa Strauch
1030-1055 Cagil Kocyigit*
1030-1055 Jacopo Napolitano
1030-1055 Abdel Lisser*
1030-1055 1030-1220
Gerrit Slevogt
1055-1120 Johanna Burtscheidt*
1055-1120 David Gay
1055-1120 Kilian Schindler
1055-1120 Massimo Di Francesco
1055-1120 Yankai Cao
1055-1120
Vadim Omelcenko
1120-1155 Daniel Kadnikov
1120-1155 Pedro Crespo del Granado* 1120-1155 Shubhechyya Ghosal
1120-1155 Alexei Gaivoronski*
1120-1155 Jianqiang Cheng 1120-1155
Chun Peng
1155-1220
LUNCH
(Hangaren – Sentralbygg 1)
R1
Doing Good with Good RO
Esra Adiyeke
1320-1345
Elbio Leonel Avanzini 1345-1410
Alexandra Newman* 1410-1435

R3

R4

Regular Session

1220-1320
R5

Risk Averse Combinatorial Optimization Data Driven Stochastic Optimization
Gustavo Angulo*
1320-1345 Joaquim Dias Garcia* 1320-1345
Niels van der Laan
1345-1410 Guilherme Machado
1345-1410
Alessandro Soares
1410-1435
Tiago Andrade
1435-1500
BREAK

R8

R9
Chance Constrained
A Unified Framework for Optimization
Optimization
Pedro Henrique Borges de Melo 1320-1345 Lukas Adam
1320-1345 1320-1500
Horand Gassmann
1345-1410 Holger Berthold 1345-1410
Alan King
1410-1435 Csaba Fabian*
1410-1435
Fabricio Oliveira*
1435-1500
1500-1530

Plenary Lecture 6 - Rüdiger Schultz
Where Has All the Challenge Gone? (Auditorium R1)

1530-1630

END OF CONFERENCE - THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!

1630-1645

Chairs marked in bold and with *.
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Robust Active Preference Elicitation To Learn The Moral Priorities Of Policy-Makers - Phebe
Vayanos ......................................................................................................................................... 41
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W. Wallace..................................................................................................................................... 43
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....................................................................................................................................................... 45
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Stochastic Models ............................................................................................................................. 46
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....................................................................................................................................................... 48
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Chen............................................................................................................................................... 52
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Aversion - Milos Kopa .................................................................................................................... 53
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Programming - Maryam Daryalal .................................................................................................. 54
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- Andy Sun...................................................................................................................................... 55
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....................................................................................................................................................... 56
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Fan ................................................................................................................................................. 58
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Gabriel ........................................................................................................................................... 59
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W. De Oliveira, W. Van Ackooij - Welington de Oliveira ............................................................... 60
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Progressive Decoupling Of Linkages In Optimization And Variational Inequalities: Theory And
Applications ....................................................................................................................................... 64
Progessive Hedging In Nonconvex Stochastic Programming - Terry Rockafellar .......................... 64
Solving Conic Linkage Problems In Stochastic Optimization And Variational Inequality: Splitting
Plus Decoupling - Jie Sun ............................................................................................................... 64
Massively Parallel Optimization Algorithms For Buffered Probability Of Exceedance (Bpoe) And
Applications - Stan Uryasev ........................................................................................................... 65
- Jean Watson ................................................................................................................................ 65
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Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations ............................................. 66
Risk-Averse Energy System Optimization With Structural Information - Ruiwei Jiang ................. 66
A Data-Driven Model Of Virtual Power Plants In Day-Ahead Unit Commitment - Chaoyue Zhao 66
Data-Driven Planning Of Renewable Distributed Generation In Distribution Networks - Kai Pan 67
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Statistics And Machine Learning ....................................................................................................... 68
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Density Estimation On Infrastructure Networks - Robert Bassett ................................................ 68
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Tutorial Abstracts
Alejandro Jofre
Tutorial Speaker
Presenter: Alejandro Jofre – Universidad de Chile
Time of presentation: Saturday July 27 – 1000-1145
Place: R5
Market, equilibrium and pricing on network
Alejandro Jofre
DIM & CMM
Universidad de Chile
In this talk we describe some of the key issues in operational and strategic decisions on markets based
on networks as in the case energy production-transmission. Agents are located at the nodes of this
network and markets are generated at each node or in a centralized way . We analyze issues as
strategic behavior, trade-off between cheap and uncertain production, risk analysis and pricing. We
use a combination of game theory, stochastic optimization and risk analysis techniques for modeling
and trying to understand some of the behaviors, decisions and price dynamics.
Download slides here.

Andrzej Ruszczynski
Tutorial Speaker
Presenter: Andrzej Ruszczynski – Rutgers University
Time of presentation: Saturday July 27 – 1245-1430
Place: R5
Introduction to the Theory of measures of Risk and Risk-Averse Optimization
Part I: Static Models – download slides here
We shall discuss the background of the theory of measures of risk, their main properties, and examples.
Special attention will be paid to the dual representation, law-invariance, and the Kusuoka
representation. Then we shall discuss optimization problems with measures of risk, optimality
conditions, and duality. Finally, we shall present models with variable probability measures, duality for
such models, and statistical issues.
Part II: Dynamic Models – download slides here
We shall discuss issues associated with measuring risk of sequences, in particular: time consistency
and the local property. We shall extend the dual representation to dynamic risk measures. Next, we
shall pass to risk-averse multistage optimization problems. We shall discuss approaches based on node
decomposition, and duality with nonanticipativity constraints. Finally, we shall outline main control
problems with risk-averse objectives: discrete time and space, continuous time, and continuous time
and space. For all of them, we shall discuss risk evaluation and optimization.
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David Woodruff
Tutorial Speaker
Presenter: David Woodruff – UC Davis
Time of presentation: Saturday July 27 – 1500-1645
Place: R5
Software for Stochastic Programming
David L. Woodruff, UC Davis
This tutorial is aimed at students who want to get a general idea of features of software for stochastic
programming. We will also provide a light introduction to parallel issues and the use of MPI for
parallelism. Time permitting, we will briefly discuss software for input creation. The tutorial is aimed
more at potential writers of software than users.
Download slides here.

Uday Shanbhag
Tutorial Speaker
Presenter: Uday Shanbhag – Pennsylvania State University
Time of presentation: Sunday July 28 – 1000-1145
Place: R5
Stochastic Approximation Schemes for Stochastic Convex Optimization
Download slides here.
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Trine Krogh Boomsma
Tutorial Speaker
Presenter: Trine Krogh Boomsma – Copenhagen University
Time of presentation: Sunday July 28 – 1245-1430
Place: R5
Stochastic programming applications to power system operation and investment
The tutorial gives an introduction to stochastic programming applications in the power sector, with
emphasis on the modelling of operational and investment problems and with a view towards the
recent developments and future challenges of electricity systems and markets. This includes the
integration of renewable energy sources, for which the production is highly fluctuating and difficult to
predict. We will go through bidding problems, market clearing, security of supply, investment
problems and portfolio optimization and the impact of uncertainty on such problems. Moreover, we
will discuss the market’s equilibrium problem, risk averseness, scenario generation and a few solution
methods.
Download presentation slides here.

Lei Zhao
Tutorial Speaker
Presenter: Lei Zhao – Tsinghua University
Time of presentation: Sunday July 28 – 1500-1645
Place: R5
Computational Stochastic Optimization: Applications in Logistics
Download presentation slides here.
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Plenary Abstracts
Claudia Sagastizábal
Plenary Speaker
Presenter: Claudia Sagastizábal - UNICAMP
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 – 0900-1000
Place: R1
The role of decomposition methods in stochastic programming
Claudia Sagastizábal
Often, in stochastic programming there is an interplay between theory and practice that explains in
part the phenomenal success of the field.
A good example is the energy sector, that provides a fertile field for application of the models and
methods of stochastic optimization. In turn, optimization techniques contributed to the successful
solution of difficult energy problems, laying down the foundations for sound decision support in the
important business of electricity generation planning and in the design of electricity markets.
In such enriching interaction, decomposition methods play a fundamental role, acting as "scissors" for
problems that are too complex to tackle directly. Depending on the specific structure of the problem
that needs to be solved, and also on the output of interest, those virtual scissors can have primal, dual
or primal-dual nature. The corresponding mathematical tools involve, respectively, Benders
decomposition, Lagrangian relaxation, and the so-called Sharp Augmented Lagrangians (a sharp blade
is desirable when cutting with scissors).
The talk explores those techniques, keeping as a leading thread their actual practical value and
efficiency to solve energy-related problems.
Download presentation slides here.
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Jong-Shi Pang
Plenary Speaker
Presenter: Jong-Shi Pang- University of Southern California
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 – 0900-1000
Place: R1
Consistency of Stationary Solutions of Coupled Nonconvex Nonsmooth Empirical Risk Minimization
Speaker: Jong-Shi Pang, The Daniel J. Epstein Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089, U.S.A.
Abstract: A joint work with Zhengling Qi (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and George
Washington University), Ying Cui (soon to join the University of Minnesota), and Yufeng Liu (University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), this paper establishes the statistical consistency of stationary
solutions of a class of coupled nonconvex and nonsmooth empirical risk minimization
problems. Derived from available data via sampling, these problems are the computational workhorse
of a population risk model which typically involves the minimization of an expected value of a random
functional; the stationary solutions of the former problems are practical approximations of a
stationary solution of the latter minimization problem whose globally optimal solutions are
computationally elusive due to two reasons: nonconvexity of the model and the presence of the
expectation operator that cannot be exactly evaluated for general random distributions of the
data. The considered model covers a broad range of emerging applications in machine learning,
statistical estimation, and stochastic programming. While it is known that the global minimizers of the
empirical risk asymptotically converge to a globally optimal solution of the population risk under mild
conditions, a convergence result of this kind is practically meaningless because such optimal solutions
cannot be computed when the discretized optimization problems to be solved are not convex; thus
there is a gap between a minimizer-centric theory of statistical consistency and practically-oriented
computations which at best can reach a stationary solution of some sort. The situation becomes more
serious when nondifferentiability is coupled with nonconvexity because there is a host of stationary
solutions of the resulting optimization problems. Typically, the sharper the stationarity solution is
(sharp in the sense of least relaxation in its definition), the more difficult it is to compute. It is thus
important to understand whether in practice, the focus should be placed on computing sharp
stationary solutions (which distinguish themselves as being the ones that must satisfy all other relaxed
definitions of stationarity) that potentially require higher computational costs versus computing some
less demanding solutions. Our derived results show that the sharpness of the stationarity at the
empirical level is preserved at the population level, thus favoring the former. By establishing the
consistency of the computationally-tractable stationary solutions for the coupled nonconvex
nonsmooth M-estimation, we are closing the gap between statistical consistency and practical
computation.
Download presentation slides here.
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George Lan
Plenary Speaker
Presenter: George Lan – Georgia Institute of Technology
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 – 0900-1000
Place: R1
Stochastic Optimization Algorithms for Machine Learning
Stochastic optimization methods, e.g., stochastic gradient descent (SGD), have recently found wide
applications in machine learning. However, the rapid progresses in machine learning, and more
broadly machine intelligence, have presented new and significant challenges to the design of
stochastic optimization algorithms. In this talk, I will provide an overview of our recent studies on
stochastic optimization algorithms to tackle some of such challenges, e.g., nonconvexity of machine
learning models, decentralization of learning/decision-making processes, and dynamic decisions for
machine intelligence over multiple periods. We will also discuss some potential applications of the
proposed methods.
Download slides here.

Stein-Erik Fleten
Plenary Speaker
Presenter: Stein-Erik Fleten - NTNU
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 – 0900-1000
Place: R1
Optimization-based offering of storage-backed power into short-term electricity markets
Taking the view of a price-taking producer, we study bidding strategies in multiple sequential electricity
markets. Relevant markets include day-ahead, intraday and balancing markets. Issues raised include
how to model this, including quantifying possible gains from integrating several markets in a large
model. We report results from case studies of hydropower producers. Typically, we find that larger but
more realistic models have modest gains over simpler alternatives. We investigate the features that
affect the size of these gains.
Download presentation slides here.
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Güzin Bayraksan
Plenary Speaker
Presenter: Güzin Bayraksan – Ohio State Univeristy
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 – 0900-1000
Place: R1
Effective Scenarios in Distributionally Robust and Risk-Averse Stochastic Programs
Traditional stochastic programming assumes the underlying probability distribution is known.
However, in practice, the probability distribution is often not known or cannot be accurately
approximated. One way to address such distributional ambiguity is to use Distributionally robust
stochastic programming (DRSP), which minimizes the worst-case expected cost with respect to a set
of probability distributions. By duality, DRSP is related to risk-averse stochastic programming.
In this talk, we review select results on DRSP, in particular focusing on effective scenarios. A scenario
is effective if the removal of that scenario (defined in a precise way) causes a change in the optimal
objective function value. In some cases, it is possible to identify effective scenarios analytically. For
the analytical results, we focus on convex DRSPs with a finite number of scenarios, where the set of
distributions considered are within a certain total variation distance to a nominal distribution.
We next discuss how effective scenarios can be used for scenario reduction and decomposition
algorithms. We examine how to extend the notion of effective scenarios in the multistage decision
making framework. We explore effectiveness of scenario paths as well as scenarios conditional on the
history of the stochastic process. We numerically illustrate all of the discussed results on various
problems including water resources management, energy, and finance.
Download slides here.

Rüdiger Schultz
Plenary Speaker
Presenter: Rüdiger Schultz - Universität Duisburg-Essen
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 – 1530-1630
Place: R1
Where has all the challenge gone?
About a quarter of a century ago, Roger Wets reflected on ``some fundamental questions’’ in
stochastic programming ``that have remained unexplored’’, and identifies ``the more challenging’’
ones (Mathematical Programming 75 (1996) 115-135, received January 1994). The talk looks again at
these (and other) questions marking the progress that has been made since then.
The section titles in Roger Wets’ article , somehow, provide the road map for the talk. They concern
algorithmic procedures; modeling decision making under uncertainty; probabilistic structures for
stochastic programs; risk aversion, integer variables, pde constraints, and more.
Without striving for complete coverage, the talk offers insight into the research in stochastic
programming during the last 25 years and attempts to derive some future challenges for research
in stochastic programming. Download slides here.
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Mini Symposia
Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Dynamic Pricing Of Relocating Resources In Large Networks - David Brown
Semiplenary
Presenter: David Brown - Duke University
Mini Symposium: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1030-1105
Place: R8
S.R. Balseiro, D.B. Brown, and C. Chen
Motivated by applications in shared vehicle systems, we study dynamic pricing of resources that
relocate over a network of locations. Customers with private willingness-to-pay sequentially request
to relocate a resource from one location to another, and a revenue-maximizing service provider sets a
price for each request. This problem can be formulated as an infinite horizon stochastic dynamic
program, but is quite difficult to solve, as optimal pricing policies may depend on the locations of all
resources in the network. We first focus on networks with a hub-and-spoke structure, and we develop
a dynamic pricing policy and a performance bound based on a Lagrangian relaxation. This relaxation
decomposes the problem over spokes and is thus far easier to solve than the original problem. We
analyze the performance of the Lagrangian-based policy and focus on a supply-constrained large
network regime in which the number of spokes (n) and the number of resources grow at the same
rate. We show that the Lagrangian policy loses no more than O(\sqrt{ln n/n}) in performance compared
to an optimal policy, thus implying asymptotic optimality as n grows large. We also show that the
Lagrangian upper bounds are tighter than upper bounds from fluid relaxations, and provide examples
that show that the fluid-based upper bounds and their induced static policies fail to be asymptotically
optimal. Finally, we extend the approach to general networks with multiple, interconnected hubs and
spoke-to-spoke connections. For the special case with uniformly related hubs - networks in which the
ratio of the arrival rate to a spoke from a hub to the arrival rate of the reverse trip is constant across
hubs - we provide analogous performance bounds and show that the policy loses no more than
O(\max{\sqrt{J/n},\sqrt{ln n/n}}) in performance in the large network regime when the number of hubs
J grows at any rate o(n).
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Meeting Corporate Renewable Power Targets Using Dual Reoptimization - Alessio Trivella
Presenter: Alessio Trivella - ETH Zurich
Mini Symposium: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1105-1130
Place: R8
D. Mohseni-Taheri, S. Nadarajah, A. Trivella
Prominent companies have committed to procuring a percentage of their power demand from
renewable sources by a future date in the face of uncertain power demand and stochastic power and
renewable energy certificate (REC) prices. We study procurement portfolios based on two dominant
strategies to achieve this target: long-term procurement of power and RECs at a fixed price using
corporate power purchase agreements (CPPAs) and short-term purchases at volatile prices. We
analyze a two-stage model to understand the behavior of procurement costs when using financial and
physical CPPA variants employed in practice, which informs the structuring of these contracts. We
subsequently formulate a Markov decision process (MDP) that optimizes the multi-stage procurement
of power to reach and sustain a renewable procurement target. Our MDP is intractable because its
action space is non-convex and its state space has high-dimensional endogenous and exogenous
components. Although approximate methods to solve this MDP are limited, a procurement policy can
be obtained using an easy-to-implement «primal» reoptimization strategy, which solves a
deterministic model with stochastic quantities in the MDP replaced by forecasts. This approach does
not, however, provide a lower bound on the optimal policy value. We propose a novel «dual»
reoptimization heuristic which computes both procurement decisions and a lower bound while
retaining the desirable implementation properties of primal reoptimization. On realistic instances, the
dual reoptimization policy is near-optimal and outperforms policies from primal reoptimization and
other heuristics. Our numerical results also highlight the benefits of using CPPA contracts to meet a
renewable target.
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An Experimental Comparison Of Tree-Based Stochastic Programming And Stochastic Dual
Dynamic Programming - Nils Loehndorf
Presenter: Nils Loehndorf - University of Luxembourg
Mini Symposium: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1130-1155
Place: R8
N. Löhndorf, V. Gorski, D. Wozabal
There are two popular approaches for solving multistage stochastic programming problems: one is to
reduce a continuous stochastic process to a scenario tree and solve a single optimization problem, the
other is to decompose the problem and apply stochastic dual dynamic programming. We discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of either method and present the results of an extensive computational
experiment that covers three problems of practical relevance: asset liability management, longterm
hydropower planning, and capacitated lot-sizing. We study the performance of either approach based
on case study data taken from the extant literature. To construct scenario trees, we use Scenred2 of
Heitsch and Römisch (2003) and solve the resulting SAA problem as a single optimization problem. We
compare the solution with that of SDDP by implementing only the first-stage decisions over a receding
horizon while sampling from the true stochastic process. Our results indicate that while SDDP produces
better policies overall, it does not dominate the scenario tree approach in all cases, which holds
important lessons for the practice of stochastic programming.

An Approximate Dynamic Programming Model For Dynamic Portfolio Choice With Transaction
Costs - Jörgen Blomvall
Presenter: Jörgen Blomvall - LINKOPINGS UNIVERSITET
Mini Symposium: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1155-1220
Place: R8
We present an approximate dynamic programming (ADP) model for the classic dynamic portfolio
choice problem of an investor with constant relative risk aversion and utility defined over terminal
wealth given proportional transaction costs. In particular, the model is designed to solve problems with
many risky assets and a large number of time periods, for which financial literature lacks efficient
solution methods.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed ADP model in numerical experiments with a risk-free
and ten risky asset(s) given up to 52 time periods and consistently find superior performance relative
benchmark heuristics. The value function approximations are also used to generate dual bounds and
we document duality gaps, expressed as annualized certainty equivalent returns, in the range 0.0030.06% over all studied problem instances. The computational requirements to generate the value
function approximations are reasonable, and given these, the optimal strategy can be efficiently
determined as the solutions to a set of deterministic non-linear programs.
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Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Data-Driven Chance Constrained Programs Over Wasserstein Balls - Wolfram Wiesemann
Semiplenary
Presenter: Wolfram Wiesemann - Imperial College Business School
Mini Symposium: Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1030-1105
Place: R5
Zhi Chen, Daniel Kuhn, Wolfram Wiesemann
We provide an exact deterministic reformulation for data-driven chance constrained programs over
Wasserstein balls. For individual chance constraints as well as joint chance constraints with right-hand
side uncertainty, our reformulation amounts to a mixed-integer conic program. In the special case of
a Wasserstein ball with the $1$-norm or the $\infty$-norm, the cone is the nonnegative orthant, and
the chance constrained program can be reformulated as a mixed-integer linear program. Using our
reformulation, we show that two popular approximation schemes based on the conditional-value-atrisk and the Bonferroni inequality can perform poorly in practice and that these two schemes are
generally incomparable with each other.

Distributionally Robust Factor Revealing Lps For Improved Approximation Algorithms Chaithanya Bandi
Presenter: Chaithanya Bandi - Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University
Mini Symposium: Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1105-1130
Place: R5
C. Bandi and Y. Huo
Approximation Algorithms are often used to solve otherwise intractable problems, where intractability
is either due to high dimensionality or lack of information. Online matching is a widely known instance
of such problems given its application in the adwords market, which is a major revenue stream for
internet search engine companies. This problem has attracted research interest from practitioners and
theoreticians who have proposed various approximation algorithms achieving different competitive
ratios. Mehta et. al. (2005) were able to generalize various approaches and develop an online
algorithm obtaining the best known competitive ratio. In this process, they used the, so called, FactorRevealing Linear Program approach, which is now an established technique for evaluating
approximation algorithms. In this paper, we develop a distributionally robust version of the FactorRevealing LP approach where we are able to incorporate distributional information into developing
and analyzing the resulting approximations.We also characterize the improvements gained in the
competitive ratios using numerical experiments and data from a major online freelancers platform.
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Distributionally Robust Inverse Covariance Estimation: The Wasserstein Shrinkage Estimator Viet Anh Nguyen
Presenter: Viet Anh Nguyen - Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
Mini Symposium: Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1130-1155
Place: R5
V. A. Nguyen, D. Kuhn, P. Mohajerin-Esfahani
We introduce a distributionally robust maximum likelihood estimation model with a Wasserstein
ambiguity set to infer the inverse covariance matrix of a p-dimensional Gaussian random vector from
n independent samples. The proposed model minimizes the worst case (maximum) of Stein's loss
across all normal reference distributions within a prescribed Wasserstein distance from the normal
distribution characterized by the sample mean and the sample covariance matrix. We prove that this
estimation problem is equivalent to a semidefinite program that is tractable in theory but beyond the
reach of general purpose solvers for practically relevant problem dimensions p. In the absence of any
prior structural information, the estimation problem has an analytical solution that is naturally
interpreted as a nonlinear shrinkage estimator. Besides being invertible and well-conditioned even for
p>n, the new shrinkage estimator is rotation-equivariant and preserves the order of the eigenvalues
of the sample covariance matrix. These desirable properties are not imposed ad hoc but emerge
naturally from the underlying distributionally robust optimization model. Finally, we develop a
sequential quadratic approximation algorithm for efficiently solving the general estimation problem
subject to conditional independence constraints typically encountered in Gaussian graphical models.

A Primal-Dual Lifting Scheme For Two-Stage Robust Optimization - Angelos Georghiou
Presenter: Angelos Georghiou - Desautels Faculty of Management, McGill University
Mini Symposium: Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1155-1220
Place: R5
Angelos Georghiou, Angelos Tsoukalas, Wolfram Wiesemann
In this talk, we discuss convergent hierarchies of primal (conservative) and dual (progressive) bounds
for two-stage robust optimization problems that trade off the competing goals of tractability and
optimality: While the coarsest bounds recover a tractable but suboptimal affine decision rule of the
two-stage robust optimization problem, the refined bounds lift extreme points of the uncertainty set
until an exact but intractable extreme point reformulation of the problem is obtained.
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Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Bounding Multistage Optimization Programs Under Uncertainty - Francesca Maggioni
Semiplenary
Presenter: Francesca Maggioni - University of Bergamo
Mini Symposium: Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1030-1105
Place: R5
F. Maggioni
Real world decision problems are usually dynamics and affected by uncertainty. Stochastic
Programming and Robust Optimization provide two suitable modeling frameworks able to manage
uncertain data in a multi-period decision making process. Hovewer such a kind of problems are usually
hard to solve. For this reason approximation techniques which replace the original problem by a
simpler one and provide lower and upper bounds to the optimal value are very useful in practice.
In this talk bounding and sampling methods for multistage decision problems affected by uncertainty
are discussed both in stochastic and robust optimization frameworks.
In the context of multistage stochastic programs we first revise bounds from the literature based on
the assumption that a sufficiently large scenario tree is given but is unsolvable and secondly bounds
for the original infinite problem. In the first case, monotonic bounds based on optimal scenario
grouping are discussed and compared in terms of computational complexity [1]-[2]. In the second case,
we find guaranteed bounds, i.e. finite tree models, for which the optimal values give upper and lower
bounds for the optimal values of the original infinite problem through the concepts of first order and
convex order stochastic dominance [3].
Finally in the context of multistage robust optimization, probabilistic guarantees for constraint
sampling are derived [4]. The dynamic nature of these problems is tackled avoiding the conservative
use of explicit parametrizations through decision rules. An explicit bound on the probability of violation
of the randomized solution is provided. Exact and sampled-based lower bounds to the original
multistage robust optimization program are presented. Numerical results dealing with a multistage
inventory problem show the efficacy of the proposed approaches.
References
[1] Maggioni F. and Pflug, G. (2016) Bounds and approximations for multistage stochastic programs,
Siam J. Optim., 26(1), 831–855.
[2] Maggioni, F., Cavagnini, R. Optimization Driven Monotonic Bounds in Stochastic Programming, (in
preparation).
[3] Maggioni, F. and Pflug, G. (2019) Guaranteed Bounds for General Non-discrete Multistage RiskAverse Stochastic Optimization Programs, Siam J. Optim., 29(1), 454–483.
[4] Maggioni, F. Dabbene, F. and Pflug, G. Sampling Methods for Multistage Robust Optimization (in
preparation).
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Worst-Case Regret Minimization In A Two-Stage Linear Program - Erick Delage
Presenter: Erick Delage - HEC Montréal
Mini Symposium: Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1105-1130
Place: R5
In this talk, we explain how two-stage worst-case regret minimization problems can be reformulated
as two-stage robust optimization models. This allows us to employ both approximate and exact
solution methods that are available in the recent literature to efficiently identify good solutions for
these hard problems. In particular, our numerical experiments indicate that affine decision rules are
particularly effective at identifying good conservative solutions for three different types of decision
problems: a multi-item newsvendor problem, a lot-sizing problem, and a production-transportation
problem.

A New Deterministic Approximation For The Maximum Utility Of A Multi-Stage Stochastic
Decision Process - Roberto TadeiRoberto Tadei, Guido Perboli, Daniele Manerba
Presenter: Roberto Tadei - Politecnico di Torino
Mini Symposium: Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1130-1155
Place: R5
R. Tadei, G. Perboli, D. Manerba
We consider a decision maker who performs a multi-stage stochastic decision process in discrete time,
where the choice alternatives are characterized by random utilities with unknown common probability
distribution.
The decisions are nested each other, i.e. the decision taken at each time stage is affected by the
subsequent decisions.
The problem consists in maximizing the total expected utility of the overall multi-stage stochastic
dynamic decision process.
By means of some results of the extreme values theory, the probability distribution of the total
maximum utility is derived and its expected value is found.
It is also shown that the choice probability to select alternatives becomes a Nested Multinomial Logit
model.
The quality of this deterministic approximation will be proved by addressing optimal path problems in
multi-stage stochastic decision networks.
keywords: multi-stage decision process, stochastic utilities, extreme values theory, asymptotic
approximation, Nested Multinomial Logit model.
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Risk-Averse Mixed-Integer Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming Problems With Mean-Cvar Ozlem Cavus
Presenter: Ozlem Cavus - Bilkent University
Mini Symposium: Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1155-1220
Place: R5
O. Cavus, A.I. Mahmutogullari, M.S. Akturk
Risk-averse mixed-integer multi-stage stochastic programming problems form a class of extremely
challenging problems since the problem size grows exponentially with the number of stages, the
problem is nonconvex due to integrality restrictions, and the objective function is nonlinear in general.
We propose a scenario tree decomposition approach to obtain lower and upper bounds for such
problems with an objective of dynamic mean-CVaR. The method requires no assumption such as
convexity, linearity, and complete recourse. We then use these bounds in an evaluate-and-cut
procedure, which serves as an exact solution algorithm for the problems with integer first-stage
decisions. We conduct computational experiments to observe the quality of the obtained bounds and
the efficiency of the proposed algorithms.
Note: This presentation belongs to the mini-symposium entitled: Bounds and Approximations in
Optimization under Uncertainty, organizer: Francesca Maggioni.
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Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Wasserstein Distributionally Robust Optimization: Theory And Applications In Machine
Learning - Peyman Mohajerin-Esfahani
Semiplenary
Presenter: Peyman Mohajerin-Esfahani - TU Delft
Mini Symposium: Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1015-1050
Place: R5
Daniel Kuhn, Peyman Mohajerin Esfahani, Soroosh Shafieezadeh-Abadeh, Viet Anh Nguyen
In this talk, we review recent developments in the area of distributionally robust optimization, with
particular emphasis on a data-driven setting and robustness to the so-called Wasserstein ambiguity
set. We argue that this approach has several conceptual and computational benefits. We will also show
that Wasserstein distributionally robust optimization has interesting ramifications for statistical
learning and motivates new approaches for fundamental learning tasks such as classification,
regression, maximum likelihood estimation or minimum mean square error estimation, among others.

Bridging Bayesian And Minimax Mean Square Error Estimation Via Wasserstein
Distributionally Robust Optimization - Soroosh Shafieezadeh
Presenter: Soroosh Shafieezadeh - EPFL
Mini Symposium: Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1050-1115
Place: R5
V. A. Nguyen, S.Shafieezadeh-Abadeh, P. Mohajerin Esfahani, D. Kuhn
We bridge the Bayesian and the minimax mean square error estimators by leveraging tools from
modern distributionally robust optimization. We show that the optimal estimator and the least
favorable distribution form a Nash equilibrium for the Wasserstein ambiguity set and can be computed
by solving a single tractable convex program. We further devise a Frank-Wolfe algorithm with a linear
convergence rate to solve the convex program whose direction-searching subproblem can be solved
in a quasi-closed form. Using these ingredients, we introduce an image denoiser and a robust Kalman
filter which hedge against adversarial noise.
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Advances In Wasserstein Distributionally Robust Optimization - Daniel Kuhn
Presenter: Daniel Kuhn - EPFL
Mini Symposium: Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1115-1140
Place: R5

Wasserstein distributionally robust optimization seeks data-driven decisions that perform well under
the most adverse distribution within a certain Wasserstein distance from a nominal distribution
constructed from a finite number of training samples. In this talk we discuss new tractability results for
general classes of distributionally robust optimization whose ambiguity sets constitute type-p
Wasserstein balls. We also shed light on the limits of tractability.
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Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust
Optimization: Overview And Recent Advances
Chance-Constrained Programming With Decision-Dependent And Exogenous Uncertainty Miguel Lejeune
Semiplenary
Presenter: Miguel Lejeune - The George Washington University
Mini Symposium: Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust
Optimization: Overview And Recent Advances.
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1030-1105
Place: R5
M. Lejeune, F. Margot
We study a class of joint chance-constrained stochastic problems with decision-dependent and
exogenous uncertainty. A coupling function models the relationship between decision and decisiondependent random variables. We review the types of decision-dependent uncertainty problems and
the use of coupling functions in a variety of contexts, and discuss the importance of properly modeling
decision-dependent uncertainty. We propose reformulations equivalent to the general chanceconstrained problem with decision-dependent uncertainty and then derive specific reformulations for
the decision-dependent service uncertainty context. We design a data-driven algorithmic framework
which includes the derivation of convex integer relaxation problems and tight bounds, the use of new
multiterm convexification methods, and the design of a nonlinear branch-and-bound algorithm
featuring a new branching rule. Computational experiments based on real-life data and assessing the
the scalability and computational effiency of the method will be presented.
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Distributionally Robust Optimization Under Decision-Dependent Ambiguity Set - Nilay Noyan
Presenter: Nilay Noyan - SABANCI University
Mini Symposium: Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust
Optimization: Overview And Recent Advances.
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1105-1130
Place: R5
N. Noyan, G. Rudolf, M. Lejeune
We introduce a new class of distributionally robust optimization problems under decision-dependent
ambiguity sets. In particular, as our ambiguity sets, we consider balls centered on a decisiondependent probability distribution. The balls are based on a class of earth mover’s distances that
includes both the total variation distance and the Wasserstein metrics. We discuss the main
computational challenges in solving the problems of interest, and provide an overview of various
settings leading to tractable formulations. Some of the arising side results, such as the mathematical
programming expressions for robustified risk measures in a discrete space, are also of independent
interest. Finally, we rely on state-of-the-art modeling techniques from humanitarian logistics and
machine scheduling to arrive at potentially practical applications, and present a numerical study for a
novel risk-averse scheduling problem with controllable processing times.

Mixed-Integer Linear Multistage Stochastic Programming Under Endogenous And Exogenous
Uncertainties - Ignacio Grossmann
Presenter: Ignacio Grossmann - Carnegie Mellon UNiversity
Mini Symposium: Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust
Optimization: Overview And Recent Advances.
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1130-1155
Place: R5martin
Robert Apap and Ignacio E. Grossmann
We address the modeling and solution of mixed-integer linear multistage stochastic programming
problems involving endogenous and exogenous uncertain parameters. We propose a composite
scenario tree that captures both types of uncertainty, and we present new theoretical model-reduction
properties that can drastically reduce the number of non-anticipativity constraints. Lagrangean
decomposition and a sequential scenario decomposition heuristic are used to solve large-scale
problem instances.
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Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Mixing Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization - Michel
De Lara
Semiplenary
Presenter: Michel De Lara - Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
Mini Symposium: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1015-1050
Place: R1
Michel De Lara, Jean-Philippe Chancelier, Pierre Carpentier
Multistage stochastic optimization problems are, by essence, complex because their solutions are
indexed both by stages (time) and by uncertainties (scenarios). Hence, their large scale nature makes
decomposition methods appealing. We present, in an unified framework, three main approaches and
methods to decompose multi-stage stochastic optimization problems for numerical resolution:
* time decomposition (and state-based resolution methods, like Stochastic Dynamic Programming, in
Stochastic Optimal Control);
* scenario decomposition (like Progressive Hedging in Stochastic Programming);
* spatial decomposition (like Dual Approximate Dynamic Programming).
We point on the difficulties raised by the mixing of such methods to tackle large scale problems.
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Mixing Dynamic Programming And Spatial Decomposition Methods - Pierre Carpentier
Presenter: Pierre Carpentier - ENSTA ParisTech
Mini Symposium: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1050-1115
Place: R1
P. Carpentier, J.-P. Chancelier, M. De Lara, F. Pacaud
We consider a stochastic optimization problem where different units are connected together via a
network. Each unit is a (small) control system, located at a node. Each unit state evolution is affected
by uncertainties and by controls from the neighbor units transmitted through edges. Static constraints
couple all units at each time. We formulate a global stochastic optimization problem. We propose two
decomposition methods, whether we decouple the constraints by prices or by quantities. We show
that the global Bellman function can be bounded above by a sum of quantity-decomposed nodal value
functions, and below by a sum of price-decomposed nodal value functions. We provide conditions
under which these nodal value functions can be computed by dynamic programming. We illustrate
these results with numerical studies that tackle the decentralized optimization of urban micro-grids.

[1] P. Carpentier and G. Cohen, Décomposition-coordination en optimisation déterministe et
stochastique, Springer, 2017.
[2] F. Pacaud, Decentralized Optimization methods for Efficient Energy Management under
Stochasticity, PhD Thesis, University Paris-Est, 2018.

Mixing Dynamic Programming And Scenario Decomposition Methods - Jean-Philippe
Chancelier
Presenter: Jean-Philippe Chancelier - Cermics/ENPC
Mini Symposium: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1115-1140
Place: R1
P. Carpentier, J-Ph. Chancelier, M. De Lara, T. Rigaut
We provide a method to decompose multistage stochastic optimization problems by time blocks. Our
framework covers both stochastic programming and stochastic dynamic programming. We formulate
multistage stochastic optimization problems over a so-called history space, with solutions being history
feedbacks. We prove a general dynamic programming equation, with value functions defined on the
history space. Then, we consider the question of reducing the history using a compressed “state”
variable. This reduction can be done by time blocks, that is, at stages that are not necessarily all the
original unit stages. We prove a reduced dynamic programming equation. Then, we apply the
reduction method by time blocks to two time-scales stochastic optimization problems and to a novel
class of so-called decision hazard decision problems, arising in many practical situations, like in stock
management.
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Algorithms For Two-Time-Scales Stochastic Optimization With Applications To Long Term
Management Of Energy Storage - Tristan Rigaut
Presenter: Tristan Rigaut - Efficacity
Mini Symposium: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1140-1205
Place: R1
P. Carpentier, J-Ph. Chancelier, M. De Lara, T. Rigaut
Energy storage devices are of major importance to integrate more renewable energies and demandside management in a new energy mix. However batteries remain costly even if recent market
developments in the field of electrical vehicles and stationary storage tend to decrease their cost. We
present a stochastic optimization model aiming at minimizing the investment and maintenance costs
of batteries for a house with solar panels. For any given capacity of battery it is necessary to compute
a charge/discharge strategy as well as maintenance to maximize revenues provided by intraday energy
arbitrage while ensuring a long term aging of the storage devices. Long term aging is a slow process
while charge/discharge control of a storage handles fast dynamics. For this purpose, we have designed
algorithms that take into account this two time scales aspect in the decision making process. These
algorithms are applied to numerical experiments.
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Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System
Models
Communication-Constrained Expansion Planning For Resilient Distribution Systems. - Pascal
Van Hentenryck
Semiplenary
Presenter: Pascal Van Hentenryck - Georgia Institute of Technology
Mini Symposium: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System
Models
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1030-1105
Place: R1
Distributed generation and remotely controlled switches have emerged as important technologies to
improve the resiliency of distribution grids against extreme weather-related disturbances. Therefore
it becomes important to study how best to place them on the grid in order to meet a resiliency criteria,
while minimizing costs and capturing their dependencies on the associated communication systems
that sustain their distributed operations. This paper introduces the Optimal Resilient Design Problem
for Distribution and Communication Systems (ORDPDC) to address this need. The ORDPDC is
formulated as a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer program that captures the physical laws of
distribution systems, the communication connectivity of the smart grid components, and a set of
scenarios that specifies which components are affected by potential disasters. The paper proposes an
exact branch-and-price algorithm for the ORDPDC that features a strong lower bound and a variety of
acceleration schemes to address degeneracy. The ORDPDC model and branch-and-price algorithm
were evaluated on a variety of test cases with varying disaster intensities and network topologies. The
results demonstrate the significant impact of the network topologies on the expansion plans and costs,
and computational benefits of the proposed approach.
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Comparison Of Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Robust Optimization: A Virtual
Power Plant Application - Ricardo Lima
Presenter: Ricardo Lima - King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
Mini Symposium: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System
Models
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1105-1130
Place: R1
Ricardo M. Lima, Antonio Conejo, Loïc Giraldi, Olivier Le Maître, Ibrahim Hoteit, Omar Knio
In this presentation, we compare two modeling paradigms for optimization under uncertainty, namely
stochastic programming and robust optimization, using as illustrative example the scheduling of a
virtual power plant (VPP). We specifically focus on two methodologies: risk-averse two-stage
stochastic programming (SP) and two-stage adaptive robust optimization (ARO). In the SP approach,
the risk is measured using the conditional value at risk (CVaR), which resembles a worst-case measure
and conceptually links naturally to ARO. In both approaches, the decision-making problem of the VPP
involves uncertainty in wind speed and electricity price. In the ARO methodology, the uncertainty is
modeled using one of two types of uncertainty sets: discrete or continuous. The discrete uncertainty
set limits the values of the uncertain parameters (wind speed and electricity price) to be at the upper
or lower bounds of the set, or at a forecast value within the set. With a continuous set the uncertain
parameter may take values within a specified range, which involves higher flexibility than the discrete
case. For both types, a budget of uncertainty constraint is considered.
For SP, we use an efficient implementation of a decomposition algorithm that handles the CVaR in the
objective function. For the ARO approach, we propose a novel enhanced column and constraint
generation (CCG) method that can handle rigorously mixed integer linear programming (MILP) or
nonlinear programming (NLP) subproblems. The MILP subproblems arise from using discrete
uncertainty sets, whereas the NLP subproblems arise from using continuous uncertainty sets.
We analyze SP and ARO in light of the underlying formulations, treatment of uncertainty and risk,
decomposition algorithms, and computational performance. A Monte Carlo Sample Average
Approximation methodology is used to generate estimators and confidence intervals of quantities of
interest for both approaches. The analysis also features an assessment of 1) the operational results
regarding first-stage decision variables, estimators of expected profit, and estimators of the CVaR of
the profit; and 2) the performance of the algorithms taking into consideration different sample sizes
and risk management parameters.
The scheduling and market involvement results show that similar first-stage solutions are obtained
depending on the risk parameterizations used in SP and ARO. Computationally, the SP approach with
a sample of 500 elements is superior to the ARO approach, and there is a number of instances for
which the enhanced CCG method does not meet the stopping criteria, whereas the SP decomposition
method does, but at a high computational cost. We finally discuss results regarding the involved
strategies of the enhanced CCG method.
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Analysing Effects Of Short- And Long-Term Uncertainty On Capacity Expansion In European
Electricity Markets - Asgeir Tomasgard
Presenter: Asgeir Tomasgard - NTNU
Mini Symposium: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System
Models
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1130-1155
Place: R1
A. Tomasgard, M. Mikkelsen, A. Reiten, H. Marañon-Ledesma, O. Turgut
The EMPIRE model is a European multiscale power market model with investments towards 2050 as
well as representative hours. It is well suited to capture operational uncertainty in generation from
intermittent energy sources like wind and sun.
In this paper we add long-term uncertainty to the formulation. The resulting models are large scale
stochastic multi-stage recourse models with hundred of millions of variables. We present both solution
methods and analysis of the most important factors.
In the short-run horizon, typical uncertainty is in load, intermittent generation and inflows to hydro
reservoirs. Short-run sources of flexibility are regulated hydropower, storages, fossil generators and
demand response. In the long run uncertain factors include learning curves, policy uncertainty, longterm commodity process and demand trends.
We look at the European level and analyze questions like to what extent the demand response
potential can facilitate
an optimal transition to an European low emission power system and how does long-term uncertainty
affect the investments in renewables.

Temporal And Spatial Decomposition Of Power System Planning Problems - Ramteen
Sioshansi
Presenter: Ramteen Sioshansi - The Ohio State University
Mini Symposium: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System
Models
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1155-1220
Place: R1
K. Yagi, R. Sioshansi, A. J. Conejo
Power system planning problems are becoming increasingly challenging. High renewable penetration
levels complicate the problem in two ways. First, accurate uncertainty modelling requires require
short- and long-term uncertainties to be captured. Second, economic renewable integration requires
greater use of spatially diverse resources, thereby increasing the physical footprint of planning
problems. In this talk, we explore the use of decomposition techniques (e.g., efficient variants of
Lagrangian relaxation and Benders’s decomposition) to tackle this important problem by exploiting its
temporal and spatial structures.
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Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Vehicle Routing Under Uncertainty - Ricardo Fukasawa
Semiplenary
Presenter: Ricardo Fukasawa - University of Waterloo
Mini Symposium: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1030-1105
Place: R9
The vehicle routing problem is a classical combinatorial optimization problem where one seeks to find
a minimum cost set of routes that serves a given set of clients. Each vehicle has a given capacity and
the total demand carried by it cannot exceed such capacity. Multiple variants of this problem have
been considered over the years, including time windows, pick-up and delivery, and many others.
Out of those variants, in this talk, we will give an overview of exact approaches that deal with uncertain
data. We will review methods that have been proposed for the exact solution of the deterministic
vehicle routing problem and what are the challenges that uncertain data presents in either adapting
these or developing new exact methods for them.

On Two-Stage Combinatorial Optimization Problems Under Risk - Marc Goerigk
Presenter: Marc Goerigk - University of Siegen
Mini Symposium: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1105-1130
Place: R9
M. Goerigk, A. Kasperski, P. Zieliński
In this presentation a class of combinatorial optimization problems is discussed. It is assumed that a
solution can be constructed in two stages. The current first-stage costs are precisely known, while the
future second-stage costs are only known to belong to an uncertainty set, which contains a finite
number of scenarios with known probability distribution. A partial solution, chosen in the first stage,
can be completed by performing an optimal recourse action, after the true second-stage scenario is
revealed. A solution minimizing the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) measure is computed. Since
expectation and maximum are boundary cases of CVaR, the model generalizes the traditional
stochastic and robust two-stage approaches, previously discussed in the existing literature. New
negative and positive results are provided for basic combinatorial optimization problems such as the
selection or network problems.
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Decomposition-Based Approaches For A Class Of Two-Stage Robust Binary Optimization
Problems - Boris Detienne
Presenter: Boris Detienne - University of Bordeaux / Inria Bordeaux Sud-Ouest
Mini Symposium: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1130-1155
Place: R9
A.N. Arslan, B. Detienne
In this talk, we study a class of two-stage robust binary optimization problems with polyhedral
uncertainty set where recourse decisions are restricted to be mixed-binary and uncertainty is present
only in the objective function. We present a deterministic equivalent formulation for these problems
through convexification of the recourse feasible region. However, this reformulation does not directly
lead to an exploitable structure in the problem. We therefore investigate a relaxation where we
replace the convex hull of the recourse feasible region with an intersection of the convex hull of the
pure recourse polyhedron with the linking constraints. We additionally propose “no-good” cut-type
inequalities to recover the original problem from this relaxation. The resulting exact formulation can
be solved with a branch-and-price-and-cut method, generating columns from the pure recourse
polyhedron and introducing “no-good” cuts as needed. We additonally present necessary conditions
for the relaxation to be exact without the need for additional cuts. Finally, we present various
applications where these conditions are satisfied, and investigate the numerical strength of our
methodology. Speicifally, we compare our methodology to a recently introduced approximation
method called K-adaptability that fixes K recourse solutions in the first stage and optimizes the
recourse problem over these in the second stage.
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Branch-And-Cut-And-Price For The Robust Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem With
Knapsack Uncertainty - Michael Poss
Presenter: Michael Poss - LIRMM, CNRS
Mini Symposium: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1155-1220
Place: R9
Artur Alves Pessoa, Michael Poss, Ruslan Sadykov, François Vanderbec
We examine the robust counterpart of the classical Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP). We
consider two types of uncertainty sets for the customer demands: the classical budget polytope
introduced by Bertsimas and Sim (2003), and a partitioned budget polytope proposed by Gounaris et
al. (2013). We show that using the set-partitioning formulation it is possible to reformulate our
problem as a deterministic heterogeneous vehicle routing problem. Thus, many state-of-the-art
techniques for exactly solving deterministic VRPs can be applied for the robust counterpart, and a
modern branch-and-cut-and-price algorithm can be adapted to our setting by keeping the number of
pricing subproblems strictly polynomial. More importantly, we introduce new techniques to
significantly improve the efficiency of the algorithm. We present analytical conditions under which a
pricing subproblem is infeasible. This result is general and can be applied to other combinatorial
optimization problems with knapsack uncertainty. We also introduce robust capacity cuts which are
provably stronger than the ones known in the literature. Finally, a fast iterated local search algorithm
is proposed to obtain heuristic solutions for the problem. Using our branch-and-cut-and-price
algorithm incorporating existing and new techniques, we are able to solve to optimality all but one
open instances from the literature.
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Doing Good With Good Ro
Robust Active Preference Elicitation To Learn The Moral Priorities Of Policy-Makers - Phebe
Vayanos
Semiplenary
Presenter: Phebe Vayanos - University of Southern California
Mini Symposium: Doing Good With Good Ro
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1030-1105
Place: R4
Phebe Vayanos, Duncan McElfresh, John Dickerson, Angelos Georghiou, Han Yu, Eric Rice
Motivated by our collaboration with the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority, the authority in
charge of allocating housing resources and services to those experiencing homeless in LA, we consider
the problem faced by a recommender system which seeks to offer a user with unknown preferences
their favorite item among a potentially infinite collection. Before making a recommendation, the
system has the opportunity to elicit the user’s preferences by making a moderate number of queries.
We take the point of view of a risk-averse recommendation system which only possesses limited, setbased, information on the user utility function and investigate two complementary settings. In the first
setting, each query corresponds to a pairwise comparison, in the spirit of choice-based conjoint
analysis. In the second setting, each query asks the user to rate an item on a scale from 0 to 1. We
show that the problem can be formulated as a multi-stage robust optimization problem with decisiondependent information discovery and for both settings propose reformulations in the form of mixedbinary linear problems that can be solved efficiently with off-the-shelf solvers. We evaluate the
performance of our approach on both synthetic and real-world data from the U.S. homeless youth
population where we learn the preferences of policy-makers in terms of characteristics (fairnessefficiency trade-offs) of a policy for allocating housing resources. Our results illustrate that our
framework outperforms state-of-the-art techniques from the literature.
This work is based on two papers, one joint with Duncan McElfresh and John Dickerson and the other
with Angelos Georghiou and Han Yu.

Nurse Staffing Under Uncertain Demand And Absenteeism - Minseok Ryu
Presenter: Minseok Ryu - University of Michigan
Mini Symposium: Doing Good With Good Ro
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1105-1130
Place: R4
This presentation describes a data-driven approach for nurse staffing decision under uncertain
demand and absenteeism. We propose a distributionally robust nurse staffing (DRNS) model with both
exogenous (stemming from demand uncertainty) and endogenous uncertainty (stemming from nurse
absenteeism). We provide a separation approach to solve the DRNS model with general nurse pool
structures. Also, we identify several classes of nurse pool structures that often arise in practice and
show how the DRNS model in each of these structures can be reformulated as a monolithic mixedinteger linear program that facilitates off-the-shelf commercial software. Moreover, we propose an
optimal nurse pool design model.
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Robust Policies For Proactive Icu Transfers - Julien Grand-Clement
Presenter: Julien Grand-Clement - IEOR Department, Columbia University
Mini Symposium: Doing Good With Good Ro
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1130-1155
Place: R4
Julien Grand-Clement, IEOR Department, Columbia University
Carri Chan, Columbia Business School
Vineet Goyal, IEOR Department, Columbia University
Patients admitted to the ICU after a sudden health deterioration tend to have a higher mortality rate
and in-hospital length-of-stay than patients who were admitted proactively. The medical community
has been exploring making proactive ICU admission decisions based on patient risk scores. In this work,
we study the impact of proactive transfer policies on the clinical outcomes. We develop a tractable
approximation of the hospital system and show that under some mild assumptions, an optimal strategy
is threshold, that is, it sends every patient whose health condition is more severe than a certain risk
score. We study the robustness of our model under parameters mispecification and show that an
optimal robust transfer strategy can be found among threshold policies too. Using data from real
hospitals, we estimate the parameter uncertainty in model and present numerical experiments where
we show how the performances of the hospital can deteriorate even for small deviations in the
estimated parameters. As such, we emphasize the impact of data uncertainty when developing robust
versus naive strategies.

Maximizing Intervention Effectiveness - Vishal Gupta
Presenter: Vishal Gupta - USC Marshall School of Business
Mini Symposium: Doing Good With Good Ro
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1155-1220
Place: R4
V. Gupta, B.R. Han, S.H. Kim
Policymakers often seek to roll-out an intervention previously proven effective in a research study,
possibly subject to resource constraints. We propose a robust optimization framework to guide this
roll-out to maximize intervention effectiveness. Our method uses the types of evidence typically
available in a published study to identify a subset of patients for treatment. We prove performance
guarantees on the method and present a case study assessing its benefits using data from a large
teaching hospital in the context of reducing emergency department visits through case management.
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Freight Transportation And Logistics Under Uncertainties
Can We Handle Tens Of Thousands Of Correlated Random Variables In Vehicle Routing? Stein W. Wallace
Semiplenary
Presenter: Stein W. Wallace - NHH Norwegian School of Economics
Mini Symposium: Freight Transportation And Logistics Under Uncertainties
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1030-1105
Place: R3
Stein W. Wallace, Department of Business and Management Science, NHH Norwegian School of
Economics, stein.wallace@nhh.no
Zhaoxia Guo, Business School, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China, zx.guo@alumni.polyu.edu.hk

We study vehicle routing with random speeds that are correlated in time and space. We assume that
network links that are close in time and space have (positively) correlated speeds. Using moderately
large networks (up to 418 links) and 60 five minutes time intervals, we show how we can handle up to
about 25,000 correlated random variables with an accuracy of about 1% on a standard PC. The talk will
focus on what we do and why it works.
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The Multi-Attribute Two-Echelon Location-Routing Problem With Fleet Synchronization At
Intermediate Facilities And Stochastic Demands - David Escobar-Vargas
Presenter: David Escobar-Vargas - Université de Montréal - CIRRELT
Mini Symposium: Freight Transportation And Logistics Under Uncertainties
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1130-1155
Place: R3
David Escobar Vargas, Claudio Contardo, Stein W. Wallace, Teodor Gabriel Crainic
We study the multi-attribute two-echelon location-routing problem with fleet synchronization at
intermediate facilities and stochastic demands (SMA-2ELRPFS), motivated by applications in city
logistics. The system topology is composed of sets of platforms, satellites (or intermediate facilities),
and customer zones as well as two vehicle garages, one for each echelon. The system requires routing
and scheduling of vehicles on each echelon to deliver the freight from platforms to customer zones,
through satellite facilities. Location decisions on platforms are not considered, but satellite locations
must be defined. In this context, we investigate the influence of correlated uncertain customer zone
demands on the design of freight delivery systems in urban areas. In particular, the proposed problem
deals with the simultaneous consideration of multiple attributes, such as origin-destination demands,
time windows at the customer zones, fleet synchronization at satellites and demand correlations. We
introduce the problem setting, present a mixed-integer programming formulation as well as an exact
solution framework for the SMA-2ELRPFS. We propose a solution framework based on an iterative
refinement of a time-expanded formulation, as well as a methodology to generate valid correlation
matrices.
To gain insight into the importance of correlations, we use different scenario sets representing
different correlation matrices to study the effect of correlations on the optimal solution. We thus
introduce a methodology capable of generating valid correlation matrices for the SMA-2ELRPFS based
on different proposed correlation structures. In this regard, we ensure the fidelity of the scenario
generation, by determining the minimal number of necessary scenarios to maintain solutions with a
minimal level of variations by checking the in-sample and out-of-sample stability.
We formulate a two-stage stochastic model where the first-stage decisions concern the distribution
network design before the realization of the random demands, in which satellites location and the
commodity flow allocation are determined. A second-stage then comprises the routing decisions for
both echelons considering the demand realization as well as the time windows and fleet
synchronization constraints under the first-stage network design. Overall, the objective is to minimize
location costs on the first-stage design and the expected operational costs defined by the secondstage.
Extensive computational experiments are performed to study the efficiency of the proposed
formulations and the solution framework for the SMA-2ELRPFS. A qualitative analysis is provided,
based on the tests of the proposed correlation structures as well as the mathematical properties within
the multi-commodity flow formulation arising from the time-expanded representation. We provide
the benefits involving the reduction of the time-expanded network, solution quality, and runtime
improvements as well as the problem scale that can be solved.
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Ice Routing Problem In A Dynamic And Stochastic Environment, A Look-Ahead Model - Mingyu
Li
Presenter: Mingyu Li - NTNU
Mini Symposium: Freight Transportation And Logistics Under Uncertainties
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1155-1220
Place: R3
M. Li, P. Schütz
We discuss the problem of finding the optimal route for a ship sailing in ice. Sailing in ice, and especially
in the Arctic, is often characterized by non-stationary ice conditions, poor quality of forecasts regarding
these ice conditions and sometimes even a lack of data, introducing uncertainty into the problem. The
problem can be formulated as a shortest path problem with uncertain and time-dependent travel
times. Our objective is to find the shortest expected travel time from the ship's current position to the
destination, but alternative objectives are also under consideration. These objectives include
minimizing the cost of the voyage (including the ship's operational costs, but also the cost of icebreaker
assistance), minimizing the environmental footprint of the voyage and minimizing the risk of damage
to the vessel (e.g. based on the Polaris risk indicator). We consider a planning horizon of 15 to 20 days,
with new ice information becoming available in regular intervals during the voyage. Decisions should
therefore be reconsidered each time information is received. We present the look-ahead model
formulation, a solution method based on stochastic dynamic programming as well as some preliminary
results.
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From Theory To Practice: Solution Methods And Implementation Aspects On Applied
Robust And Stochastic Models
Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Dynamic Asset Allocation - Tito Homem-de-Mello
Semiplenary
Presenter: Tito Homem-de-Mello - Universidad Adolfo Ibañez
Mini Symposium: From Theory To Practice: Solution Methods And Implementation Aspects On
Applied Robust And Stochastic Models
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1030-1105
Place: R3
T. Silva, D. Valladão and T. Homem-de-Mello
Dynamic asset allocation is a decision process under uncertainty with complex characteristics involving
the investor’s risk tolerance, transaction costs and price dynamics. The major challenges to analyze
such problems are (i) to determine an appropriate predictive model for the price dynamics based on
available data, (ii) to construct a prescriptive (decision) model that takes into account prediction errors
to consistently yield solutions with good out-of-sample performance, and (iii) to devise an algorithm
that can be efficiently solved.
In this work, we present a model that addresses issues (i), (ii) and (iii) laid out above. For (i), we use a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to represent asset returns. The HMM approach can be viewed as a datadriven method that builds a Markov chain with unobservable states to represent the evolution of
return dynamics. The resulting HMM is then embedded into a multi-stage stochastic programming
model that incorporates risk-constraints.
To address (ii), we provide a distributionally robust formulation of the problem. The goal of such
formulation is to allow for some ambiguity in the estimated transition matrix of the HMM in order to
alleviate the dependence on the specific set of collected data, thus leading to better out-of-sample
performance.
Finally, to address (iii), the resulting model is solved using an enhanced version of the classical
Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP) algorithm of Pereira and Pinto (1991). The
enhancements are required to incorporate risk constraints in a time-consistent way, and also to include
the min-max formulation which is typical of distributionally robust problems. In particular, we provide
deterministic lower and upper bounds that converge to the optimal value of the problem.
Our numerical experiments with real data – using a training set and a validation set – suggest that the
method can, in fact, yield robust efficient allocation policies that consistently outperform benchmarks
with better risk and return.
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A Conservative Convergent Solution For Continuously Distributed Two-Stage Stochastic
Optimization Problems - Davi Valladão
Presenter: Davi Valladão - PUC-Rio
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C. Gamboa, D. Valladão, A. Street
Two-stage stochastic programming is a mathematical framework widely used in real-life applications
such as power system operation planning, supply chain, logistics, inventory, and financial planning.
Since most of these problems cannot be solved analytically, decision makers make use of numerical
methods to obtain a near-optimal solution. Due to computational time or power limitations, some
applications rely on the implementation of non-converged and therefore, sub-optimal solutions. In this
context, the existing partition-refinement methods provide an optimistic solution whenever
convergence is not attained. Optimistic solutions often generate high disappointment levels, since they
consistently underestimate the actual costs in the approximate objective function. To address this
issue, we develop a conservative convergent partition-refinement method for two-stage stochastic
linear programming problems with convex recourse function of the uncertainty. Given a partition of
the uncertainty support, the conservative decision can be obtained by means of a distributionally
robust problem whose complexity grows exponentially with the uncertainty dimensionality. We prove
the convergence of the method given a refining partition sequence and propose algorithmic schemes
to address the curse of dimensionality. For problems with low-dimensional uncertainty, we develop a
deterministic equivalent linear programming model, whereas, for medium-sized uncertainty
dimensionality, we propose a Column and Constraint Generation algorithm. To handle highdimensional uncertainty, we propose a loose upper-bound formulation whose complexity grows
linearly with the uncertainty dimension. In the presence of monotone recourse functions with regard
to the uncertain parameter, we prove convergence of the proposed loose upper-bound. The
computational experiments are presented for the farmer's problem and the aircraft allocation
problem.

Why Time Consistency Should Be Pursued? - Alexandre Street de Aguiar
Presenter: Alexandre Street de Aguiar - PUC-Rio
Mini Symposium: From Theory To Practice: Solution Methods And Implementation Aspects On
Applied Robust And Stochastic Models
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1130-1155
Place: R3
A. Street, D. Valladão
One of the aims of multistage problems is considering the opportunity cost of flexibilities and
constraints of future stages into the first-stage decision. In this context, we will discuss the types of
problem whose level of inconsistency is worth observing and measuring. We will present some
practical examples of inconsistency sources that are likely to lead to high extra costs regarding actuallly
implemented decisions. We will also provide a framework to measure and control those
inconsistencies using practical applications as reference.
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From A Two-Stage Problem Into A Multistage Decision Using A Dro Framework - Vitor de
Matos
Presenter: Vitor de Matos - Norus
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Applied Robust And Stochastic Models
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1155-1220
Place: R3
V. L. de Matos and P. V. Larroyd
Using stochastic programming in practical application can be extremely difficult in some cases due to
the challenge of modeling uncertainty within some framework that can be used in very complex
algorithms. In some cases it is possible to define a two-stage model, but in reality one might need to
address it from the perspective of a multistage decision process, given that it is more adherent to the
actual process of decision making. In this paper we address this issue by means of a Markovian model
that can transform the two-stage model into a multistage problem using the DRO framework, which
change the probability measures modifying the two-stage random process into a decision that
considers some future randomness in the process, similar to a multistage problem. We show an
algorithm based on SDDP that yield a policy for the decision maker and we present some numerical
results for a practical problem.
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Interfaces Between Learning And Stochastic Optimization
Learning Via Non-Convex Min-Max Games - Meisam Razaviyayn
Semiplenary
Presenter: Meisam Razaviyayn - University of Southern California
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Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1015-1050
Place: R9
Meisam Razaviyayn
Recent applications that arise in machine learning have surged significant interest in solving min-max
saddle point games. This problem has been extensively studied in the convex-concave regime for which
a global equilibrium solution can be computed efficiently. In this talk, we study the problem in the nonconvex regime and show that an $\epsilon$--first order stationary point of the game can be
computed when one of the player’s objective can be optimized to global optimality efficiently. We
discuss the application of the proposed algorithm in defense agains adversarial attacks to neural
networks, generative adversarial networks, fair inference, and generative adversarial imitation
learning.

(Deep) Learning With More Parameters Than Data - Mahdi Soltanolkotabi
Presenter: Mahdi Soltanolkotabi - USC
Mini Symposium: Interfaces Between Learning And Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1050-1115
Place: R9
Mahdi Soltanolkotabi
Classical statistical estimation theory postulates that to find a reliable model that avoids overfitting,
the size of the training data must exceed the intrinsic dimension of the model class used for training.
Contrary to this classical literature, modern machine learning models such as deep neural networks
are often trained via first-order methods in an over-parameterized regime where the number of
parameters in the model exceed the size of the training data. Due to their over-parameterized nature
these models in principle have the capacity to (over)fit any set of labels including pure noise. Despite
this high fitting capacity, somewhat paradoxically, models trained via first-order methods continue to
predict well on yet unseen test data. In this talk I will discuss some results aimed at demystifying such
phenomena by demonstrating that gradient methods enjoy a few intriguing properties: (1) when
initialized at random the iterates converge at a geometric rate to a global optima, (2) among all global
optima of the loss the iterates converge to one with a near minimal distance to the initial estimate, (3)
are provably robust to noise/corruption/shuffling on a fraction of the labels with these algorithms only
fitting to the correct labels and ignoring the corrupted labels. (This talk is based on joint work with
Samet Oymak)
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Primal-Dual Perspectives In Reinforcement Learning - Niao He
Presenter: Niao He - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1115-1140
Place: R9
Niao He
In this talk, we will discuss two primal-dual perspectives for solving the Bellman optimality equations
in reinforcement learning. One is based on Fenchel dual and Nesterov's smoothing, and the other is
based on Lagrangian dual and augmented Lagrangian method. Leveraging on these primal-dual
optimization formulations, we derive new actor-critic algorithms with provable convergence
guarantees and competitive performances on benchmark control problems.

Convergence Of Adam-Type Algorithms For Non-Convex Optimization - Ruoyu Sun
Presenter: Ruoyu Sun - UIUC
Mini Symposium: Interfaces Between Learning And Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1140-1205
Place: R9
Ruoyu Sun
We discuss a class of adaptive stochastic gradient methods that update the search directions and
learning rates simultaneously using past gradients. This class, which we refer to as the "Adam-type",
includes the popular algorithms such as the Adam, AMSGrad and AdaGrad. Despite their popularity in
training deep neural networks, a general convergence framework is lacking. In addition, the
convergence of these methods in non-convex problems was unknown. We provide a set of mild
sufficient conditions that guarantee the convergence of many Adam-type methods and also establish
the iteration complexity. We show the conditions are essential in the sense that violating them may
make the algorithm diverge. Our result covers a wide variety of methods, including a new method
called AdaFom that is simpler than Adam and achieves convergence.
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New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity, Stochastic
Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Asset-Liability Management Under Distributional Uncertainty: Benchmarking Sp-Based
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Semiplenary
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The modelling of institutional ALM problems has a long history in stochastic programming since the
late 80’s and the first industry developments such as the well-known Yasuda Kasai model (Ziemba,
Turner, Carino et al, 1994) specifically for pension fund management. In this latter context, due to
economic and demographic pressures in most OECD countries and an increasing interest by the
industry and by policy makers, we witness now-a-day a growing demand for R&D projects to the
scientific community.
Relying on more than two decades of research and industry developments in this area and taking the
view of a PF manager facing a liability hedging as well as a strategic asset allocation problem, the talk
will provide a unified modelling framework and focus on the current state-of-the-art and on a selected
and qualified set of open problems from (i) a modelling, (ii) a computational and (iii) a decision-making
perspective.
The presentation will develop around the definition of a generic pension fund (PF) asset-liability
management (ALM) problem and analyse the key underlying methodological implications of:
(i)

it's evolution from an early stage multistage stochastic programming (MSP) with
recourse to most recent MSP and distributionally robust (DRO) formulations,

(ii)

a peculiar and rich risk spectrum including market risk as well as liability risk,
demographic factors which, as recently pointed out, calls for

(iii)

valuation or pricing approaches based on incomplete market assumptions and, due to
recent International regulation,

(iv)

a risk-based capital allocation for long-term solvency.

We have in a nutshell the fundamental stochastic and mathematical problems of modern financial
optimisation. Two possible approaches to DRO are considered, based on a stochastic control
framework or by explicitly introducing an uncertainty set for probability measures and formulating the
inner DRO problem as a probability distance minimization problem over a given space of measures.
Keywords: asset-liability management, multistage stochastic programming, distributional uncertainty,
distributionally robust optimization, solvency ratio, liability pricing, longevity risk, capital allocation.
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Derivatives-Based Portfolio Management Via Multistage Stochastic Programming - Diana
Barro
Presenter: Diana Barro - Università Ca' Foscari
Mini Symposium: New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity,
Stochastic Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1105-1130
Place: R4
D.Barro, G. Consigli, V. Varun
We extend a canonical dynamic asset management model to allow for nonlinear financial payoffs such
as those carried by European call and put options. We present a generic optimization model, which is
then applied to the US market to derive optimal hedging and speculative strategies over different time
periods characterizing recent financial history. From a modelling perspective we generalize previous
efforts to allow for a comprehensive modelling approach based on a tree-based option pricing method
and multistage stochastic optimization with recourse. The contribution is focused on a short term
planning problem with 6 month horizon and monthly strategy revision, an objective function based on
a shortfall minimization problem with respect to a return target and a set of constraints including
options strategy constraints such as those induced by a covered call or a protective put strategy.

Partial Stochastic Dominance Constraints And Their Application In Portfolio Selection - Zhiping
Chen
Presenter: Zhiping Chen - Xi'an Jiaotong University
Mini Symposium: New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity,
Stochastic Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1130-1155
Place: R4
Zhiping Chen (Xi'an Jiaotong University)
We introduce a new stochastic dominance relationship, the partial stochastic dominance (PSD). By
choosing different reference points, PSD can flexibly reflect different levels of risk preference
and provides a continuum partial ordering between $k$th and $k+1$th order SD. By examining the
relationships between PSD and SD and with risk measures and utility functions, we find that the first
order PSD adds some extra tail risk control beyond SSD and leads to the establishement of a new risk
measure, the partial Conditional Value-at-Risk (PCVaR). Reformulations and approximations for PSD
constraints are studied when the random variables are discretely distributed. As an application, we
consider a portfolio selection problem with PSD constraints: numerical results demonstrate the
practicality of the introduced approach based on different specifications of partial SD constraints, in
financial management.
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Portfolio Choice Based On The Stochastic Dominance Generated By Decreasing Absolute Risk
Aversion - Milos Kopa
Presenter: Milos Kopa - Charles University, Prague
Mini Symposium: New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity,
Stochastic Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1155-1220
Place: R4
M. Kopa, T. Post
Portfolio optimization based on Stochastic Dominance (SD) is theoretically appealing, for investment
strategies with asymmetric risk profiles such as equity price reversal and momentum plays. Most
studies in this area are based on the second-order stochastic dominance (SSD) criterion. Unfortunately,
SSD has limited discriminatory power, because it requires unanimity among all global risk averters,
including those with implausible attitudes towards higher-order risk. SSD optimization therefore often
produces solutions which are suboptimal for all standard utility functions.
To improve the power of the analysis, the paper develops a portfolio optimization method based on
Decreasing Absolute Risk Aversion Stochastic Dominance (DSD). DSD is known to be more powerful
than alternative dominance criteria in several related financial applications and it is generated by the
most restrictive class of utility functions acceptable to most economists.
The proposed optimization method improves upon the performance of Mean-Variance optimization
by tens to hundreds of basis points per annum, for low to medium risk levels. The improvements
critically depend on imposing Decreasing Absolute Risk Aversion instead of Global Risk Aversion or
Decreasing Risk Aversion.
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New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Linear Decision Rules For Multistage Stochastic Programming - Merve Bodur
Semiplenary
Presenter: Merve Bodur - University of Toronto
Mini Symposium: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1030-1105
Place: R1
M. Bodur, J. Luedtke, M. Daryalal
Multistage stochastic programs are notoriously hard to solve in general, thus have been usually solved
by means of approximation. In most common approximation methods, stochastic process is
represented by a scenario tree. An alternative way to handling the complexity of multistage stochastic
programs is to restrict the functional form of feasible policies. One such approach is the use of linear
decision rules (LDRs), where decisions made in each stage be a linear function of the observed random
outcomes up to that stage. In the first part of this talk, we review the traditional use of LDRs in
multistage stochastic programming. Then, we present two recently proposed LDRs, namely two-stage
LDRs for multistage stochastic linear programs, and Lagrangian dual decision rules for multistage
stochastic integer programs. We show techniques for using these decision rules to obtain bounds on
the optimal value and derive feasible policies, and compare them with different techniques from the
literature. We present numerical results on two application problems.

Integrated Staffing And Scheduling For Service Systems Via Multi-Stage Stochastic Integer
Programming - Maryam Daryalal
Presenter: Maryam Daryalal - University of Toronto
Mini Symposium: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1105-1130
Place: R1
Maryam Daryalal, Merve Bodur
Many practical planning, design and operational problems involve making decisions under uncertainty.
Also, most of them include some integer decisions. Stochastic integer programming is a useful tool for
dealing with uncertainty and integrality requirements in optimization problems. In the first part of this
talk, we provide an overview on the use of Lagrangian dual decision rules (LDDRs) for multi-stage
stochastic integer programs (MSSIP). We study two approaches for employing LDDRs in lower
bounding MSSIPs and compare the strength of relaxation resulting from each technique. In the second
part of this talk, we expand the application side of MSSIP. In a service system, scheduling of personnel
is an important part of the managerial responsibilities. Errors in this scheduling can cause harm to the
system, which can range from loss of profit for the corporations to loss of life in healthcare systems.
We consider server scheduling in multi-class service systems under uncertainty in the customer arrival
volumes. Common practice in such systems is to first identify staffing levels, and then determine
schedules for the servers that cover these levels. We introduce an MSSIP model to simultaneously
decide on the staffing and scheduling decisions. We will evaluate the performance of the discussed
MSSIP framework in this setting and compare our MSSIP model with an existing two-stage
approximation.
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Dynamic Programming Algorithms and Convergence Analysis for Multistage Stochastic
Programs - Andy Sun
Presenter: Andy Sun – Georgia Institute of Technology
Mini Symposium: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1130-1155
Place: R1
In this talk, we will first review some recent advances in designing exact algorithms for solving dynamic
programming recursions of multistage stochastic mixed integer linear programming. Then, we study a
more general framework for multistage nonlinear programs and their convergence analysis.

The Policy Graph Decomposition Of Multistage Stochastic Programs - Oscar Dowson
Presenter: Oscar Dowson - Northwestern University
Mini Symposium: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1155-1220
Place: R1
Oscar Dowson
We propose the policy graph as a way of formulating multistage stochastic programming problems.
We also propose an extension to the stochastic dual dynamic programming algorithm to solve a class
of problems formulated as a policy graph. This class includes discrete-time, infinite horizon, convex
multistage stochastic programming problems with continuous state and control variables.
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Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Advances In Understanding Structural Properties Of Probability Functions - Wim van Ackooij
Semiplenary
Presenter: Wim van Ackooij - EDF R&D
Mini Symposium: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1030-1105
Place: R9
Wim van Ackooij
In this talk and minisymposium we will discuss various advances in the understanding of structural
properties of probability functions. We will also highlight and illustrate how this understanding can be
employed in applications. Aspects such as convexity and generalized differentiability will be discussed.
In the latter situation we will not only showcase abstract understanding of differentiability (or
generalizations thereof) but also concrete formulae and discuss their implementation.
Recent applications involving "probust" constraints, i.e., probability functions acting on infinite
systems, will illustrate the developped concepts. The minisymposium will also cover recent topics in
PDE constrained optimization, or optimization involving differential inclusions, both models being
furthermore subject to probabilistic restrictions.

Robust Control Of A Sweeping Process With Probabilistic End-Point Constraints - Rene
Henrion
Presenter: Rene Henrion - Weierstrass Institute Berlin
Mini Symposium: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1105-1130
Place: R9
R. Henrion, A. Jourani, B. Mordukhovich, H. Heitsch
We consider a sweeping process – a special differential inclusion introduced in mechanics by J.-J.
Moreau – which is defined by the controlled movement of a halfspace. The process is constrained by
an end-point condition, requiring that the trajectory finally hits a given target set. We shall assume
that our control is subjected to random perturbations, so that the end-point becomes random too.
Therefore, it is reasonable to introduce a probabilistic end-point constraint which makes the optimal
control robust in the sense of guaranteeing that the resulting random trajectories reach the target set
with high probability. Alternatively, we will be looking for the most robust control, i.e., the one which
independent of any costs yields the largest probability of finally hitting the target. Existence results
and algorithmic approaches will be discussed.
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Generalized Gradients For Probabilistic/Robust (Probust) Constraints - Pedro Pérez-Aros
Presenter: Pedro Pérez-Aros - Universidad de O'Higgins
Mini Symposium: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1130-1155
Place: R9
Probability functions are a powerful modelling tool when seeking to account for uncertainty in
optimization problems. In practice, such uncertainty may result from different sources for which
unequal information is available. A convenient combination with ideas from robust optimization then
leads to probust functions, i.e. probability functions acting on generalized semi-infinite inequality
systems. In this paper we employ the powerful variational tools developed by Boris Mordukhovich to
study generalized differentiation of such probust functions. We also provide explicit outer estimates
of the generalized subdifferentials in terms of nominal data.

Optimal Neumann Boundary Control Of The Vibrating String With Uncertain Initial Data And
Probabilistic Terminal Constraints - Holger Heitsch
Presenter: Holger Heitsch - WIAS Berlin
Mini Symposium: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1155-1220
Place: R9
H. Heitsch
We consider optimal control problems for a system with an uncertain initial state. A finite terminal
time is given. On account of the uncertainty of the initial state, it is not possible to prescribe an exact
terminal state. Instead, we are looking for controls that steer the system into a given neighborhood of
the desired terminal state with sufciently high probability. This neighborhood is described in terms of
an inequality for the terminal energy. The probabilistic constraint in the considered op- timal control
problem leads to optimal controls that are robust against the inevitable uncertainties of the initial
state. Numerical examples with optimal Neumann control of the wave equation are presented.
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One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Statistical Inference Of Travel Demand: Integrating Sensor Data With Soft Information Yueyue Fan
Semiplenary
Presenter: Yueyue Fan - University of California, Davis
Mini Symposium: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1030-1105
Place: R8
Y. Yang, Y. Fan, J. Royset
In this talk, we will discuss a general statistical inference problem built on a network structure, with a
special application in transportation. The general problem is defined as: how can one infer global
network parameters (x) based on data measured on local parameters (y), with the relation between x
and y built on a complex network structure? A familiar example of such problem in transportation is
origin-destination (O-D) matrix estimation based on road sensor data such as traffic counts. With more
traffic data become available through advanced information technologies, there present great
opportunities as well as challenges in utilizing these data.
We aim to under the probability density function (pdf) of O–D demand variables using multiple sets of
traffic counts over a network. Through combining optimization and statistics techniques, we propose
an estimation framework based on Generalized Method of Moment (GMM) with both options of exact
and approximated estimators. Compared with existing methods for day-to-day O–D matrix estimation,
our approach has three unique advantages. First, it is a rigorous statistical method with a capability of
incorporating complex traffic network models suitable for a congested network. Second, our
estimation framework is flexible to handle a wide variety of probabilistic models. Finally, instead of
just providing point estimates, it reveals large sample statistical properties of the proposed estimator,
which serve as a theoretical foundation for assessing estimation quality, constructing confidence
region and testing model adequacy. Three numerical examples of different scales are accompanied to
demonstrate various aspects of the proposed estimation framework.
Estimation of travel demand involving complex mapping due to congestion is just one example of many
statistical problems with complex underdetermined inverse systems. The innovative estimation
framework presented here has a potential to be transferable to other engineering or social science
domains that share similar network features such as electric, energy, communication, and social
networks.
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Strategic Generation Investment Using A Stochastic Rolling-Horizon Mpec Approach - Steven
Gabriel
Presenter: Steven Gabriel - University of Maryland/NTNU
Mini Symposium: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1105-1130
Place: R8
T. Kallabis, S. A. Gabriel, C. Weber
Investments in power generation assets are multi-year projects with high costs and multi-decade
lifetimes. Since market circumstances can significantly change over time, investments into such assets
are risky and require structured decision-support systems. Investment decisions and dispatch in
electricity spot markets are connected, thus requiring anticipation of expected market outcomes. This
strategic situation can be described as a bilevel optimization model. At the upper level, an investor
decides on investments while anticipating the market results. At the lower level, a market operator
maximizes welfare given consumer demand and installed generation assets as well as producer price
bids. In this paper, we formulate this problem as a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints
(MPEC). We consider this model to include a dynamic rolling-horizon optimization. This structure splits
the investment process into multiple stages, allowing the modification of wait-and-see decisions. This
is a realistic representation of actors making their decision under imperfect information. We test the
rolling-horizon configuration against multiple alternatives to evaluate its impact on results and
runtimes as well as the value of recourse action.
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Robust Linear Complementarity Problems With An Application In Electricity Market Modeling
- Martin Schmidt
Presenter: Martin Schmidt - Trier University
Mini Symposium: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1130-1155
Place: R8
Anja Kramer, Vanessa Krebs, M. Schmidt
While optimization under uncertainty is rather well-developed, the field of equilibrium models
represented by complementarity problems under uncertainty is still in its infancy. Being more specific,
although there is a reasonable amount of literature on the stochastic treatment of uncertain
complementarity problems, only very little is known about robust techniques for these problems.
We consider the combination of the following two topics: linear complementarity problems (LCPs) for
modeling market equilibria and optimization under uncertainty. As an example we consider both
perfectly competitive and Nash-Cournot models of electricity markets and study their robustifications
using strict robustness and the Γ-approach. For three out of the four combinations of economic
competition and robustification we derive algorithmically tractable convex optimization counterparts
that have a clear-cut economic interpretation. In the case of perfect competition this particularly
means that the two classical welfare theorems also hold in both considered robust cases. Using the
mentioned counterparts, we can also prove the existence and, in some cases, uniqueness of robust
equilibria. Surprisingly, it turns out that there is no such economic sensible counterpart for the case of
Γ-robustifications of Nash-Cournot models. Thus, an analogue of the welfare theorems does not hold
in this case.
Afterward, we discuss the general setting of Γ-robust linear complementarity problems. We extend the
theory of strictly robust LCPs to Γ-robust settings in the sense of Bertsimas and Sim. As in the strictly
robust case, there is almost no hope for existence of worst-case-hedged equilibria. Thus, we study the
minimization of the worst-case gap function of Γ-robust counterparts of LCPs. For box and l1-norm
uncertainty sets we derive tractable convex counterparts for monotone LCPs and study their feasibility
as well as the existence and uniqueness of their solutions. To this end, we consider both the situations
of uncertainty in the LCP vector q and in the LCP matrix M and additionally study so-called ρ-robust
solutions, i.e., solutions of relaxed uncertain LCPs.

W. De Oliveira, W. Van Ackooij - Welington de Oliveira
Presenter: Welington de Oliveira - CMA, Mines ParisTech
Mini Symposium: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1155-1220
Place: R8
W. de Oliveira, W. van Ackooij
We consider a bilevel energy management problem composed of a smart-grid controlled by a local
actor (follower) and investigate its interaction with a global actor (leader) in the power system. We
model such interaction via a convex-concave constraint and study minimizing algorithms to address
the task of computing a stationary/critical point for problems of this class.
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PDE-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty And Applications
New Directions In Pde-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty - Thomas Surowiec
Semiplenary
Presenter: Thomas Surowiec - Philipps-Universität Marburg
Mini Symposium: PDE-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty And Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1015-1050
Place: R4
Thomas M. Surowiec, Drew P. Kouri
PDE-constrained optimization under uncertainty is a rapidly growing area of applied mathematics with
a number of interesting open questions in theory, algorithms, and numerical approximation. Such
optimization problems arise naturally from the need to include random parameters as external inputs
in the underlying PDE-models. There is wide array of applications in engineering and the natural
sciences that can be treated in this manner. This talk is intended to introduce several perspectives on
the theory, approximation, and solution of PDE-constrained optimization problems under uncertainty;
some of which will be discussed in further detail during the mini-symposium. The common theme is
to go beyond quantifying uncertainty in complex systems modeled by PDEs with random inputs by
developing the structures needed to make optimal decisions in the presence of inherent stochasticity.
In order to draw parallels to more well-known structures in stochastic programming, a brief overview
of the motivations behind the analytical and algorithmic techniques often employed in PDEconstrained optimization will be presented. This will include the discussion of several applications.
Following this, an abstract class of optimization problems will be introduced for which the essential
parts of the theory needed to prove existence of optimal solutions and derive optimality conditions
will be given. The talk will then turn to the development of efficient algorithms. This will include a brief
discussion on mesh-independence in deterministic PDE-constrained optimization as well as
regularization techniques. The presentation will conclude with a few numerical examples illustrating
both the theory and performance of some algorithms and an outlook on current and possible future
directions.
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A Primal-Dual Algorithm For Large-Scale Risk Minimization - Drew Kouri
Presenter: Drew Kouri - Sandia National Laboratories
Mini Symposium: PDE-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty And Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1050-1115
Place: R4
Drew P. Kouri
Many practical application problems require the optimization of systems (e.g., differential equations)
with uncertain inputs such as noisy problem data, unknown operating conditions, and unverifiable
modeling assumptions. In this talk, we formulate these problems as risk-averse stochastic programs
for which we minimize a quantification of risk associated with the system outputs. For many popular
risk models, the resulting risk-averse objective function is not differentiable, which significantly
complicates the numerical solution of the optimization problem. Methods for nonsmooth
optimization often exhibit slow convergence rates (i.e., (sub)linear) and therefore are often intractable
for problems in which the objective function and its derivative are expensive to evaluate. To address
this challenge, we introduce a general primal-dual algorithm for solving large-scale nonsmooth riskaverse optimization problems. This algorithm is motivated by a smoothing technique for risk measures
and is closely related to the classical method of multipliers. Each iteration of the algorithm requires
the approximate solution of a smooth optimization problem using, e.g., a rapidly-converging
derivative-based optimization method such as Newton's method. We prove convergence of the
algorithm under mild assumptions on the problem data and demonstrate the efficiency of the
algorithm on multiple examples.

MG/OPT With Multilevel Monte Carlo For Robust Optimization Of PDEs - Andreas van Barel
Presenter: Andreas van Barel - KU Leuven
Mini Symposium: PDE-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty And Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1140-1205
Place: R4
We present an algorithm based on the MG/OPT framework to solve optimization problems
constrained by PDEs with uncertain coefficients. The levels in this MG/OPT hierarchy correspond to
discretization levels of the PDE, as usual. For stochastic problems, the relevant quantities (such as the
gradient) contain expected value operators on each of these levels. They can be estimated using a
multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method. Each of the optimization levels then contains multiple
underlying multilevel Monte Carlo levels. The MG/OPT hierarchy allows the algorithm to exploit the
structure inherent in the PDE, speeding up the convergence to the optimum (regardless of the problem
being deterministic or stochastic). In contrast, the MLMC hierarchy exists to exploit structure present
in the stochastic dimensions of the problem. We show some different possibilities in the details of the
construction of these nested hierarchies and relate this to previous work. Depending on the specific
problem, large reductions in the number of samples on the expensive levels and/or in the number of
optimization iterations can be observed.
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A Stochastic Gradient Method With Mesh Refinement - Caroline Geiersbach
Presenter: Caroline Geiersbach - University of Vienna
Mini Symposium: PDE-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty And Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1115-1140
Place: R4
Models incorporating uncertain inputs, such as random forces or material parameters, have been of
increasing interest in PDE constrained optimization. In this talk, we focus on the efficient numerical
solution to minimizing a convex and smooth tracking-type functional subject to a linear partial
differential equation with random coefficients and box constraints. The problem can be expressed as
a constrained stochastic optimization problem in Hilbert spaces.
The approach we take is based on a classical method proposed by Robbins and Monro in 1951. In
place of true gradient, a stochastic gradient is chosen based on one or more samples from a known
probability distribution. Feasibility is maintained by performing at projection at each iteration.
In the application of this method to PDE constrained optimization under uncertainty, new challenges
arise. We observe the discretization error made by approximating the gradient using finite elements.
Analyzing the interplay between numerical and stochastic error, we develop a mesh refinement
strategy coupled with decreasing step sizes.
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Progressive Decoupling Of Linkages In Optimization And Variational Inequalities:
Theory And Applications
Progessive Hedging In Nonconvex Stochastic Programming - Terry Rockafellar
Semiplenary
Presenter: Terry Rockafellar - University of Washington
Mini Symposium: Progressive Decoupling Of Linkages In Optimization And Variational Inequalities:
Theory And Applications.
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1015-1050
Place: R8
R. T. Rockafellar
Up to now, the progressive hedging algorithm has depended for convergence on the convexity of the
“cost” expression and constraints.
However, a new advance makes it possible to guarantee
convergence to a locally optimal solution satisfying a kind of second-order sufficiency condition, if the
procedure is started close enough to one. Besides opening the way to solving problems in which costs
and constraints may directly be nonconvex, there are applications to circumstances in which costs and
constraints are convex but the probabilities for the scenarios may be solution-dependent. For
example, in a two-stage model the probabilities in the recourse stage might depend on the initial
decision.

Solving Conic Linkage Problems In Stochastic Optimization And Variational Inequality: Splitting
Plus Decoupling - Jie Sun
Presenter: Jie Sun - Curtin University
Mini Symposium: Progressive Decoupling Of Linkages In Optimization And Variational Inequalities:
Theory And Applications.
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1050-1115
Place: R8
J. Sun, M. Zhang
Conic constraints arise in stochastic optimization and variational inequalities and their algorithmic
handling requires solutions to conic linkage problems that have not been sufficiently discussed yet. A
proximal point approach to conic linkage problems is demonstrated here to be able to solve the conic
linkage problems. This approach features a Douglas- Rachford splitting procedure, combined with a
Rockafellar-Wets decoupling procedure. A special case of it becomes a new version of the progressive
hedging methods that can handle the second-order cone constraints in mean-deviation models of
operations research.
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Massively Parallel Optimization Algorithms For Buffered Probability Of Exceedance (Bpoe) And
Applications - Stan Uryasev
Presenter: Stan Uryasev - URYASEV
Mini Symposium: Progressive Decoupling Of Linkages In Optimization And Variational Inequalities:
Theory And Applications.
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1115-1140
Place: R8
S. Uryasev, V.Kuzmenko
This paper discusses massive parallel optimization algorithms for a new probabilistic characteristic
called Buffered Probability of Exceedance (bPOE). With bPOE, it is possible to count outcomes with
value similar to a threshold value, rather than only outcomes exceeding the threshold. In particular,
bPOE counts tail outcomes with average value of the tail equal to some specified threshold. bPOE is
the inverse function of CVaR. Minimization of bPOE can be reduce to convex and linear programming,
when the underlying stochastic function convexly depends upon parameters. When applying bPOE to
large-scale problems, exploiting many-way parallelism and next generation computing paradigms is
essential. We propose three distinct approaches to minimizing bPOE in large-scale applications that
achieve massive parallelism. Our first approach uses the minimum formula for bPOE to transform the
bPOE minimization problem into a nonlinear programming problem. This allows to exploit many-way
parallelism through sample parallelism as well as linear algebra parallelism. Our second approach
builds on the minimum formula and extends the progressive hedging algorithm to bPOE optimization.
This approach decomposes the original optimization problem into numerous independent (i.e., the
number of samples used to approximate bPOE) optimization problems that can be solved concurrently.
The third bPOE optimization approach exploits sensitivities of bPOE to accelerate convergence. We
demonstrate our approach with financial optimization applications.

- Jean Watson
Presenter: Jean Watson Mini Symposium: Progressive Decoupling Of Linkages In Optimization And Variational Inequalities:
Theory And Applications.
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1140-1205
Place: R8
TBA
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Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Risk-Averse Energy System Optimization With Structural Information - Ruiwei Jiang
Semiplenary
Presenter: Ruiwei Jiang - University of Michigan
Mini Symposium: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1030-1105
Place: R1
Ruiwei Jiang
Energy system operations involve uncertain parameters like renewable energy. This talk discusses
energy system optimization when the distributional information of the uncertain parameters consists
of moment information (e.g., mean, covariance, support) and certain structural information, e.g.,
unimodality and dominance. We find that the optimization problems in these settings can be recast or
approximated using conic constraints that facilitate computation. Finally, we report numerical case
studies on power system operational problems.

A Data-Driven Model Of Virtual Power Plants In Day-Ahead Unit Commitment - Chaoyue Zhao
Presenter: Chaoyue Zhao - Oklahoma State University
Mini Symposium: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1105-1130
Place: R1
Sadra Babaei, Chaoyue Zhao, Lei Fan
Due to the increasing penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), power system operators
face significant challenges of ensuring the effective integration of DERs. The Virtual Power Plant (VPP)
enables DERs to provide their valuable services by aggregating them and participating in the wholesale
market as a single entity. However, the available capacity of VPP depends on its DER outputs, which is
timevarying and not exactly known when the independent system operator (ISO) runs the day-ahead
unit commitment engine. In this study, we develop a model to evaluate the physical characteristics of
the VPP, i.e., its maximum capacity and ramping capabilities, given the uncertainty in wind power
output and load consumption. The proposed model is based on a distributionally robust optimization
approach that utilizes moment information (e.g., mean and covariance) of the historical net load data.
We reformulate the model as a binary second-order conic program and develop a separation
framework to address it. We first solve a two-stage problem and then benchmark it with a multi-stage
case. Case studies are conducted to show the performance of the proposed approach.
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Data-Driven Planning Of Renewable Distributed Generation In Distribution Networks - Kai Pan
Presenter: Kai Pan - The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Mini Symposium: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1130-1155
Place: R1
Abolhassan Mohammadi Fathabad; Jianqiang Cheng; Kai Pan;
With the booming demand for renewable energy and continuous technological advances, utility
companies are expanding the penetration of renewables in their existing generation assets. Thus, there
is an inevitable need for optimal planning of these to-be-installed renewable sites, e.g., wind farms or
solar farms, into the grids. We propose a two-stage multi-period distributionally robust optimization
(DRO) model to minimize the total costs of establishing new renewable distributed generations (RDGs)
in the microgrid. The DRO model is equivalently reformulated as a semidefinite programming (SDP)
problem, and it is solved by
delayed constraint generation algorithms. We employ a relaxation of the original DRO problem based
on the principal component analysis (PCA) to reach close optimal solutions with a tight
optimality gap in a fraction of the original problem’s CPU time. A 33-bus radial network case study has
been conducted and it is shown through simulation that utility companies can have significant savings
in a micro-grid by making the optimal siting and sizing decisions.
Keywords: Distributionally robust optimization, renewable distributed generations, principal
component analysis, semidefinite programming, delayed constraint generation algorithms.

A Study Of Distributionally Robust Multistage Stochastic Optimization - Guan Yongpei
Presenter: Guan Yongpei - University of Florida
Mini Symposium: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1155-1220
Place: R1
In this paper, we focus on a data-driven risk-averse multistage stochastic programming (RMSP) model
considering distributional robustness. We optimize the RMSP over the worst-case distribution within
an ambiguity set of probability distributions constructed directly from historical data samples. The
proposed RMSP is intractable due to its multistage nested minimax structure in its objective function.
We reformulate it into a deterministic equivalent formulation that contains a series of convex
combination of expectation and conditional value at risk (CVaR), which can be solved by a customized
stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm. As the size of collected data samples
increases to infinity, we show the consistency of the RMSP with distributional robustness to the
traditional multistage stochastic programming. In addition, to test the computational performance of
our proposed model and algorithm, we conduct numerical experiments for a risk-averse hydrothermal
scheduling problem, the results of which demonstrate the effectiveness of our RMSP framework.
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Statistics And Machine Learning
Statistical Estimation And Learning: Perspectives From Variational Analysis - Johannes Royset
Semiplenary
Presenter: Johannes Royset - Naval Postgraduate School
Mini Symposium: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1030-1105
Place: R3
Johannes O. Royset
We present approaches to statistical estimation and learning based on variational analysis that enable
us to address formulations with constraints, infinite-dimensional problems, and nonconvexity.
Motivated by applications from classification and density estimation, we derive computational
procedures and discuss unavoidable approximations and statistical error. The main result is the
construction of confidence regions for estimators, which also apply more generally to solutions of
stochastic programs and black-box simulation optimization problems.

Density Estimation On Infrastructure Networks - Robert Bassett
Presenter: Robert Bassett - Naval Postgraduate School
Mini Symposium: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1105-1130
Place: R3
In this talk we introduce Fused Density Estimation (FDE) for nonparametric density estimation. This
method produces densities with convenient structure for constructing stochastic programming
scenarios, and is also able to convert observational data into probabilistic models in the infrastructure
network setting. We introduce FDE as an optimization problem over functions of bounded variation,
and then discuss tractable methods to compute exact solutions on data sets with up to a million
observations. We provide theoretical justification for Fused Density Estimation, quantifying its
Hellinger risk and showing that it is an asymptotically optimal (in the minimax sense) technique for
density estimation. In concluding, we demonstrate the efficacy of the method on real-world data and
introduce a small Python package which implements the described techniques.
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Multi-Composite Nonconvex Optimization For Training Deep Neural Network – Ying Cui
Presenter: Ying Cui- University of Southern California
Mini Symposium: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1130-1155
Place: R3
Y. Cui, Z. He, J.-S. Pang
We present a novel deterministic algorithmic framework that enables the computation of a directional
stationary solution of the empirical deep neural network training problem formulated as a multicomposite optimization problem with coupled nonconvexity and non-differentiability. This is the first
time to our knowledge that such a sharp kind of stationary solutions is provably computable for a
nonsmooth deep neural network. Allowing for arbitrary numbers of input samples and training layers,
an arbitrary number of neurons within each layer, and arbitrary piecewise activation functions, the
proposed approach combines the methods of exact penalization, majorization-minimization, gradient
projection with enhancements, and the dual semismooth Newton method, each for a particular
purpose in an overall computational scheme. While a routine implementation of the semismooth
Newton method would be computationally expensive, we show that careful linear algebraic
implementation helps to greatly reduce the computational and storage costs for problems of arbitrary
dimensions. Contrary to existing stochastic approaches which provide at best very weak guarantees
on the computed solutions obtained in practical implementation, our rigorous deterministic treatment
provides guarantee of the stationarity properties of the computed solutions with reference to the
optimization problems being solved. Numerical results from a matlab implementation demonstrate
the effectiveness of the framework for solving reasonably sized networks with a modest number of
training samples (in the low thousands).

A Variational Approach To A CDF Estimation Problem Under Stochastic Ambiguity- Julio
Deride
Presenter: Julio Deride Mini Symposium: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1155-1220
Place: R3
In this talk, we propose a new approach for solving a statistical distribution estimation problem under
stochastic ambiguity based on variational analysis techniques. In particular, we are interested in
finding the closer probability distribution function to a given prior within a certain family of functions,
that satisfy a proximity constraint to a noisy distribution. We based our approach by embedding the
space of CDF onto the upper-semi continuous functions, endowed with the Attouch-Wets topology for
hypographs (hypo-topology). Finally, we design a solution method based on an epi-spline
approximation, combined with a density argument using piecewise affine functions. We provide an
application in the two-dimensional case, inspired by the problem of providing an estimation of the
position of an unmanned underwater vehicle (uuv) when noisy information is available.
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Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And
Game-Theoretic Problems
Variance-Reduced Proximal And Splitting Schemes For Monotone Stochastic Generalized
Equations - Uday Shanbhag
Semiplenary
Presenter: Uday Shanbhag - Penn. State
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And
Game-Theoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1030-1105
Place: R9
Significant advances have been made in developing stochastic approximation schemes for a range of
stochastic convex/nonconvex optimization as well as variational inequality problems. We present a
framework for resolving stochastic generalized equations with maximal monotone operators. In the
first part of the talk, we present two avenues for applying traditional proximal point schemes,
distinguished by the nature of the subproblems being solved. We then present a stochastic splitting
framework. Notably, all of the schemes admit deterministic rates of convergence. ( joint work with
Shisheng Cui. )

Stochastic Trust Region Algorithms Based On Careful Step Normalization - Frank E. Curtis
Presenter: Frank E. Curtis - Lehigh University
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And
Game-Theoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1105-1130
Place: R9
We present new stochastic optimization algorithms based on trust region methodologies. We argue
that straightforward application of trust region ideas can lead to approaches that lack convergence
theory. However, with careful step normalization, we show that stochastic trust-region-like
approaches can possess convergence guarantees on par with stochastic gradient methods. Moreover,
numerical experiments demonstrate that careful step normalization can lead to improved practical
performance over stochastic gradient methods. We conjecture that this is due to the reduction of
scale dependence of the algorithm.
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Randomized First-Order Methods For Ill-Posed Cartesian Variational Inequality Problems And
High-Dimensional Ill-Posed Optimization Problems - Farzad Yousefian
Presenter: Farzad Yousefian - Oklahoma State University
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And
Game-Theoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1130-1155
Place: R9
Harshal Kaushik, Farzad Yousefian
Motivated by multi-user optimization problems and non-cooperative Nash games, we consider
Cartesian variational inequality problems (VI). A VI is said to be ill-posed either when it admits multiple
solutions or when the solution is very sensitive to the data perturbations. To address ill-posedness in
this regime, we consider the problem of minimizing a desired objective function over the solution set
of the Cartesian VI. Our goal lies in solving the resulting optimization problem. We develop a
randomized block coordinate iterative regularized gradient method where at each iteration, a block is
randomly selected and the iterate is updated at that block. We establish the convergence of the
generated sequence by the scheme to the optimal solution of the aforementioned optimization
problem in an almost sure sense. In the case of merely monotone VIs, we derive a convergence rate in
terms of a suitably defined gap function. In the second part, we consider addressing ill-posedness in
the optimization regime. To this end, we consider solving the problem of minimizing a desirable
measure over the solution set of an ill-posed high-dimensional optimization problem with a
nondifferentiable convex objective function. We develop an averaged randomized block coordinate
iterative regularized subgradient scheme and derive a convergence rate in terms of the objective
function of the inner level problem. The convergence rate results for both VI and optimization regimes
seem to be new. Preliminary numerical results will be presented.

Topics In Stochastic Gradient Approximation - Philip Thompson
Presenter: Philip Thompson - Uni. of Cambridge
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And
Game-Theoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1155-1220
Place: R9
In this talk we will consider the use of stochastic approximation of first-order information in stochastic
optimization and a class of statistical learning problems, focusing on convex objectives/losses. These
are methods which are successfull in many situations in practice due to their simplicity and scalability.
We discuss aspects of such type of algorithms and, in some specific sense, their approximate
"robustness".
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Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And
Applications
Some Recent Advances On Solution Methods For Stochastic Convex Dynamic Programming
Equations - Vincent Guigues
Semiplenary
Presenter: Vincent Guigues - FGV
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And
Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1030-1105
Place: R8
V. Guigues, R. Monteiro
We consider multistage stochastic convex programs with a random number of stages. We explain how
to write Dynamic Programming equations for these problems and how to extend the Stochastic Dual
Dynamic Programming (SDDP) method to solve these equations. We then introduce and study two
extensions of SDDP method: an inexact variant that solves some or all subproblems approximately and
a variant, called StoDCuP (Stochastic Dynamic Cutting Plane), which linearizes not only all Bellman
functions but also some or all nonlinear cost and constraint functions.

A Dual Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming Algorithm - Vincent Leclere
Presenter: Vincent Leclere - ENPC
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And
Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1105-1130
Place: R8
V. Leclère, P. Carpentier, J-Ph. Chancellier, A. Lenoir, F. Pacaud
The Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP) algorithm has become one of the main tools to
address convex multistage stochastic optimal control problems. Recently a large amount of work has
been devoted to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm through cut selection and
regularization, or to extend the field of applications to non-linear, integer or risk-averse problems.
However one of the main downside of the algorithm remains the difficulty to give an upper bound of
the optimal value, usually estimated through Monte Carlo methods and therefore difficult to use in
the stopping criterion of the algorithm.
In this paper we present a dual SDDP algorithm that yields a converging exact upper bound for the
optimal value of the optimization problem. Incidently we show how to compute an alternative control
policy based on an inner approximation of Bellman value functions instead of the outer approximation
given by the standard SDDP algorithm. Further, we show that this policy beat the upper bound.
We illustrate the approach on an energy production problem involving zones of production and
transportation links between the zones. The numerical experiments we carry out on this example show
the effectiveness of the method.
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Risk-Averse Multistage Stochastic Programs With Expected Conditional Risk Measures Bernardo Pagnoncelli
Presenter: Bernardo Pagnoncelli - Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And
Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1130-1155
Place: R8
B.K. Pagnoncelli, M. Khatami, L. Ntaimo, T. Silva
Many real-world problems can be formulated as dynamic, multistage stochastic programming
problems. It is often the case that the decision maker is risk-averse, and in the last 10 years there has
been extensive research on different ways of incorporating those preferences in the multistage
context. We present a study of decomposition algorithms for risk-averse multistage stochastic
programs with expected conditional risk measures (ECRMs). ECRMs are time-consistent, and we show
that solving risk-averse problems, in this case, is as complex as solving risk-neutral ones. We consider
ECRMs for both quantile and deviation mean-risk measures, deriving the Bellman equations in each
case. We illustrate our results with extensive numerical computations for a hydrothermal scheduling
and a portfolio selection problem.

Multistage Saddle Point Problems And Non-Rectangular Uncertainty Sets - Regan Baucke
Presenter: Regan Baucke - CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And
Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1155-1220
Place: R8
R. Baucke, A. Downward, G. Zakeri.
In this talk, we will outline a general class of multistage minimax optimisation problems. We then
describe an algorithm for solving these optimisation problems similar in spirit to dual dynamic
programming. The algorithm relies on bounding the value functions (which are now saddle) with lower
and upper approximations; and iteratively refining these bounds. This class of optimisation problems
is motivated by multistage risk averse optimisation where the risk sets are not rectangular. We present
numerical results for a portfolio optimisation problem.
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Stochastic Integer Programming: Theories, Algorithms, and Applications
Risk-Averse Markov Decision Processes Under Parameter Uncertainty: A Chance-Constrained
Optimization Approach - Simge Kucukyavuz
Semiplenary
Presenter: Simge Kucukyavuz - Northwestern University
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Integer Programming: Theories, Algorithms and Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1015-1050
Place: R3
M. Merakli, S. Kucukyavuz
In classical Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), action costs and transition probabilities are assumed
to be known, although an accurate estimation of these parameters is often not possible in practice.
This study addresses MDPs under cost and transition probability uncertainty and aims to provide a
mathematical framework to obtain policies minimizing the risk of high long-term losses due to not
knowing the true system parameters. To this end, we utilize the risk measure value-at-risk associated
with the expected performance of an MDP model with respect to parameter uncertainty. We provide
mixed-integer linear and nonlinear programming formulations and heuristic algorithms for such riskaverse MDPs under a finite distribution of the uncertain parameters. Our proposed models and
solution methods are illustrated on an inventory management problem for humanitarian relief
operations during a slow-onset disaster. The results demonstrate the potential of our risk-averse
modeling approach for reducing the risk of highly undesirable outcomes in uncertain/risky
environments.

Inexact Cutting Planes For Two-Stage Mixed-Integer Stochastic Programs - Ward Romeijnders
Presenter: Ward Romeijnders - University of Groningen
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Integer Programming: Theories, Algorithms and Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1050-1115
Place: R3
W. Romeijnders, N. van der Laan
We propose a novel way of applying cutting plane techniques to two-stage mixed-integer stochastic
programs. Instead of using cutting planes that are always valid, our idea is to apply inexact cutting
planes to the second-stage feasible regions that may cut away feasible integer second-stage solutions
for some scenarios and may be overly conservative for others. The advantage is that it allows us to use
cutting planes that are affine in the first-stage decision variables, so that the approximation is convex,
and can be solved efficiently using techniques from convex optimization. We derive performance
guarantees for using particular types of inexact cutting planes for simple integer recourse models.
Moreover, we show in general that using inexact cutting planes leads to good first-stage solutions if
the total variations of the probability density functions of the random variables in the model are small
enough.
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A Sequential Sampling Method For Distributionally Robust Stochastic Programs - Harsha
Gangammanavar
Presenter: Harsha Gangammanavar - Dr.
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Integer Programming: Theories, Algorithms and Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1115-1140
Place: R3
Harsha Gangammanavar and Manish Bansal
In this talk, we will present a sequential sampling method to address the two-stage distributionally
robust linear programs (TSDR-LP). The distributionally robust or the minimax approach to stochastic
programming concerns with the problem of minimizing the worst-case expected value of the secondstage value function with respect to the set of probability measures that are consistent with the
available information on the random data. We consider the case when the distributional set (which is
also known as the ambiguity set) is approximated using a growing sample and study the impact on the
adding new observations on the optimal value and the optimal solutions. For such a setting, we present
the distributionally robust version of the well-known stochastic decomposition algorithm that was
originally designed for the two-stage stochastic linear programs (a special case of TSDR-LP). We refer
to our algorithm as the distributionally robust stochastic decomposition (DRSD) method. A critical
component involves assessing the relevance of additional observations in determining the worst-case
distribution from an ambiguity set that is approximated with increasing information on uncertainty.
We will provide conditions under which this algorithm is convergent. Furthermore, we computationally
evaluate the performance of DRSD method for solving distributionally robust versions of instances
considered in literature for the stochastic decomposition algorithm.

A Scalable Branching On Dual Decomposition Of Stochastic Mixed-Integer Programming Kibaek Kim
Presenter: Kibaek Kim - Argonne National Laboratory
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Integer Programming: Theories, Algorithms and Applications
Time of presentation: Wednesday July 31 - 1140-1205
Place: R3
Kibaek Kim and Brian Dandurand
We present a scalable branching method for the dual decomposition of stochastic mixed-integer
programming. Our new branching method is based on the branching method proposed by Carøe and
Schultz that creates branching disjunctions on first-stage variables only. We propose improvements to
the process for creating branching disjunctions, including 1) branching on the optimal solutions of the
Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation of the restricted master problem; and 2) using a more comprehensive
(yet simple) measure for the dispersions associated with subproblem solution infeasibility. We prove
that the proposed branching process leads to an algorithm that terminates finitely with optimal
solutions feasible within a tolerance. We have implemented our new branching method, as well as the
Carøe-Schultz method and a branchand-price method. Using SIPLIB test instances, we present
extensive numerical results to demonstrate that the proposed branching method yields significant
reductions in the number of node subproblems and solution times.
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Stochastic Programming For Hydropower Scheduling
Key Aspects In Solving Large Scale Stochastic Power Generation Planning Problems In Practical
Systems: Application To The Brazilian Case - Andre Diniz
Semiplenary
Presenter: Andre Diniz - CEPEL - Brazilian Electric Energy Research Center
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Programming For Hydropower Scheduling
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1030-1105
Place: R4
André L. Diniz, Maria E. P. Maceira, Debora D. J. Penna, Albert. C. G. Melo
Power generation planning and operation in the Brazilian hydrothermal system has been officially
performed for more than 20 years by using stochastic optimization tools. The multi-year regularization
capability of the reservoirs and the huge uncertainty on the water inflows motivates the formulation
of very large stochastic programming problems, which have been successfully tackled by the well
known stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm. Although there has been a rich
literature related to SDDP in generation planning problems, specially in the last decade, in our opinion
some particularities and issues raised by practical applications have not been sufficiently covered and
should be addressed in a broader perspective.
One major aspect is to define the main goal of SDDP for this type of problem. Mathematically speaking,
one should try to solve the finite-dimensional mathematical problem (defined by backward SDDP
scenarios) as close as possible to optimality. However, for real applications it may be more interesting
to build an operation policy that evolves towards optimality of such problem but tries to also be more
comprehensive regarding the state space, since we know that none of the backward scenarios will
actually occur. Therefore, it is reasonable to sample forward scenarios from the continuous
distribution function of the random variables. Another issue is the selection of backward scenarios:
the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) using random sampling allows a better exploration of the domain
of the random variables and leads to an unbiased estimation of the optimal solution of the true
problem. However an a priori use of efficient clustering techniques reduces the scenario variability
preserving the statistical properties and provides more stable results for the market; this avoids the
replication procedure usually applied in sample average approximation schemes that cannot be
enforced in practice, because the problem can only be solved once, due to time limitations.
Another important aspect is the system modeling for mid/long term problems. Theoretically, a more
detailed system representation in the future favors the time-consistency requirement, because the
formulation of the mid/long term problem becomes more similar to the short term problem. However,
we wonder how good is the accuracy in detailed system data several months (or years) ahead. Since
the system can change and the operator may relax the requirements for some system constraints and
components along time (e.g., minimum outflows for hydro plants, flow limits in transmission lines), an
aggregate representation of some of the constraint/system components may better trade-off the CPU
time to solve the problem and the quality of the results, because very detailed representations may
lead to (or force an unrealistic operation policy that avoids the) violation of specific constraints that
may be later relaxed in practice, thus distorting prices.
We illustrate the issues above with real case studies of the Brazilian system and discuss additional
aspects such as: how to evaluate an optimal policy in risk-averse problems (since least cost is not the
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optimal solution), what are the key variables for system operation, and how to efficiently handle
penalization for violation of time linking constraints.

Backtesting Coordinated Hydropower Bidding Using Neural Network Forecasting- Ellen Krohn
Aasgård
Presenter: Ellen Krohn Aasgård - Sintef Energy Research
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Programming For Hydropower Scheduling
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1105-1130
Place: R4
Amanda Sæbø Bringedal, Anne-Marthe Liaklev Søvikhagen, Ellen Krohn Aasgård, Stein-Erik Fleten
A stochastic programming model for a price-taking, profit-maximizing hydropower producer
participating in the Nordic day-ahead market and balancing market is developed, and evaluated by
backtesting over 200 historical days. We find that the producer may gain 0.07 % by coordinating its
trades in the day-ahead and balancing market, compared to considering the two markets sequentially.
It is thus questionable whether a coordinated bidding strategy is worthwhile. However, the gain from
coordinating trades is dependent on the quality of the forecasts for the balancing market. Forecasts
provided from an artificial neural network provided a gain of 0.44 % for the coordinated approach,
compared to using a forecast predicting zero imbalance. By using perfect information forecasts, an
upper bound of the gain for coordination is estimated to be 3.8 %, which indicates that a substantial
gain in profits can be obtained by coordinated bidding if accurate forecasts could be developed.
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Procurement Of Spinning Reserve Capacity In A Hydropower Dominated System Through
Mixed Stochastic-Robust Optimization - Christian Naversen
Presenter: Christian Naversen - NTNU
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Programming For Hydropower Scheduling
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1130-1155
Place: R4
C. Ø. Naversen, H. Farhmand, A. Helseth
As the penetration of variable renewable power generation increases in power systems around the
world, system security is challenged. Ensuring that enough reserve capacity is available to balance the
increased forecast errors introduced by wind and solar power are and will be an important challenge
to solve for system operators. This is also true in systems that already have flexible balancing resources,
such as hydropower. The main challenge in this case will be the coordination of the reserve
procurement between connected hydropower plants, as the water flow is changed when the reserve
capacity is activated. However, the activation step is often ignored or simplified in hydropower
scheduling models that include reserve capacity procurement.
In this talk, a two-stage model for scheduling power and procuring symmetric spinning reserves in a
hydropower system with uncertain net load is presented to capture the effect of geographic reserve
capacity coordination. To model the uncertainty in the net load, a new mixed stochastic-robust
optimization model is proposed to achieve cost efficiency and system security. This proposed model
outperforms its natural contenders in the given case study, and so does not suffer from the typical
overly conservative nature of pure robust models. The presentation will be based on the working paper
with the same name, available at: https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.04805

Use Of Scenarios In Stochastic Programming - Tim Blair
Presenter: Tim Blair - BC Hydro
Mini Symposium: Stochastic Programming For Hydropower Scheduling
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1155-1220
Place: R4
Tim will explore the use of scenarios in stochastic programming, with applications to hydropower
scheduling. Scenarios are generally used to incorporate weather years into the stochastic
programming process, and this provides an opportunity to combine state variables related to the
weather. The use of scenarios helps to build trust, can help incorporate probabilistic constraints, and
makes it easier to compare stochastic and deterministic results. Challenges can arise in assessing risks
of extreme events and developing transition probabilities in multi-stage problems.
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Regular Sessions
A Unified Framework For Optimization Under Uncertainty
New Techniques For Sensitivity Analysis Of Solution Mappings With Applications To Possibly
Non-Convex Stochastic Programming - PEDRO HENRIQUE BORGES DE MELO
Presenter: PEDRO HENRIQUE BORGES DE MELO - IMPA
Session: A Unified Framework For Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1320-1345
Place: R8
Pedro Borges, Claudia Sagastizábal, Mikhail Solodov
Consider a family of parametric convex programming problems depending smoothly on a parameter
and consider the associated primal and dual solution mappings. The parametric dependence is
arbitrary. In particular, it can be much more general than the usual right-hand side perturbation. We
introduce a well-behaved and practical regularization of these solution mappings that is single-valued
and smooth under mild conditions. We do not assume strict complementarity or second order
sufficiency. Such regularization gives a cheap upper smoothing for possibly non-convex optimal value
functions. Classical first and second order derivatives of the regularized solution mappings can be
obtained very cheaply solving certain linear systems. The possibility of computing second order
information for our regularized solution mappings is a new development in second order variational
analysis. Because non-convex stochastic programming is just starting to be developed, we check the
computational performance of our techniques in the traditional situation of a decomposition algorithm
for convex two-stage stochastic programming and compare the results against modern bundle
methods for convex optimization.

Osil – A Data Interchange Format For Cloud-Based Optimization - Horand Gassmann
Presenter: Horand Gassmann - Dalhousie University
Session: A Unified Framework For Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1345-1410
Place: R8
H. Gassmann, J. Ma
Distributed and cloud computing services are widely used in general, but are still comparatively rare
in optimization. This talk concerns an ongoing research program into developing computing
infrastructure, specifically data interchange formats, to enable access to cloud services in a way that is
transparent to the user. This talk builds on results presented earlier, with special attention given to
stochastic programs, for which distributed computing is particularly attractive.
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A New Model Serialization Proposal For Stochastic Programming - Alan King
Presenter: Alan King - IBM
Session: A Unified Framework For Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1410-1435
Place: R8
COIN-OR modeling initiative, presented by Alan King
In this talk we discuss progress in forming a proposal to replace the Stochastic MPS format. The
impetus for this proposal derives from advances in technology since the original proposal in 1986, a
desire to develop a serialization that separates model formulation from data, and a recognition that
many problems are compositions of submodels. We take advantage of the general availability of high
quality free software for databases, JSON parsers, and automatic differentiation technologies. This
has the potential to express a great variety of stochastic modeling frameworks, including multi-stage,
nonlinear, robust, V@R and CV@R, and dynamic programming formulations. In addition, algorithms
to generate stochastic scenarios may also be expressed in the same framework. The COIN-OR
foundation and the University of Minnesota Institute for Mathematics and Applications are the
sponsors of the effort.
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Decision Programming: A Framework For Optimizing Multi-Stage Decision Problems Under
Uncertainty - Fabricio Oliveira
Presenter: Fabricio Oliveira - Aalto University
Session: A Unified Framework For Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1435-1500
Place: R8
F. Oliveira, A. Salo, J. Andelmin
Multi-stage decision problems under uncertainty can be represented as influence diagrams consisting
of decision, chance and value nodes connected by arcs. The variables associated with decision and
chance nodes have discrete states, which represent decision alternatives for the former and possible
realisations of uncertainties for the latter. At each decision node, the strategy for maximizing the
expected utility at the value node can be derived either by transforming the diagram through arc
reversals or by solving the equivalent decision tree with dynamic programming.
Both approaches assume that earlier decisions are known when making later ones, which may not be
the case in important problems, viz. in which decisions are made in a distributed fashion. Moreover,
dynamic programming is restrictive, as an optimal strategy within a given branch (i.e., a sequence of
observed states) cannot depend on the decisions in other, non-overlapping branches. Thus, the
objective function cannot include risk measures or probabilistic constraints, which would capture the
variability of consequences over all branches. Interdependencies between branches arise in project
portfolio selection, too, because the use of shared resources implies that decisions for one project
depend on those for others. Dynamic-programming based approaches are also prone to suffering from
performance issues due to the combinatorial nature (i.e, the number of states growth exponentially
with the number of nodes) that such problems present and the computational challenges associated
with the well-known Bellman's curse of dimensionality.
To develop a comprehensive framework to address these shortfalls, we propose the Decision
Programming framework for multi-stage decision problems that can be represented as extended
influence diagrams, without the ‘no forgetting’ assumption, in the presence of multiple objectives,
endogenous uncertainty and constraint types.
The Decision Programming approach is based on the development of a multi-stage stochastic
programming model considering influence diagrams as a starting point. By doing so, we formulate an
equivalent deterministic mixed-integer programming (MIP) representation that can be solved using
off-the-shelf MIP solvers. The key feature of the approach is that, instead of exploiting recursion as the
underpinning framework (as it is the case in dynamic programming), we exploit linearity and the
outstanding capabilities of modern MIP technology. Furthermore, we exploit the structure arising from
the multi-stage stochastic programming formulation to derive probability cuts, which are valid
inequalities arising from the sum-to-one property of probability values that greatly improve the
computational performance of the proposed formulation.
To showcase the potential of the Decision Programming framework, we develop a comprehensive
experimental setting illustrating how Decision Programming can be employed to (i) address problems
that are not amenable to earlier approaches and (ii) model and solve large-scale multi-stage decision
problems with endogenous uncertainty and risk considerations. We also discuss potential extensions
of the proposed framework.
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Advances In Risk-Averse Optimization
Kernel Estimation In Stochastic Optimization With Composite Risk Functionals - Yang Lin
Presenter: Yang Lin - Stevens Institute of Technology
Session: Advances In Risk-Averse Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1530-1555
Place: R5
Darinka Dentcheva and Yang Lin
We discuss the statistical estimation of composite risk measure and composite stochastic optimization
problems. We focus on kernel estimation and its application to the stochastic composite optimization
model. We establish the central limit theorem for composite risk measure by kernel estimation by
leveraging the convergence of smoothed empirical processes and infinite dimensional delta method.
We developed the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding risk-averse stochastic composite
problem. We compare the approximation quality of kernel estimators and the plug-in estimators. The
numerical results show the kernel estimation is advantageous when the sample size is small and it may
reduce the bias when used in optimization.

Multi-Stage Optimization With Time-Consistent Stochastic Orders - Darinka Dentcheva
Presenter: Darinka Dentcheva - Stevens Institute of Technology
Session: Advances In Risk-Averse Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1555-1620
Place: R5
Darinka Dentcheva, Mingsong Ye
We discuss stochastic order relations for comparison of two random sequences and their application
as constraints in stochastic optimization problems.
The key-issue in multi-stage risk-averse optimization with constraints across time is time-consistency.
We discuss an approach to time-consistent stochastic comparisons based on conditioning with
particular focus on stochastic dominance of second order. We show relations to utility theories and
coherent measures of risk as a counterpart to the relations for static optimization problems.
Additionally, we present a numerical method for solving an optimization problem with the conditional
stochastic order constraint.
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Risk-Averse Methods Of Temporal Differences - Umit Kose
Presenter: Umit Kose - Rutgers University
Session: Advances In Risk-Averse Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1620-1645
Place: R5
U. Kose
We consider infinite-horizon risk-averse dynamic programming problems with Markov risk measures.
To tackle the curse of dimensionality, we consider approximations of the value function by linear basis
functions representing features of the states and we construct the projected risk-averse dynamic
programming equation. Next, we focus on reinforcement learning and we extend the methods of
temporal differences to the risk-averse case. In particular, we generalize the well-known TD(λ)
algorithm to include risk-averse preferences using Markov risk measures. Using the dual
representation of coherent risk measures, we develop an iterative, sampling based approximation
scheme for large scale Markov decision processes where the state space is potentially infinite. We also
perform an empirical study on a practical transportation problem using simulated data.

Risk Forms: Representation, Disintegration, And Application To Partially Observable Systems
- Andrzej Ruszczynski
Presenter: Andrzej Ruszczynski - Rutgers University
Session: Advances In Risk-Averse Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1645-1710
Place: R5
Andrzej Ruszczynski
We introduce the concept of a risk form, which is a real functional of two arguments: a measurable
function on a Polish space and a measure on that space. We generalize the duality theory and the
Kusuoka representation to this setting. For a risk form acting on a product of Polish spaces, we define
marginal and conditional forms and we prove a disintegration formula, which represents a risk form
as a composition of its marginal and conditional forms. We apply the proposed approach to two-stage
stochastic programming problems with partial information and decision-dependent observation
distribution. This is a joint work with Darinka Dentcheva.
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Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Value At Risk Estimation Models Based On Higher Order Moments - Cristinca Fulga
Presenter: Cristinca Fulga - The Bucharest University of Economic Studies
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1320-1345
Place: R8
C. Fulga
Value at Risk has a crucial role in optimization under uncertainty, its accurate and fast determination
being essential when coping with losses that could be incurred in finance or insurance industry. In
practical applications, assumptions have to be made in order to calculate Value at Risk (VaR), one such
approximated value can be obtained by using the models derived from the Cornish-Fisher expansion.
Motivated by the drawbacks of the Cornish-Fisher approximating formula, we propose a new
methodology for calculating the VaR of a portfolio based on the statistical information that can be
retrieved from the population of available loss distributions of feasible portfolios. In our VaR model,
we take into consideration the contribution of the first k cumulants of the real loss distribution function
to which is added an error term. Keeping only their first k cumulants induces clustering of portfolios in
sets indexed by the common values of the vector of these cumulants. The parameters of the model
and of the error distribution function are estimated by multiple linear regression. We investigate the
properties of the proposed models. We compare the results obtained by applying the Cornish-Fisher
model against our proposed method and establish the numerical superiority of the latter. We also
show that the performance is improved when increasing the order of the model. Promising numerical
results on practical data are reported proving that our model can be used efficiently in large portfolio
optimization problems.
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Lifetime Investment With Annuities, Housing, And Reverse Mortgages - Chul Jang
Presenter: Chul Jang - Cass Business School, City, University of London
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1345-1410
Place: R8
I. Owadally, C. Jang, A. Clare, M. Kashif
We solve the life-cycle investment and consumption problem for an investor who holds cash, stocks,
bonds, annuities (immediate and deferred) and residential housing. The investor can purchase
residential housing using a mortgage (home loan) and can buy a reverse mortgage (equity release)
product after retirement. The investor's risk preferences are represented by standard power utility
derived from consumption, both before and after retirement, and from bequest at death. The asset
universe is governed by a vector autoregressive model incorporating the Nelson-Siegel term structure,
equity return and property return, while the investor's lifetime is governed by an actuarial life table.
We use multi-stage stochastic programming to solve the optimization problem numerically.
Transaction costs, taxes and management fees are explicitly included. Our numerical results show that
deferred annuity purchases are made continuously over the working lifetime of the investor, increasing
particularly in the years before retirement. The investment strategy hedges price changes in deferred
annuities, and bond holding and deferred annuity purchases increase when interest rates are higher.
Additional results on property investment, mortgages and reverse mortgages are pending. Our
research shows the potential benefits from the availability of deferred annuities and reverse
mortgages, and therefore presents a challenge to the industry to make such contracts widely available.

Nested Risk Measures And Risk-Averse Optimization - Ruben Schlotter
Presenter: Ruben Schlotter - TU Chemnitz
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1410-1435
Place: R8
Alois Pichler, Ruben Schlotter
We introduce nested risk measures for continuous stochastic processes. Nested risk measures are built
on static risk measures, which originate by conditioning on the history of a stochastic process. These
nested risk measures appear naturally in the context of multistage optimization, as they allow
beneﬁcial reformulations for algorithmic treatments. We derive a risk-averse analogue to the
inﬁnitesimal generator, a nonlinear partial diﬀerential operator obtain a risk-averse Hamilton-JacobiBellman equation.
Using discrete-time nested risk measures we approximate the solution of the risk-averse HJB equation
and provide numerical examples.
As a result we obtain a characterization of risk measures defined via g-expectation in terms of nested
risk measures.
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Designing Higher Value Roads That Preserve Species Risk By Optimally Controlling Traffic Flow
- Nicolas Langrené
Presenter: Nicolas Langrené - CSIRO
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1435-1500
Place: R8
N. Davey, N. Langrené, W. Chen, J. Rhodes, S. Dunstall, S. Halgamuge
The construction and operation of linear infrastructure has major impacts on biodiversity through loss
of habitat, increased mortality and loss of connectivity. One particularly important type of linear
infrastructure is mining roads that pass through ecologically sensitive areas. Minimising the impact of
these roads on surrounding species at the construction and operational phases is therefore critical for
conservation. However, potential impacts are rarely known perfectly at the construction phase and
early in the operational phase and large, unforeseen ecological impacts can have important
implications for a mining company’s license to operate. To address this problem, a company could
build flexibility into road operation so that it can respond rapidly to future ecological impacts if
necessary. In this paper we analyse the value of this flexibility using stochastic dynamic programming
and use the results to guide a global search algorithm to find high value roads in the region. We
consider flexibility in terms of the proportion of traffic volume routed along the road, with the
remainder passing along an existing higher-cost, lower-impact road. We applied this to an example
scenario where a road must be routed through a region with a vulnerable species present. By
incorporating flexibility, the model in this paper was able to find a road that met a desired ending
population of animals and was more valuable than roads found under existing design alternatives
currently available: where the habitat must be avoided, and where the end population of animals must
meet a required threshold under full traffic flow conditions for the entire horizon.

Risk Averse Stochastic Programming: Time Consistency And Optimal Stopping - Alexander
Shapiro
Presenter: Alexander Shapiro - Georgia Institute of Technology
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1530-1555
Place: R8
A.Shapiro and A.Pichler
We discuss time consistency of decision-making in a framework of risk averse stochastic programming.
Time consistent dynamic formulations are obtained for risk averse optimal stopping time problems.
We also discuss numerical approaches to solving such risk averse problems.
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Risk-Averse Pathwise Dynamic Programming: A Simple Simulation-And-Regression Approach Sebastian Maier
Presenter: Sebastian Maier - Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL)
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1555-1620
Place: R8
Sebastian Maier, Georg Plug
Pathwise dynamic programming is a powerful algorithmic strategy to solve sequential stochastic
decision problems such as valuing -- real and financial -- options; however, existing valuation
approaches generally neglect decision-makers’ attitude towards risk and only consider risk-neutral
expectations. In this paper we present a simple yet powerful new approach to approximately solve
risk-averse stochastic dynamic programs by simulation-and-regression. Applying the -- time consistent
and convex -- dynamic entropic risk measure, we use simulation in combination with parametric
regression to approximate the conditional risk measure that represents the risk to the decision maker
from continuation. The approach is therefore readily applicable in a wide range of realistic and practical
real-world problems such as those involving real option portfolios and multiple sources of uncertainty.
We illustrate the intuition behind our approach considering the simple examples of valuing Americanstyle put and call options, as well as demonstrate its applicability to more complex problems by
evaluating a natural resource investment under several portfolio configurations (deferment,
mothballing, and abandonment) and under conditions of three underlying uncertainties (commodity
price, production cost, and convenience yield). We investigate the way in which the value of these
investment problems is affected by the decision makers’ attitude to risk, and by the degree of
uncertainty. In addition, we illustrate the impact of risk aversion on both optimal decisions and the
probability of investment.

Risk Averse Dynamic Optimization - Alois Pichler
Presenter: Alois Pichler - University of Technology, Chemnitz
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1620-1645
Place: R8
Alois Pichler
This talk addresses dynamic decision making under uncertainty. By involving properly scaled risk
measures we develop new dynamic generators. In contrast to the risk neutral generator, these risk
averse generators are not linear any longer. We further develop evolution equations, which include
Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equations.
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Dynamic Joint Probabilistic Constraint Optimization For Hydro Reservoir Management Tatiana Gonzalez-Grandon
Presenter: Tatiana Gonzalez-Grandon - Humboldt Universitat Berlin
Session: Advances In Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1645-1710
Place: R8
Gonzalez Grandon T., Henrion R. and Perez-Aros P.
This talk will address novel results on the theoretical structural analysis of dynamic joint probabilistic
constraints under continuous random variables. The dynamic probabilistic function is important when
decisions are time-dependent and when the modeler can react on past observations. We first study
the continuity of dynamic probabilistic constraints and provide strong and weak semi-continuous
results depending on whether the policies are supposed to be in the L^p or W^{1,p} spaces. Moreover,
we prove the non-convexity of the feasible set of decisions induced by a dynamic probability function
in the L^p space. Lastly, for a simple two-stage model, verifiable conditions for Lipschitz continuity and
differentiability of this probability function are derived and endowed with explicit derivative formulae.
A typical example arises in hydro power reservoir control subject to level constraints. Numerical results
are illustrated for the solution of a two-stage hydro power optimization problem.
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Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
A Selective Scheduling Problem With Sequence-Dependent Setup Times: A Risk-Averse
Approach - Maria Bruni
Presenter: Maria Bruni - University of Calabria
Session: Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1320-1345
Place: R5
M. E. Bruni, S. Khodaparasti, E. Demeulemeester, P. Beraldi
A typical parallel machine scheduling problem deals with the sequencing and scheduling of a set of
jobs to be executed on a set of identical machines where each job is processed by only one machine
and each machine can process only one job at a time. A processing time is assigned to each job, and
switching from one job to the next one in the schedule may require setup times, which, generally, are
sequence-dependent. The aim is to find a feasible schedule, optimizing a time-related performance
criterion such as the total completion time. In this classical setting, it is implicitly assumed that all the
jobs have to be processed. Over the last few years, manufacturing companies have greatly improved
the efficiency of their operations. However, driving efficiency in one area has a knock-on effect on
others. Improving efficiency, for instance, has often involved pushing to their limits the manufacturing
assets and, as a by-product, it is impossible to accept all the orders due to limited available resources
and/or time constraints. This paper addresses a variant of the parallel scheduling problem with
identical machines and sequence-dependent setup times. The aim is to select a subset of jobs
minimizing the total completion time and guaranteeing a minimum profit level. The problem is
addressed under uncertainty, considering both the setup and the processing times as random
parameters. To deal with the uncertainty of the random parameters and to hedge against the worstcase performance, a risk-averse distributionally robust approach, based on the Conditional Value-atRisk measure is adopted. This study contributes to the machine scheduling literature since, to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first multi-machine scheduling model with a selective structure in which
the uncertainty of both the setup and processing times are taken into account. To show the efficiency
of the proposed model also in the deterministic context, the deterministic counterpart of our model
has been compared with the order acceptance scheduling model presented in Oguz et al. (2010), which
shares the same idea of job acceptance or rejection. To overcome the computational intractability of
the proposed model for large size instances, we have designed a tailored metaheuristic that hybridizes
a Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) and a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) heuristic, exploiting
the structure of the problem.
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Models And Algorithms For Production Routing Problem With Uncertainty - Yuzhuo Qiu
Presenter: Yuzhuo Qiu - Nanjing University of Finance and Economics
Session: Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 – 1345-1410
Place: R5
Y. Qiu, P. Pardalos
We consider the finite horizon production routing problem with uncertain demand (PRPUD), where a
supplier must produce and deliver a single product to its customers periodically, such that the
customers do not stock out. Although the most successful methods for solving many variants of
vehicle/inventory routing problems are based on the column generation technique, the PRPUD has
never been addressed by this type of method. We introduce a novel robust counterpart model based
on the partition uncertainty set. Furthermore, we propose a branch-price-and-cut method based on a
set partitioning formulation of the problem, which relies on a robust resource constrained elementary
shortest path problem to generate robust production-delivery schedules and routes. Computational
experiments show that the proposed approach is effective and able to obtain robust solutions within
a reasonable running time. The results of an extensive Monte Carlo simulation show that the PRPUD
produces solutions that are very competitive to those obtained by the stochastic production routing
problem with a large number of scenarios, whereas much less sensitive to the distributional
uncertainty.
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Bilevel Optimization
On Pricing-Based Equilibrium For Network Expansion Planning Via A Multi-Period Mixed 0-1
Bilinear Bilevel Approach Under Uncertainty - Laureano F. Escudero
Presenter: Laureano F. Escudero - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
Session: Bilevel Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1030-1055
Place: R3
Laureano F. Escudero, Juan.F. Monge, Antonio M. Rodriguez-Chia
This study focuses on the development of a stochastic mixed 0-1 bilinear modeling framework for the
multi-period network expansion planning (NEP) problem under uncertainty, so-named PE-NEP, where
pricing-based equilibrium is obtained. Let us consider an extension of the static deterministic Toll
Assignment Problem (TAP) as the pilot case. Some important features in this proposal are as follows:
A multi-period problem under uncertainty is dealt with. Several sources of uncertainty are considered
along a time horizon, namely, investment cost for building network links, NEP budget, commodities
volume to be transported by using network links as well as other means, and related unit
transportation cost through those other means. The periodwise dependent parameters' uncertainty,
as represented by a finite set of scenarios, is structured in a multi-period scenario tree. An upper level
multi-period stochastic model for NEP is presented for determining the (strategic) network links
investment as well as the (operational) commodity transportation upper bounded tariffs trhrough the
links, both at the nodes of the scenario tree in order to maximize the expected profit in the scenarios
along the time horizon As a consequence a related mixed 0-1 bilinear term is considered for commodity
transportation through the network links at each scenario node. A lower level deterministic model is
considered for each pair of commodity and scenario node to minimizing the commodity transport cost
in a mix of available network links and alternative ones. So, a pricing-based equilibrium is sought for
obtained an upper level expected profit and a lower level cost via the optimization of the single model
that results from the scheme: Appending the set of the commodity- and scenario node-based primal
and dual lower level models to the upper level primal one, jointly with equating the primal and dual
lower level objective functions. That type of modeling has been preferred to the classical KKT
constraint system due to computational reasons. The upper level investment-oriented 0-1 step
variables modeling object allows that the state variables in the model only link two consecutive
periods. The large size of the model renders unrealistic the problem solving up to optimality by plain
use of MILP solvers. A matheuristic Nested Stodcharic Decomposition (NSD) algorithm is presented in
order to obtain feasible solutions with given optimality gap. The step variables devise is a key element
for the good performance of the NSD proposal. Its validity for solving PE-NEP is computationally
studied by considering a broad set of instances whose dimenisions are up to 381,108 constraints,
84,396 continuous variables and 156,624 binay variables.The results obtained by several NSD cut
options while approximating the Expected Function Value (EFV) curve of the subproblems where the
original PE-NEP is partitioned are analyzed versus the plain use of a state-of-the-art MILP solver. Note:
Each subproblem is supported by a scenario subteee that is rooted with an inmmedite successor node
of a a leaf one of the scenario subtree supporting a given NSD subproblem where the EFV curve should
be used.
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Stochastic Bilevel Problem Formulation For A Truss Design Problem - Johanna Burtscheidt
Presenter: Johanna Burtscheidt - University of Duisburg-Essen
Session: Bilevel Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1055-1120
Place: R3
J. Burtscheidt
Since structural optimization problems have an inherent bilevel form, it seems to be very natural to
formulate a truss design problem as a bilevel programming problem. An additional random vector
models uncertain production errors, so the problem can be considered stochastic. A risk averse
formulation is presented for the described problems under stochastic uncertainty based on special risk
measures. The existence of solutions as well as structural properties of the problem formulation are
investigated. In addition, the qualitative stability of the optimal value function of this model under the
disturbance of the underlying Borel probability measure with respect to the topology of weak
convergence of probability measures is examined. Focusing on a finite number of scenarios of the
underlying random vector, numerical experiments conclude the talk.
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Games With Information. Witsenhausen Intrinsic Model. - Daniel Kadnikov
Presenter: Daniel Kadnikov - 1991
Session: Bilevel Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1120-1155
Place: R3
Jean-Philippe Chancelier, Michel De Lara, Daniel A. Kadnikov
In a context of competition, information – who knows what and before whom – plays a crucial role.
Here, we concentrate on three models (two in game theory, one in control theory) where the concept
of information is present: Kuhn’s extensive tree model (K-model), Alos-Ferrer and Ritzberger infinite
tree model (AFR-model) and Witsenhausen model (W-model).
The model proposed by Witsenhausen has the following main ingredients: a set of agents taking
decisions in a decision space, Nature taking decisions in a sample space, configuration space which is
the product of the decision spaces by the sample space, information fields that are sigma-fields on the
configuration space and strategies that are measurable mappings from configurations to actions w.r.t.
information fields. W-model deals with information in all gener-ality. Thus, it allows to look at a
problem without a priori knowing the order in which decisions were made by agents. In the subclass
of causal systems, there is at least one ordering in which agents take their decisions consistently with
the given information.
The extensive form is the most richly structured way to describe game situations. In his model, Kuhn
uses the language of graph theory to define main ingredients of the game: players, game tree,
information sets and strategies. The infinite tree AFR-model generalizes K-model to any possible tree:
infinite (repeated games), transfinite (long cheap talk) and even continuous (stochastic games). The
authors develop the refined partition approach that proves to be useful for giving a simple equivalent
condition for a player to have perfect recall. To tame the zoo of infinite trees, authors use the language
of set theory constructing not trees, but posets, thus elaborating the most general framework to
describe tree structures in games existing up to now.
We study whether AFR and W-models have the same potential to model games. First, we embed the
subclass of causal W-models into the AFR-formalism by building an AFR-tree and translating definitions
of information and strategies from W-formalism to AFR-formalism. Second, we move in the opposite
direction. All along, we provide illustrations of the power and simplicity of the W-model to handle
information in a strategic context.
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Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Second Order Stochastic Dominance In Optimizatin Problems - Vlasta Kankova
Presenter: Vlasta Kankova - Institue of Information Theory and Automation of the ASCR
Session: Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1530-1555
Place: R5
Stochastic dominance is very often employed in a construction of mathematical models of real-life
applications. It can generally compare distributions of two random variables and, moreover, it
corresponds to partial order in a subsystem of utility functions. Especially, second order stochastic
dominance correspond to a concave non negative utility functions. Evidently, this property is reason
why just second order stochastic dominance is helpful to many real-applications.
It appears mostly in the definition of constraints set. To this end we can recall e.g. problems
corresponding to optimal portfolio selection or problems connected with energy production. However,
second order stochastic dominance can be also useful for the mean risk models.
Investigating stochastic optimization problems with second order stochastic dominance constraints we
can see that these problems are rather complicated as from the theoretical so from the numerical
point of view. Moreover, these problems goes to semi-infinite optimization problems for which Slater's
condition is not necessary fulfilled. Consequently it is ``necessary to modify the original mathematical
model. Moreover, it happens very often that the problem has to be solved on the data bases.
The aim of the contribution is, first, to introduce one possibility how to modify the original problem
with gap between the original problem and modified problem less or equal to given value. Further, it
will be shown that employing data we can construct an estimate of modified problem which
corresponding gap converges almost surely to the gap determined on the base of the known
underlying" distribution. Convergence rate of the empirical estimate will be be also investigated.
However, most of these results are valid under the assumptions of the distribution with light tails.
Consequently, we try separately to analyze the case of heavy tailed distributions (covering stable ones).
These type of distributions correspond to many real situations.
We introduce the results for these type of distributions. Theoretical investigation will be completed by
simulation investigation.
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A New Deterministic Approximation For The Multi-Path Traveling Salesman Problem With
Stochastic And Dependent Travel Costs - Daniele Manerba
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Place: R5
E. Fadda, L. Fotio Tiotsop, D. Manerba, R. Tadei
The stochastic multi-path Traveling Salesman Problem (smpTSP) aims at finding the expected
minimum-cost Hamiltonian tour in a network characterized by the presence of different paths
between each pair of nodes, given that a random travel cost is associated with each one of these paths.
When the path travel costs are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to an unknown
probability distribution, previous works have proved that this problem can be deterministically
approximated, only requiring a mild assumption on the tail of the unknown distributions [1].
However, in realistic settings, the hypothesis about the independence among the path travel costs is
far to be reasonable. It is well-known, in fact, that traffic congestion, accidents, and other unexpected
events might affect the travel costs, creating dependence among them. Therefore, our study focuses
on a smpTSP variant (called smpTSP_dc) in which a certain grade of dependency holds among the
stochastic costs. More precisely we assume the stochastic costs to be still identically distributed
(according to an unknown distribution) but just asymptotically independent. First, we prove that a
deterministic approximation of the smpTSP_dc can be still derived through the theory of extreme
values [2]. Interesting enough, we are also able to relax the previous requirement on the distribution
tail to a more general assumption, which turns out to be satisfied by many more common distributions.
Second, we also show that the asymptotical independence is not restrictive at all when considering
realistic traffic models and the well-known Wardrop’s equilibrium principle [3], ensuring strong
operational implications to our deterministic approximation.
Extensive computational tests on sets of both random and realistic instances show very good accuracy
and extreme efficiency of our new deterministic approximation with respect to consolidated
approaches such as two-stage Stochastic Programming with recourse, totally overcoming the
computational burden of solving enormous programs exploded by the scenarios considered and the
need of a precise knowledge of the random variables distribution.
[1] Tadei R., Perboli G., Perfetti F., 2017. The multi-path Traveling Salesman Problem with stochastic
travel costs. EURO Journal on Transportation and Logistics 6:3-23.
[2] Galambos J., 1978. The Asymptotic Theory of Extreme Order Statistics. John Wiley (New York).
[3] Wardrop J. G., 1952. Road paper - Some theoretical aspects of road traffic research. Proceedings of
the Institution of Civil Engineers 1(3):325-362.
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Outputs - Michal Houda
Presenter: Michal Houda - Institute of Information Theory and Automation of the Czech Academy of
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Place: R5
M. Houda
We present a stochastic optimization approach, in particular chance-constrained optimization, for a
problem of evaluating the productivity of decision-making units by data envelopment analysis (DEA).
Inputs and outputs of these units are considered random, described by their probability distribution.
Furthermore, we deal with several DEA models and with specific types of dependency between inputs
and/or outputs so that they can be modeled by suitable classes of copulas -- in particular, we deal with
Archimedean and Archimax copulas. We provide a deterministic approximation of the problem, report
several properties of the model and present a simple numerical example.

Zeroth-Order Nonconvex Stochastic Optimization: Handling Constraints, High-Dimensionality,
And Saddle-Points - Saaed Ghadimi
Presenter: Saaed Ghadimi - Princeton University
Session: Bounds And Approximations In Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1645-1710
Place: R5
K. Balasubramanian, S.Ghadimi
In this talk, we propose and analyze zeroth-order stochastic approximation algorithms for nonconvex
and convex optimization, with a focus on addressing constrained optimization, high-dimensional
setting and saddle-point avoiding. To handle constrained optimization, we first propose
generalizations of the conditional gradient algorithm achieving rates similar to the standard stochastic
gradient algorithm using only zeroth-order information. To facilitate zeroth-order optimization in highdimensions, we explore the advantages of structural sparsity assumptions. Specifically, (i) we highlight
an implicit regularization phenomenon where the standard stochastic gradient algorithm with zerothorder information adapts to the sparsity of the problem at hand by just varying the step-size and (ii)
propose a truncated stochastic gradient algorithm with zeroth-order information, whose rate of
convergence depends only poly-logarithmically on the dimensionality. We next focus on avoiding
saddle-points in nonconvex setting. Towards that, we interpret the Gaussian smoothing technique for
estimating gradient based on zeroth-order information as an instantiation of first-order Stein's
identity. Based on this, we provide a novel linear-(in dimension) time estimator of the Hessian matrix
of a function using only zeroth-order information, which is based on second-order Stein's identity. We
then provide a zeroth-order variant of cubic regularized Newton method for avoiding saddle-points
and discuss its rate of convergence to local minima.
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Distributionally Robust Geometric Chance Constrained Optimization - Abdel Lisser
Presenter: Abdel Lisser - Universite Paris Sud
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A. Lisser, J. Liu, Z. Chen
In this talk, we discuss distributionally robust geometric programs with individual and joint chance
constraints. We focus on some uncertainty sets with nonnegative support, namely uncertainty sets
with known first moment information, and uncertainty sets with first two order moments information.
We also consider uncertainty sets where the whole parameters for the geometric optimization
problem are random. We propose tractable reformulations of the distributionally robust geometric
programs with both individual and joint chance constraints for all these uncertainty sets. Finally, we
present numerical results carried out on a shape optimization problem.
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A Sigmoidal Approximation For Chance-Constrained Nonlinear Programs - Yankai Cao
Presenter: Yankai Cao - University of British Columbia
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Yankai Cao, Victor Zavala
Chance constraints (CCs) are powerful decision-making paradigm that enable decision makers to
directly control risk. Unfortunately, except for certain settings, nonlinear programs (NLPs) with CCs
cannot be handled by standard optimization solvers and specialized reformulations and/or
approximations are needed. The most straightforward and general reformulation of a CC introduces
binary variables to count the number of realizations under which the constraint is satisfied/violated,
giving rise to a large-scale MINLP, which can be computationally intractable. A popular conservative
approximation for a CC requires that the constraint is satisfied over all possible realizations of the
random variable. This scenario-based approximation can be easily handled using structured NLP
solvers but can give very conservative solutions. Conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) approximation
provides the tightest convex approximations of the indicator function. The CVaR formulation can also
be handled by structured NLP solvers but also yields very conservative solutions.
In this talk, we propose a new approximation for CCs based on a risk metric that we call the sigmoidal
value at risk (SigVaR). This metric is constructed by using a nonconvex smooth outer-approximation of
the indicator function. We prove that this approximation is conservative but that the level of
conservatism can be made arbitrarily small for limiting parameter values. The SigVaR approximation
brings computational benefits over exact mixed-integer because, as with CVaR and the scenario-based
approximation, its sample average approximation can be handled using structured NLP solvers. We
establish formal connections between SigVaR and CVaR that allow us to identify suitable parameter
values for the approximation. We present small- and large-scale numerical studies including a wind
turbine and a flare system optimization study to demonstrate that SigVaR dramatically reduces
conservatism of existing approaches.
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A Framework For Solving Chance-Constrained Linear Matrix Inequality Programs - Jianqiang
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Presenter: Jianqiang Cheng - University of Arizona
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Roya Karimi, Jianqiang Cheng, Miguel A. Lejeune.
We propose a novel partial sample average approximation (PSAA) framework to solve the two main
types of chance-constrained linear matrix inequality (CCLMI) programs: CCLMI with random
technology matrix, and CCLMI with random right-hand side. For this purpose, we develop deterministic
PSAA formulations of CCLMI-RHS and CCLMI-RTM, respectively. Sufficient conditions are also
presented under which the PSAA formulations become convex optimization problems. Moreover, we
derive different SDP approximations of the proposed PSAA-based approaches which are efficiently
solvable by off-the-shelf solvers. We carry out a comprehensive numerical study on three practical
CCLMI problems: robust truss topology design, calibration procedure, and robust control problem. The
numerical tests attest the efficiency of the proposed methods in terms of solution quality and
computational time.

Machine Learning Approach To Chance-Constrained Problems - Lukáš Adam
Presenter: Lukáš Adam - Southern University of Science and Technology
Session: Chance Constrained Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1320-1345
Place: R9
L. Adam, M. Branda
We consider the nonlinear joint chance-constrained problems where the distribution has finite
support. We show a similarity of these problems to machine learning problems, where one minimizes
the sum of discrepancies between predictions and labels. The latter problem has a separable objective
with respect to samples. We argue that scenarios can be viewed as samples and rewrite the chanceconstrained problem such that its objective is (almost) separable with respect to scenarios. This allows
us to use the stochastic gradient descent which is the standard method of choice for machine learning
problems. It computes the inexact gradient by evaluating the gradient only with respect to a few
scenarios. This makes it efficient for a large number of scenarios. We provide a complexity analysis and
for a very special case, we show the convergence of our algorithm. We conclude the presentation by
a numerical study where we show the good performance of our method on several large chanceconstrained problems.
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In optimization problems, which are afflicted with uncertainties, there are often those in which
distributional information is available for some of the uncertainties and for some not. Due to this
situation, it is of interest to consider mixtures of deterministic approaches for the non-stochastic
uncertainties and stochastic approaches for the random ones. Forming first the worst-case subject to
the epistemic uncertainties and then imposing a chance constraint w.r.t. the stochastic uncertainties,
leads to so-called probabilistic-robust (briefly probust) constraints. From the point of view of stochastic
optimization, these represent a generalization of joint chance constraints w.r.t. a finite number of
constraints to an infinite set. From a robust optimization perspective, this could be understood as a
probability-relaxed worst-case approach.
So far, probust constraints can be solved if there is a finite number of analytical given worst-case
scenarios within the epistemic uncertainties. By using these worst-case scenarios, the joint chance
constraints just have to respect this finite number of cases instead of infinitely many.
We try to solve probust optimization problems that do not necessarily have a known analytical worstcase scenario. Therefore, we approximate the set of epistemic uncertainties by using a discretization
method from semi-infinite optimization and show that some convergence results carry over to our
technique under suitable assumptions on the given functions.
Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of the new methods by using them on an optimal control
problem: Regulating the release of water out of a tank with uncertain inflow.
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We propose a randomized gradient method for handling a convex function whose gradient
computation is demanding. The method bears a resemblance to the stochastic approximation family.
But in contrast to stochastic approximation, the present method builds a model problem. The
approach is adapted to probability maximization and probabilistic constrained problems. We discuss
simulation procedures for gradient estimation.
We apply inner approximation of the epigraph of the probabilistic function. This approach endures
noise in gradient computation without any special effort. Noisy gradient estimates may yield iterates
that do not improve much on our current model. But we retain a true inner approximation of the
function, provided function values are evaluated with appropriate accuracy. This inherent stability of
the model enables the application of randomized methods of simple structure.
For probability maximization, we propose a stochastic approximation procedure with relatively easy
generation of new test points. A probabilistic constraint function is handled in a Newton-like scheme,
approximately solving a short sequence of probability maximization problems, with increasing
accuracy. As this scheme is built from randomized components, we provide a statistical analysis of its
validity.
The proposed stochastic approximation procedure can be implemented using standard components.
The master problem is conveniently solved by an off-the-shelf solver. New approximation points are
found through simple line search whose direction can be determined by standard implementations of
classic Monte Carlo simulation procedures. – The Newton-like scheme can be implemented through
minor variations on a standard Newton method.
Computational results confirm the usability of the approach. Details can be found in the paper with
DOI:10.1007/s10479-019-03143-z, recently published in Annals of Operations Research.
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With the increasing penetration level of renewable energy-based generation units in electrical grids,
the system stability becomes harder to reach, due to the increasing uncertainty associated with these
intermittent and stochastic resources. Indeed, consumption and generation have to be continuously
balanced, which is a challenging task in presence of uncertainty. This balancing task is currently
ensured by relying on flexible power reserves but, such a mechanism is expensive and often oversized.
Energy and reserve are dispatched based on a single-value forecast of renewable energy generation,
which often results in suboptimal solution with respect to the actual (ex-post) uncertainty realization.
One way to improve this deterministic energy and reserve dispatch is to formulate an uncertaintyaware model, which endogenously considers the plausible distributions characterizing the renewable
energy generation. With recent progresses within the framework of distributionally robust (DR)
stochastic programs over Wasserstein balls [1], we find a new attractive technique for reaching that
goal. Indeed, under metric-based DR programs, the objective function is minimized in expectation for
the worst-case distribution that is collected in an ambiguity set, i.e., the family of closest distributions
from a nominal one in the sense of a probability metric such as the Wasserstein distance. In the recent
literature, DR chance constraints are intensively explored as they represent the natural way of handling
constraints within this framework, e.g., authors in [2] contribute to the exact reformulation of DR
chance constraints over Wasserstein balls. However, the support of uncertainty is not included in their
formulation, which may lead to unrealistic distributions of uncertainty (e.g., with negative values of
wind generation).
In this context, our main contributions are described hereafter. We formulate a distributionally robust
chance constrained energy and reserve dispatch using the Wasserstein metric. First, we provide an
exact reformulation of the DR program based on [1] for the worst-case expectation in the objective
function and, on [2] for the worst-case individual chance constraints. The resulting program arises in a
Mixed Integer Second Order Cone Program that is computationally hard. Second, we improve the
findings in [2] by adding the support of uncertainty (which allows the worst-case distribution to follow
physical limitations) into the reformulation. Our reformulation ends up in a Second Order Cone
Program that contains bilinear terms but no more integer variables. Third, we solve our program by
using an alternating direction algorithm (for which we analyze the output convergence for various
initial conditions) and compare our results with the exact reformulation [2] and the classical CVaR
approximation. Our method exhibits promising outcomes, characterized by a lower out-of-sample
expected cost for low values of Wasserstein radius ρ (attaining the required violation probability) while
remaining feasible for higher values of ρ.
[1] P. M. Esfahani and D. Kuhn, in Math. Program. (2018) 171:115. arXiv:1505.05116
[2] Z. Chen, D. Kuhn and W. Wiesemann, available on Optimization Online. arXiv:1809.00210
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This study is concerned with robust investment strategies for portfolio management under regime
switching market models. We develop a regime-switching model through a Markov chain that
represents the economic, financial, social, political and other factors which affect the returns of the
assets. We assume that different regimes represent different relationships among different asset
classes. We build a dynamic decision-making model and introduce a tractable robust approach to
reduce parameter estimation errors arising within price dynamics of different asset classes. We design
a data-driven robust approach and analyze numerical experiments to investigate modeling
implications of different price dynamics and market regimes and illustrate the performance of robust
portfolio management using a Markov decision process. We analyze the effect of different distribution
probabilities for different asset classes both through confidence intervals of parameters and scenario
testing over different robust parameter set selections.

Distributionally Robust Dual Dynamic Programming - Daniel Duque Villarreal
Presenter: Daniel Duque Villarreal - Northwestern University
Session: Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1620-1645
Place: R3
D. Duque, D. Morton
We consider a multi-stage stochastic linear program that lends itself to solution by stochastic dual
dynamic programming (SDDP). In this context, we consider a distributionally robust variant of the
model with a finite number of realizations in each stage, and distributional robustness is with respect
to the probability mass function governing candidate realizations. We describe a computationally
tractable variant of SDDP to handle this model using the Wasserstein distance to characterize
distributional uncertainty.
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We tackle stochastic programs affected by ambiguity about the probability law that governs their
uncertain parameters. Using Optimal Transport Theory, we construct an ambiguity set that exploits
the knowledge about the distribution of the uncertain parameters that is provided by: i) sample data
and ii) a-priori information on the order among the probabilities that the true data-generating
distribution assigns to some regions of its support set. Such an order is enforced by means of order
cone constraints and can encode a wide range of information on the shape of the probability
distribution of the uncertain parameters such as that related to monotonicity or multi-modality. We
seek decisions that are distributionally robust. In a number of practical cases, the resulting
distributionally robust optimization (DRO) problem can be reformulated as a finite convex problem
where the a-priori information translates into linear constraints. Furthermore, our method inherits
the finite-sample performance guarantees of the Wasserstein-metric-based DRO approach proposed
in Mohajerin Esfahani and Kuhn (2018), while generalizing this and other popular DRO approaches.
Finally, numerical experiments are designed to provide insight into the performance of our approach
for the Newsvendor problem.

Cvar Optimization By First Order Algorithms - Yassine Laguel
Presenter: Yassine Laguel - Université Grenoble Alpes
Session: Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1530-1555
Place: R5
Y. Laguel
Risk-averse optimization plays a major role in the design of safe and robust models for decisionmaking. In this work, we present a set of tools to solve convex optimization models based on
conditional value at risk (or Cvar). We first derive a study of the convex and regularity properties of
Cvar, based essentially on the results of T. Rockafellar and A. Shapiro. Second, we provide a framework
for the optimization of models that hold as a composition of Cvar with a convex loss function. Both a
subgradient and a smooth approximated gradient are derived, together with fast computational
procedures. Third, we provide an open-source python toolbox, aimed at solving such problems
together with several classical first order algorithms. Finally, we investigate two applications of this
framework , firstly on quantile and superquantile regression and secondly on robust learning problems.
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We consider solving stochastic optimization problems in which we seek to minimize the expectation
of the optimal value of the objective function with respect to an unknown distribution of random
parameters. Our focus is on models that use sample average approximation (SAA) with small sample
sizes. We analyse the out-of-sample performance of solutions obtained by solving a robust version of
the SAA problem, and derive conditions under which these solutions are improved.

Data-Driven Robust Optimization For Time-Varying - Robert Ravier
Presenter: Robert Ravier - Duke University
Session: Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1620-1645
Place: R5
R. Ravier, V. Tarokh
We consider robust optimization for stochastic programs where the distribution of the uncertainty can
possibly change in time. Furthermore, at each time point, we are only aware of a particular realization
of the data and not the full distribution. This is in contrast to much of the past work on data-driven
robust stochastic programming, where the data points are assumed to be i.i.d. preventing direct
application of previous work for designing good uncertainty sets. We explain how to adapt currently
existing framework, in particular bootstrap-based uncertainty set design, to the time series setting in
order to create tractable programs. As there are many different ways that one can bootstrap timeseries, we compare these different bootstrap methods on synthetic and financial examples, in
particular focusing on portfolio optimization.
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Presenter: Rishi Adiga - The University of Auckland
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Place: R3
R. Adiga, A. Philpott, J.P. O’Sullivan
Drilling geothermal wells is a high stakes venture, as both the costs and risks involved are substantial.
This is true for both production and exploration wells. As such, it is important to optimize the making
of both production and exploration (information acquisition) decisions. The economic outcomes from
well placement and scheduling decisions can be estimated from large-scale computational simulations
of geothermal reservoir models, which are calibrated to existing data and can simulate future
production under different scenarios. These reservoir models have the problem of non-uniqueness.
Different models can fit available data equally well but give differing predictions. We combine
stochastic Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) and Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) approaches to address this problem.
A reduced order model has been developed to efficiently generate Net Present Value (NPV) predictions
for different operational plans from a small number of simulation runs, given a calibrated reservoir
model. These NPVs can be used with a MIP to optimize the placement and scheduling decisions for
production wells. With multiple reservoir model calibrations representing different states of nature,
each with different optimal plans, we can hedge over the states with a stochastic MIP to get a policy
optimal in terms of expected NPV. Then, introducing drilling decisions for exploration wells and
associated outcome probability distributions, we can update our belief state in a POMDP and optimize
placement and scheduling decisions for both production and exploration wells. We present a
framework for doing this, and demonstrate its application on an example geothermal reservoir model.
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Lucas Condeixa, Fabricio Oliveira, Afzal Siddiqui
Enhanced time resolution of operational decisions in power systems, such as the ones from dispatch,
in strategic investment models, e.g. in generation and transmission expansion planning (GTEP), has
become paramount due to increased penetration of variable renewable energy sources (VRES). This
need to handle large-scale uncertainty requires the maintenance of large datasets, which poses the
challenge of efficiently modeling the stochasticity in the system, viz., wind power generation and
electricity demand, by means of time series. The available literature proposes alternatives to reduce
the computational burden in strategic GTEP models incorporating VRES representation such as loadduration curves, representative days, and state-space methods. In this context, clustering as a data
aggregation technique is a promising method as it presents consistent and simple solutions as inputs
for infrastructure-expansion planning. Nevertheless, with several alternative clustering techniques
available, it is not obvious which one should be selected for the purposes of GTEP, and no widely
accepted measurement for comparison between clustering technique is known.
To address this shortfall, this work presents a framework for comparing time-slicing techniques in the
context of power systems optimization, aiming to support the definition of suitable scenario sets to be
used in a stochastic programming model. We propose a Wasserstein-distance-based metric to evaluate
the resolution quality of different data-aggregation methods, such as representative days, k-means
clustering, and hierarchical clustering. The aforementioned data-aggregation techniques are applied
to a real two-dimensional data based on demand and VRES generation to illustrate the suitability of
the metric presented. Furthermore, we assess the performances of different clustering techniques in
terms of their correspondence to the original data (i.e., quality), the number of clusters (i.e.,
resolution), and computational requirements.
Considering previous data aggregation techniques in long-term power systems models, two
methodological contributions can be distilled: the use of a statistically consistent metric to evaluate
different time-slicing methods and an effective time-slicing method that maintains the chronology of
operational decisions. Both the metric to evaluate the quality of the data aggregation method and the
new time-slicing approach can facilitate the implementation of large-scale GTEP problem instances.
Such enhancement will be especially relevant not only to power companies and transmission planners
but also to policymakers and regulators in designing markets to incorporate increasing amounts of
VRES in a complex system with intraday linking constraints such as storage levels and ramping
requirements.
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The Unit Commitment Problem (UC) is one of the most fundamental optimization problems in power
systems, being solved daily to schedule 3.8 trillion kWh of energy production in the United States
alone. As a growing amount of highly-uncertain renewable energy is integrated into the grid, the
deterministic methods that are commonly used guarantee safe and reliable operations are starting to
become increasingly inadequate.
One of the most promising approaches for incorporating renewable uncertainties into power
generation scheduling is Stochastic Optimization. Despite intense research for the last two decades,
Stochastic UC remains a computationally challenging problem, especially for large-scale systems.
State-of-the art methods, based on scenario decomposition and Progressive Hedging, are currently
able to solve instances of small to moderate size, with a modest number of scenarios. A significant
limitation of current methods is that the information acquired by the solver during the solution of one
particular scenario is not leveraged during the solution of the remaining scenarios, although the
scenarios share significant similarities in problem structure. In this research, we proposed the usage of
machine learning to overcome this limitation.
Machine learning (ML) studies how algorithms can automatically learn from large amounts of data and
subsequently use the acquired knowledge to make decisions. In recent years, a number of works have
proposed the usage of ML to solve hard combinatorial problems. For example, Nair et al (2019)
reported some success in using Reinforcement Learning (RL) to solve two-stage stochastic integer
programs. For Stochastic UC, however, the usage of pure ML methods is very challenging, mainly due
to (i) the large number of physical and economic constraints, (ii) very strict feasibility and optimality
requirements. Indeed, even for the deterministic version of this problem, pure ML methods have failed
to replace existing methods based on Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP).
Instead of completely replacing Mixed-Integer Programming, in previous research we showed that ML
can effectively enhance the performance of MIP solvers when solving the Deterministic Unit
Commitment. More specifically, we showed that ML can effectively extract information from a large
number of previously-solved (deterministic) UC instances and generate hints that can help the MIP
solver to find solutions to new instances significantly faster, with no negative impact on solution
quality. In the current research, we extend the previous methods to the Stochastic UC. More precisely,
we investigate how can ML extract information from a small number of scenarios that have already
been solved to speed up the solution of the remaining ones, improving the performance of the entire
procedure. Learned information includes redundant constraints, warm starts and binary variable
decisions. We present computational results on a variety of realistic and large-scale instances.
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The Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP) algorithm allows to uncouple in time the multistage
stochastic operation of hydrothermal systems. In this framework, any stage’s future cost of the
operation, conditioned the decision of the current stage, can be approximated by means of hyperplane
constructed iteratively in the backward phase of the algorithm. If the future cost (cost to-go) function
is convex in relation to the state variables, the approximation determined by this hyperplane is
guaranteed a lower bound for the real future cost function and the algorithm it is guaranteed to
converge to the optimal solution, under mild conditions. However, if the future cost function is not
convex, the optimality of the algorithm cannot be guaranteed.
The treatment of non-convexities of the future cost function in the SDDP algorithm is a recurrent
theme in the literature. In this work, a new alternative based on machine learning is proposed: we
apply support vector machine (SVM) as a classification approach to recognize and delimit the validity
regions of the hyperplanes generated by the SDDP algorithm. This allows the algorithm for stochastic
dynamic operation to evaluate solutions that were not feasible, considering only the convex envelope
constructed by the original cuts.
The SVM method is well suited for the classification of cuts employed, because of its robustness to
solve large problems, which is something desired in the scope of this proposal, given the real
dimensions of the problem of operation of hydrothermal systems. Moreover, the ability of the method
to do classification even when classes are not linearly separable and the fact that the classification
function is differentiable are key requirement for the proposed algorithm. Finally, the model selection
step (optimization of SVM model hyperparameters) is fully parallelizable, just like many steps in the
SDDP algorithm.
The classification of cuts employed and the proposed algorithm also do not guarantee the optimality
of the solution, since they do not necessarily construct lower bounds for the nonconvex future cost
functions. However, the results of the application of the method demonstrate that this approach is
able to better approximate of these functions, making possible to obtain better solutions to the
hydrothermal system operation problem.
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Hydrothermal operation is a well-known large-scale, real-life, application of stochastic multistage
optimization techniques. Algorithms such as hybrid SDDP/DP have been successfully applied to these
problems, where SDDP with weekly stages is used to manage inflow uncertainty, usually represented
as an autoregressive stochastic model; and discretized DP uses Markov chains to handle uncertainties
on other parameters such as spot price (applied in Norway), fuel prices (Brazil), annual inflow variation
(Iceland) and others.
In systems with a high penetration of renewables, there is another level of uncertainty at the intraweek scale: the variability of energy production from wind and solar sources, combined with net load
variability driven by factors such as temperature and cloud cover (e.g. due to air conditioning and
rooftop solar).
The objective function of this week-ahead scheduling problem (WASP) is to minimize the expected
value of the sum of operation costs along the hours (or 15-minute intervals) along the week plus the
expected future operation cost at the end of the week, represented by the well-known future cost
function produced by the SDDP/DP algorithms.
In the authors’ experience, the main challenges in solving WASP are: (i) the linear stochastic models
and Markov chains used in SDDP/DP are not adequate to represent the complex, nonlinear relationship
between wind, solar and net load; (ii) the effect of diverse forecasting techniques for these value has
to be considered in the optimization process; (iii) it is also necessary to represent time-coupling
constraints such as ramps on hydro outflow and forebay variation, minimum up- and down- time for
the committed thermal plants.
This paper presents a hybrid probabilstic/robust solution approach to WASP based on the following
methodologies: (i) A Bayesian network produces integrated scenarios of hourly renewable production
and net loads, plus weekly/daily inflows to the hydro plants; (ii) A probabilistic forecasting model
assigns weights to these scenarios, reflecting the fact that forecasting accuracy varies with time; (iii) A
spatial/severity clustering algorithm is used to divide the scenarios into subsets; and (iv) A multivariate
set of affine functions, related to the clusters identified in step (iii), is used as part of a multistage MIP
optimization problem to determine the optimal scheduling under uncertainty for the weighted
scenarios produced in steps (i) and (ii).
The above approach will be illustrated with the scheduling of the detailed generation-transmission
system of Chile, which has a complex mix of hydro, wind, solar and fossil fuel plants such as combined
cycle gas and coal.
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Energy resource planning models aims to find least-cost investment and dispatch decisions over a long
time-horizon. Besides that, uncertainties must be taken into account, increasing even more the size of
the problem. Furthermore, this class of models are usually non-convex due to the necessity of
representing integer investment and operative decisions. Common approaches to solve these
problems are non-linear programming (NLP), mixed integer programming (MILP), decomposition
techniques (such as Benders) combined with approximations and assumptions to make it tractable.
Deterministic planning models can be solved in a reasonable amount of time, even considering cooptimization of investment and operating decisions. Adding uncertainties increases the size of the
problem and it can become intractable to solve, specially when the number of scenarios is large, which
is most of the case when solving real problems. Because of that, decomposition approaches such as
Progressive Hedging (PH) and Benders Decomposition (BD) are usually used.
In this work we propose an integrated BD and PH approach (BDPH) for solving large scale energy
resource planning models, under a centralized perspective, assisting central planners. The model is
stochastic and multiscale, with a detailed representation of short-term constraints, with a timeclustering based into two representative days per month and year. PH approach does not guarantee
convergence in problems that contains integer variables in the fist-stage or second-stage, which is the
case of energy resource planning models (since the first-stage always involve integer investment
decisions), on the other hand the BD does guarantee convergence when the second-stage problem is
linear, which is the case. So BDPH approach uses the PH to improve convergence rate of the BD
method, which guarantees convergence.
The problem analyzed here is decomposed into a scenario-based approach, where each deterministic
instance is solved (in parallel) and generate a candidate solution for the real problem, which can be
proved to be a lower-bound (LB). Then for each candidate solution, an operating problem is solved to
evaluate it, and then a upper-bound for the real problem can be calculated as the sum of the candidate
solution investment cost and its real operating cost. This operating problem generates optimality cuts
for next iterations instances through Benders cuts and so on until the GAP between UB and LB reaches
a certain criteria. Furthermore, at the end of each iteration, the sample average solution is calculated
so that a PH approach can be used in order to seek for violations on non-anticipativity constraints and
improve solution quality throughout iterations.
The main contributions of this work are the proposal of a novel approach (BDPH) for solving large scale
planning models, considering uncertainties, short-term constraints, chronological time-clustering and
binary investment decisions variables in a reasonable amount of time. None of the planning models in
the literature so far proposed a decomposition approach with binary variables, including every real
problems needed constraints, guaranteeing optimal solution.
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In this work, we present a solution for the transmission network expansion planning (TNEP) problem.
The electric network consists of nodes also known as buses in this context, each one with a power
injection. If the power generation supersedes the load in a bus, there is a positive injection, and,
otherwise a negative injection. Electricity is transmitted through the arcs – circuits – respecting
capacities and physicals laws, i.e., the Kirchhoff laws. The expansion of the network consists of
deciding, among a set of transmission line and transformer candidates, which must be built in order to
minimize the expansion costs and ensure the continuity in the system's energy supply for a myriad
possible injection scenarios.
This work has four main contributions. First, it's proposed a methodology to generate stochastic
scenarios. Second, a heuristic to solve the TNEP problem. Third, a comparison of the proposed heuristic
and exact methods, e.g., Benders decomposition, in relatively small cases. Fourth a large case study of
the Brazilian TNEP.
The injection scenarios are obtained through a hydrothermal operational planning that is solved by
stochastic dual dynamic programming. This methodology generates a scenario for each operational
stage, usually in months or weeks, for each load block, and considering any inflow scenario. The
number of generation scenarios can be further increased if network contingencies are considered.
Furthermore, the total number of scenarios and size of the system network impact on the complexity
of the optimization problem. Since the number of scenarios can be too large to solve the robust
programming directly in full space, we propose two methods. The first one is an exact method based
on Benders decomposition. At first, the investment decision is done only considering a master problem
with a small subset of scenarios. Then, the decision is tested in other scenarios by solving slave
problems where the infeasibility, i.e., energy supply failure, is minimized. If a scenario is infeasible for
an investment decision, Benders feasibility cuts are added to the master problem, and the algorithm
is restarted. If it is feasible for all scenarios, the solution is optimal. Moreover, even with this
decomposition strategy, it can be time consuming to solve a TNEP with too many scenarios. Hence, a
heuristic is proposed to generate high quality solutions in acceptable time. The heuristic consists in
three main steps: a) choose the decision for each scenario independently; b) construct an investment
decision where a candidate circuit is constructed if it is built in at least one scenario; c) execute a greedy
algorithm to eliminate circuits based on their cost and whether the decision remains feasible or not.
The exact method is used to validate the heuristic for relatively small cases.
The proposed heuristic method is applied in a case study of the Brazilian system considering more than
3000 dispatch scenarios. It's possible to observe the efficiency of the method since the expansion is
obtained with reduced computational effort, ratifying the applicability of the method for large systems
with different characteristics.
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Fixed interval scheduling problems aim at assignment of jobs with fixed processing intervals to a set of
available machines. In practical applications, the finishing times can be subject to uncertainty, so
various stochastic optimization approaches can be employed to obtain reliable schedules with respect
to the probability distribution of random delays. We review various formulations of the operational
and tactical problems leading to integer two-stage and chance constrained programs. We show that
some instances can be reformulated and solved using robust coloring or network flow problems.
Moreover, we discuss the robustness with respect to the set of probability distributions and
maintenance operations leading to the endogenous (decision dependent) uncertainty. The introduced
approaches are then compared on large number of simulated instances.

Distributionally Robust Optimization Under Endogenous Uncertainty With An Application In
Retrofitting Planning - Xuan Vinh Doan
Presenter: Xuan Vinh Doan - The University of Warwick
Session: Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust Optimization:
Overview And Recent Advances.
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1345-1410
Place: R5
X. V. Doan
We propose a distributionally robust optimization framework to handle distributional ambiguity of
decision-dependent probability distributions. Decision-dependent or endogenous uncertainty
happens when decisions can influence distributional information of random parameters. We focus on
the application of retrofitting planning, which aims to strengthen strategic links in an infrastructure
network whose failures depend on retrofitting decisions. We analyze several properties of optimal
solutions, which allows us to reformulate the problem as a mixed-integer linear optimization problem.
Computationally, we propose a constraint generation method to solve the problem given the large
number of potential scenarios. We analyze the tractability of the proposed approach and demonstrate
it with numerical experiments.
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On Large Deviations Of Empirical Estimates In A Stochastic Programming Problem With
Continuous Time - Pavlo Knopov
Presenter: Pavlo Knopov - V.M.Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics of National Academy of Science of
Ukraine
Session: Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust Optimization:
Overview And Recent Advances.
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1410-1435
Place: R5
Asymptotic properties of the empirical mean method for stochastic programming problems with
weakly dependent observations are investigated. Special attention is paid to the problem of large
deviations for the case of continuous observations of a random process satisfying strong mixing
condition. The conditions under which the probabilities of the large deviations decrease exponentially
are found. These results may be used for solving many stochastic optimization problems in the pattern
recognition theory, regression analysis, where one needs to have optimal solutions under nonstandard
conditions, nonstationary observations and continuous time.

Contamination In Decision Dependent Randomness Stochastic Programs - Tomáš Rusý
Presenter: Tomáš Rusý - Charles University
Session: Decision-Dependent Stochastic Programming And Distributionally Robust Optimization:
Overview And Recent Advances.
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1435-1500
Place: R5
M. Kopa, T. Rusý
Contamination technique is a well-known method for performing stress testing of various stochastic
programs. The methodology suggests investigating the effect of perturbation of the underlying
probability distribution by some contamination distribution on the optimal value. It allows us the
construction of lower and upper bounds, which then give us an interval where the true optimal value
of the petrubed program lies. These bounds were constructed for various model formulations, where
uncertainity entered in the usual exogenous way. In this talk we will present an extension of this
methodology to a certain class of decision dependent randomness stochastic programs -i.e. to a class
of stochastic programs where some of the uncertainty depends on the decisions taken. We will show
both, how to calculate lower and upper bounds as well as a practical example of the use of the
methodology illustrated on a multistage stochastic program with decision dependent randomness
from a financial industry.
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Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Deterministic Maintenance Scheduling For Large Stochastic Systems Using Blackbox
Optimization And A Decomposition Method - Thomas Bittar
Presenter: Thomas Bittar - Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
Session: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1530-1555
Place: R1
T. Bittar, P. Carpentier, J-Ph. Chancelier, J. Lonchampt
The motivation of this work is the optimization of maintenance scheduling of components of
hydroelectric power plants in order to improve the reliability and performance of these industrial
assets. The studied system is composed of several components (turbines or alternators for instance)
that share a common stock of spare parts. Over time components follow a stochastic dynamics due to
the randomness of possible failures. A failed component must undergo a corrective maintenance using
a spare from the common stock. If no spare is available, the component stays in a failed state until the
replenishment of the stock and the system is in forced outage. It is also possible to perform preventive
maintenances before the occurrence of a failure. Maintenances (corrective and preventive) and forced
outages generate a cost which is then stochastic. The goal of the work is to find the deterministic
maintenance policy that minimizes the expectation of the generated cost, that is finding for each
component the best dates of preventive maintenance. This problem is first tackled as a blackbox
optimization problem which does not require the computation of the gradients of the dynamics and
cost of the system. We compare two algorithms that are adapted to this framework, namely EGO
(Efficient Global Optimization) based on kriging techniques and MADS (Mesh Adaptive Direct Search)
a direct search method. We use the benchmark COCO (COmparing Continuous Optimizers) to assess
the performance of these two algorithms. MADS turns out to be more efficient than EGO on the
benchmark. However note that we want to know if there is a need to perform a preventive
maintenance for each component at each time step, hence the dimension of the problem is
proportional to the number of components, which can be up to 80 in practice. The curse of
dimensionality prevents the blackbox optimization algorithms from solving the maintenance
optimization problem directly for such a large system. Hence we use the interaction prediction
principle which is a decomposition method that iteratively optimizes the maintenance on each
component separately and then coordinates the components. The decomposition relies on the use of
an auxiliary problem where each coupling term is replaced by an additive term. Additional terms
accounting for the coordination of components also appear in the auxiliary problem. It can be shown
that finding a fixed point for the auxiliary problem leads to a solution for the main problem.
Convergence of the fixed point algorithm is known for linear systems with quadratic costs verifying a
technical assumption called the geometric condition. The interest of the method is that the
optimization problem now amounts to several subproblems of smaller dimension that can be solved
in parallel using one of the blackbox algorithms. The decomposition method is successfully applied on
a toy system with a linear dynamics and quadratic costs. Then it is applied on a real case twocomponent system where the dynamics and cost have been relaxed in order to overcome the
difficulties that arise from the lack of regularity of the system.
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A New Multicriteria Time Consistent Risk Strategy For Quadratic Stochastic Optimization Maria Merino
Presenter: Maria Merino - University of the Basque Country
Session: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1555-1620
Place: R1
U. Aldasoro, M. Merino, G. Pérez
Risk strategies are crucial in optimization under uncertainty. There are several alternatives to
incorporate risk aversion into the models: minimax, value at risk, conditional value at risk or stochastic
dominance, among others. Stochastic Dominance concept is related to modeling risk-averse
preferences and it is widely used in financial and economic applications. Problems with first- and
second-order stochastic dominance constraints have been developed extensively in the scientific
literature for discrete and continuous distributions.
We propose a new multicriteria risk averse strategy that belongs to the class of multi-period risk
measures on Expected Conditional Stochastic Dominance. There are two goals, the first one concerning
to the risk associated with the linear components and the second one, related with the quadratic terms
of the objective function. A combination of first- and second-order stochastic dominance constraints
is stage-wise considered such that time consistency is guaranteed. It is specifically designed for
problems whose objective function is (or is approximated via) a polynomial of degree two. In particular,
for minimization mean-variance problems, the objective is to consider stochastic dominance
constraints for the risk associated to the mean and the variance in both ways, that is, separately and
jointly. Taking into account the scenario tree, the risk is designed for a set of stages. For each scenario
node of the selected stages, a set of thresholds (cost-profiles) on the objective function value are
stated to be satisfied. The cost-profiles are of three types: related to the linear term, to the quadratic
term or to a combination of both. Accordingly, the following parameters are defined: upper bound
target on the expected surplus on reaching that threshold, upper bound on the probability of scenarios
with surplus and the maximum surplus allowed on reaching that threshold.
The models that incorporate this time consistent measure have quadratic terms in the objective
function and the constraints. Therefore, they can be computationally very expensive to be solved. We
have developed a matheuristic algorithm for solving efficiently these multistage stochastic problems
with continuous and integer variables, linear and quadratic objective function and linear and quadratic
constrains. We have implemented a very promising multistage scenario cluster primal decomposition.
It is suitable for solving large-sized multistage quadratically constrained quadratic stochastic mixed
integer problems. The non-anticipativity constraints are partially relaxed, according to the Branch-andFix methodology.
Computational experiments have been tested for some instances under several risk criteria, where
singleton and non-singleton profiles sets are modeler-defined. The relative difference in the risk
parameters is remarkable, while the optimality gap when comparing the classical risk neutral model
and the proposed risk model is relatively small in linear and quadratic terms as well as in combinations
of both terms. Owing to the expensive models to be solved, the computational results for the extended
approach are promising in comparison with the state-of-the-art optimization solvers.
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Expected Mean-Variance Risk In Multistage Quadratic Stochastic Optimization - Unai Aldasoro
Presenter: Unai Aldasoro - University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)
Session: Decomposition-Coordination Methods In Multistage Stochastic Optimization
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1620-1645
Place: R1
U. Aldasoro, M. Merino, G. Pérez
A multistage time consistent risk averse measure, so-called Expected Mean-Variance (EMV), is
presented. The proposed EMV model minimizes a linear combination of the expected mean and the
expected variance, based on a combination of risk-sensitive cost and scenario analysis approaches. The
model is formulated as a multistage stochastic mixed-integer quadratic optimization problem, where
the optimal decisions at a certain node of the tree do not depend on scenarios that cannot happen in
the future, i.e. the so-named time consistency principle is guaranteed.
The presented risk averse measure can be included in the class of Expected Conditional Risk Measures
(ECRM), which have suitable properties for multistage scenario cluster primal decomposition
frameworks. In this work, we introduce a matheuristic decomposition algorithm for solving multistage
stochastic convex quadratic 0-1 problems with bounded continuous variables, named the Quadratic
matHeuristic Branch-and-Fix Coordination algorithm (QH-BFC).
The multistage scenario cluster primal decomposition framework is extended to deal with large-scale
quadratic optimization by means of stage-wise reformulation techniques. In particular, the
Deterministic Equivalent Model (DEM) has been reformulated using Fortet and Glover inequalities.
Additionally, a lower bounding formulation of DEM is presented by considering the McCormick convex
envelopes of the bilinear terms.
A specific case study in risk-sensitive production planning is used to illustrate the obtained decrease
in the expected variance (risk cost). Computational results show a competitive behavior on the part of
the QH-BFC matheuristic algoritm in terms of solution quality and computation time. 150 benchmark
instances, ranging up to 711845 constraints and 193000 binary variables have been used and
compared with the plain use of the-state-of-the-art commercial optimizer CPLEX.
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Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System
Modelsfe
Planning Energy Investment Under Uncertainty - Felipe Atenas
Presenter: Felipe Atenas - University of Chile
Session: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System Models
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1320-1345
Place: R1
F. Atenas, C. Sagastizábal
To successfully transition towards a sustainable power system, it is of vital importance to improve
investment strategies and operational planning of energy supplies. Intermittent sources of energy are
changing the way electrical networks are operated and designed. We consider risk-averse stochastic
programming models for the Generation and Expansion Planning problem with investment decisions
of the here-and-now type and generation variables of recourse decided after observing the uncertainty
realization. The resulting problem is coupled both along scenarios and along power plants. To achieve
decomposition, we proceed in two steps. First, we combine the Progressive Hedging algorithm with a
suitable duplication of variables to deal with separability for different scenarios. The resulting scenario
subproblems are then handled by maximizing a related nonsmooth dual function. The second phase
further decomposes each scenario subproblem into separate (sub-sub)problems, defined for each
power plant. Separability is achieved by means of an inexact proximal bundle method. The bundle
procedure defines a primal-dual sequence that, under reasonable assumptions, is shown to converge
to a primal-dual solution to the scenario subproblems. By suitably combining this result with the
convergence theory for the progressive hedging method, eventually, a solution to the original problem
is obtained.
References:
1. Rockafellar, R.T.: Solving Stochastic Programming Problems with Risk Measures by Progressive
Hedging, Set-Valued Var. Anal., 26, 759-768 (2018).
2. W. de Oliveira, C. Sagastizábal, C. Lemaréchal, Convex proximal bundle methods in depth: a
unified analysis for inexact oracles, Math. Program., 148, 241-277 (2014).
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Solving Large-Scale Miqcqp Problems Using The P-Lagrangian Method For Planning The
Location Of Storage In Energy Systems With Market Considerations. - Nikita Belyak
Presenter: Nikita Belyak - Aalto University
Session: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System Models
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1345-1410
Place: R1
N. Belyak, F. Oliveira
The pressing needs for mitigating carbon emissions have fostered the expansion of variable renewable
energy sources (VRES) in energy systems. However, VRES rely on wind and solar availability and are,
therefore, intrinsically non-controllable. Naturally, the non-dispatchable nature of VRES severely
compromises the operators' capability to fulfill consumers' demand. To mitigate the effects of
uncertainty, conventional (i.e., dispatchable) sources are required, which both restrain the further
decarbonisation of the system and provide these conventional producers with greater market power.
In this context, energy storage systems have become an appealing alternative to cope with uncertainty.
Recent technological developments have made it technically feasible to consider battery energy
storage systems as a part of the grid. This not only allows for the suppression of the variable nature of
VRES generation, but also tilts the market power balance towards those owning the storage systems.
To provide decision support and further understand the impacts these novel technological storage
developments will have when market power considerations are taken into account, we rely on a
stochastic bi-level optimization model to study optimal energy storage investments, especially largescale battery storage technologies. In this framework, the lower-level problem depicts power system
operations modeled as a Cournot oligopoly, while the upper-level investor problem is modeled as a
profit-maximizing merchant storage operator. The stochasticity arises from uncertainties related to
operational conditions such as demand and VRES generation.
To solve this bi-level stochastic programming model, we employ a reformulation technique that
converts it into a tractable mathematical program with primal and dual constraints, rendering a largescale mixed-integer quadratically constrained quadratic programming (MIQCQP) model to which stateof-the-art solvers do not consistently perform well and thus are not as reliable as a solution framework.
We tackle this issue by utilizing a primal-dual decomposition method named the p-Lagrangian method,
which combines a bundle-method inspired Lagrangian decomposition with mixed-integer
programming-based relaxations. These relaxations are obtained using the reformulated normalized
multiparametric desegregation technique (RNMDT) and can be made arbitrarily precise by means of a
precision parameter p. The decomposition method allows for exploiting structure arising from the
stochastic programming framework to efficiently cope with the large-scale nature of the model while
circumventing the need for employing off-the-shelf global solvers that still lack the performance
robustness required to deal with these models.
We present a numerical assessment of the proposed framework considering a Nordic and a Western
European case studies for the location and sizing of energy storage systems. The numerical results
obtained illustrate the computational efficiency of the proposed framework for these real-world
inspired instances and the importance of incorporating market power considerations in this particular
context.
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Hybrid Representation Of Hydropower Plants And Inflow Scenarios Re-Sampling On Sddp:
Improvements In The Official Model Used For Operation Planning Of The Brazilian System Maria Elvira Maceira
Presenter: Maria Elvira Maceira - CEPEL
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Place: R1
Maria Elvira. P. Maceira, Cristiane B. Cruz, Debora D. J. Penna, André L. Diniz, Albert. C. G. Melo
Operation planning in hydrothermal systems has been performed in many countries by defining long,
mid and short term planning problems, in line with specific characteristics of their power systems. In
Brazil, since 1998 the NEWAVE model, based on stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP), has
been used in official studies, such as expansion and operational planning, spot price setting and energy
security evaluation.
Over time, the improvements in the NEWAVE model have increased the accuracy and stabilization of
the results obtained with their use in real decision making while maintaining adherence to the
evolvement of the physical characteristics and regulatory framework of the Brazilian system. One
example, described in this work, is the consideration of a re-sampling strategy in the forward step of
the SDDP algorithm.
Conversely, mainly due to the size of the problem and the necessary accuracy in the sub-tree sampling,
the hydropower plants (HPPs) had been aggregated into energy equivalent reservoirs – EERs. Although
the current adopted configuration (12 ERRs) represents a good compromise between accuracy and
computational effort, it does not allow splitting river basins with different hydrological behaviors that
belong to the same EER.
Recent strategies implemented to reduce the computational effort have paved the way for enhancing
the representation of the HPPs through increasing the number of ERRs per subsystem or via an
individual representation of each HPP. The individual representation is especially important for
operation studies and spot prices calculation, since NEWAVE can provide the short-term operation
model (DECOMP) with cost-to-go functions (FCF) that already represent the individual storages of the
hydro plants, so that this model further refines them considering other operational constraints.
In turn, the individual representation of a large number of HPPs (150) may cause difficulties regarding
the sub-tree sampling of the inflow scenarios in the SDDP algorithm, in order to achieve the required
accuracy in the operation policy, in addition to difficulties associated with the computational burden
of solving the overall problem.
Bearing in mind that the FCF constructed by NEWAVE is coupled with the DECOMP model at the end
of the later horizon (typically, some months), the idea of a hybrid modeling has arisen: to allow the
NEWAVE model to represent the hydropower plants individually in the entire or in part of its planning
horizon. This hybrid approach would take advantage of both modellings, without increasing too much
the computational effort, by considering the benefits of an individual representation of HPPs in the
horizon closer to the operational decision making, and as many EERs as are necessary to represent the
hydrological diversity among the river basins, in the later stages.
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This work describes the main features of the so-called hybrid approach in the NEWAVE model,
highlighting, for example, the modeling of SDDP state variables in the transition between the
aggregated and individualized representation of HPPs, as well as the re-sampling strategy developed
to enhance the accuracy of the results. Case studies with real configurations of the Brazilian large scale
interconnected hydrothermal system are presented and discussed.

The Value Of Coordination In Multimarket Bidding Of Electricity Storage - David Wozabal
Presenter: David Wozabal - Technische Universität München
Session: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System Models
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1030-1055
Place: R1
Nils Löhndorf and David Wozabal
We consider the problem of a power generating company with storage capacity that trades in a multisettlement electricity market with a day-ahead auction and a continuous intraday market. To
participate in the day-ahead auction, the company submits price-dependent bids one day ahead of
delivery. After accepted bids are announced, the company can rebalance its positions by continuous
trading in the intraday market until open positions must be physically closed. Most generating
companies do not coordinate these decisions, but independently construct bidding curves and then
perform intraday trading. Computing the value added for a real storage entails solution of a highdimensional sequential decision problem under uncertainty. We formulate the problem as a
multistage stochastic program and propose a solution based on approximate dual dynamic
programming. To measure the added value for a real storage, we propose an econometric price model
for the European EPEX-SPOT market. We find that a coordinated bidding strategy leads to significantly
higher profits than a sequential one and that coordinated bids enable intraday adjustments of the
operational schedule.
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Stochastic Programming In Security Constrained Ac Power Flow Under Uncertainty - Gerrit
Slevogt
Presenter: Gerrit Slevogt - University Duisburg-Essen
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G. Slevogt
The rising penetration levels of renewables into the power grid is giving rise to new challenges in grid
planning and operation. Due to the uncertain nature of these distributed energy resources, N-1
security constraints and overall grid stability are compromised. There have been several attempts to
address this problem. The research focus on security and the comprising constraints has lead to the
stochastics often not reaching the first stages in operational planning.
The goal is to tackle AC power flow in a full-blown stochastic sense to properly assess stability issues
and costs related to security measures.
Modeling the costs of generation in a stochastic manner, the operational planning master problem is
linked much deeper to the arising security subproblems than usual. The toolbox of stochastic
programming helps to break up this connection and work in a decomposed manner.

Stagewise And Assetwise Decomposition Algorithms In Mixed Integer Linear Programming
Applied In Hydro Storage Scheduling - Vadim Omelcenko
Presenter: Vadim Omelcenko - Institute of Information Theory, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic
Session: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System Models
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1120-1155
Place: R1
We present algorithms for decomposition of large-scale optimization problems where we manage a
pool of connected hydro-power plant. The directions of the decomposition are asset-wise and stagewise. In the asset-wise decomposition we test the capabilities of the Dantzig-Wolfe method and
present our approach. In the stage-wise decomposition, we test capability of SDDiP methodology and
compare the results with our recursive methods. These decomposition methods enable us to achieve
substantial acceleration of the calculations sometimes in three orders of magnitude. In addition, we
emphasize the way of how we handle the timing constraints that in general impede getting the optimal
solution by SDDiP.
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Probabilistic Envelope Constrained Multiperiod Stochastic Ems Location Model And
Decomposition Scheme - Chun Peng
Presenter: Chun Peng - HEC Montreal
Session: Decomposition Techniques For Large-Scale Stochastic And Robust Energy System Models
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1155-1220
Place: R1
Chun Peng, Erick Delage, Jinlin Li
This paper considers a multiperiod Emergency Medical Services (EMS) location problem and introduces
two two-stage stochastic programming formulations that account for uncertainty about emergency
demand. While the first model considers both a constraint on the probability of covering the realized
emergency demand and minimizing the expected cost of doing so, the second one employs
probabilistic envelope constraints which allows us to the degradation of coverage under the more
severe scenarios. These models give rise to large mixed-integer programs, which can be tackled by
Branch-and-Benders-Cut method directly or using a conservative approximation scheme. Finally, a
practical study is conducted using historical data from the Northern Ireland Ambulance Service.
Keywords:
two-stage stochastic programming, chance constrained programming, probabilistic envelope
constraint, EMS location, Branch-and-Benders-cut

Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
A Value Function/Global Optimization Approach For Two-Stage Integer Programs With
Stochastic Right-Hand Sides - Eric Antley
Presenter: Eric Antley - Rice University
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1320-1345
Place: R9
Eric Antley, Andrew J. Schaefer
We propose a new algorithm for two-stage pure integer programs with stochastic right-hand sides. We
apply a value function reformulation and transform the problem into an optimization over the tender
space. Previous approaches have first found the first and second stage value functions, and then found
the optimal tender. In our approach, we perform a global optimization approach over the space of
tenders and use various properties of integer program value functions to bound subproblems. Rather
than determining the value functions explicitly over the entire tender space before branch and bound,
we evaluate the value functions over an initial subset of the tender space. We then use the subset for
which the value functions have been determined to bound the value function for other tenders without
explicitly solving the associated integer programs. Furthermore, we determine a ranking for which
additional value function solves will best improve the bounds for subproblems. By integrating these
steps, we perform global optimization using bounds on the value functions. This allows our approach
to fathom parts of the tender space before the full value function is known. We provide numerical
results that compare our approach to those in the literature and investigate various computational
strategies.
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Fast Scenario Reduction By Conditional Scenarios In Two-Stage Stochastic Milp Problems Cesar Beltran-Royo
Presenter: Cesar Beltran-Royo - Rey Juan Carlos University
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1345-1410
Place: R9
Cesar Beltran-Royo
In this talk we consider the Two-stage Stochastic Mixed Integer Linear Programming (SMILP) problem
with continuous random parameters. A common way to approximate the SMILP problem, generally
intractable, is to discretize the random parameters into scenarios. Another common approximation
only considers the expectation of the parameters, that is, the expected scenario. A new approximation
corresponds to conditional scenarios which represent a midpoint between the scenario and the
expected scenario concepts. In this talk we compare the conditional scenario approach with other
scenario reduction approaches and study some properties of the new approach.
Keywords:
Stochastic Mixed Integer Linear Programming, scenario, conditional scenario.

Extended Integer Programming Formulations For Min-Max-Min Robust Optimization - Marco
Aurelio Costa da Silva
Presenter: Marco Aurelio Costa da Silva - Universite d'Avignon
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1410-1435
Place: R9
Marco Silva, Michael Poss
Adjustable robust optimization forms a notoriously difficult class of optimization problems, even more
so when the recourse variables can take integer values. K-adaptability offers a hope for providing good
approximate solutions, by restricting the adjustable decisions to K different possibilities. Yet, Kadaptability remains very challenging to solve to optimality in general. We therefore focus in this talk
on a special case of K-adaptability, known as min-max-min robustness. Assuming cost uncertainty, that
paradigm lies in preparing K solutions beforehand, and choosing the best of them while the true cost
is known.
We address the problem by providing a strong extended linear programming formulation. The
formulations is based on enumerating the set of “good” solutions for the problem, using recursive
algorithms or branch-and-bound algorithms. When that set is not too large (a few thousands of
elements), the resulting formulation can be solved exactly through ad-hoc branch-and-cut-and-price
algorithms. For larger sets, we can provide a good solution the problem by generating heuristically a
subset of the good solutions.
Numerical results on instances proposed in the literature for the shortest path problem and the
knapsack problem show the the effectiveness of our approach.
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Lift-and-project cuts are well-known general 0-1 programming cuts which are typically deployed in
branch-and-bound-type methods to solve MILP problems. In this talk, we discuss ways to use these
cuts within the framework of Benders' type decomposition algorithms for solving mixed integer twostage stochastic programming problems with binary first-stage variables and continuous recourse. In
particular, we show how L&P cuts derived for the master problem can be strengthened by utilizing
second-stage information. We present an adapted L-shaped algorithm and analyse its convergence for
different problem instances and values of parameters. We show, that the strengthened L&P-cuts have
the potential to significantly improve the convergence of the lower bound and reduce the number of
major interations.

Combining Strategic And Tactical Planning Leves In Forestry In Forestry Management Under
Uncertainty. - Antonio Alonso-Ayuso
Presenter: Antonio Alonso-Ayuso - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1530-1555
Place: R9
A. Alonso.Ayuso, LF Escudero, M Guignard, A, Weintraub
A new scheme for dealing with the uncertainty is considered in the presence of strategic and tactical
stochastic parameters for a dynamic mixed 0-1 optimization model in a forestry network along a time
horizon. The strategic level (several years) represented in a multistage stochastic, where the
uncertainty lies in the timber production. Each node in the strategic tree has associated a tactical two
stage scenario tree, whose stochastic parameters are the timber price and demand. Strategic decisions
aim to the optimal logistic network design, while tactical decisions aim to timber harvesting and
distribution to markets.
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Multistage/Multilevel Discrete Optimization - Ted Ralphs
Presenter: Ted Ralphs - Lehigh University
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
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Ted Ralphs, Suresh Bolusani, and Sahar Tahernejad
In this talk, we describe a general framework for unifying the multilevel optimization models arising in
computationl game theory with those arising in multistage stochastic programming. We focus
primarily on the case of two stages/levels where there are integer variables in the second stage/level.
There are theoretical ties between these two classes of optimization problems and a general
methodology can be developed for solving both in a unified way. We give a general overview of the
theoretical connections and describe the methodologies we have been developing at a high level.
These methodologies include both a generalized Benders approach and a branch-and-cut approach,
which we compare and contrast. Computational results will be presented.

Optimal Crashing Of An Activity Network With Disruptions - Haoxiang Yang
Presenter: Haoxiang Yang - Northwestern University
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 – 1620-1645
Place: R9
Haoxiang Yang, David P. Morton
We introduce a general type of sequential decision problem under uncertainty, where the uncertainty
consists of a small number of disruptions, both the magnitude and the timing of which can be random.
We consider a special case: a project crashing problem under a single disruption. When a disruption
occurs, the duration of an activity which has not started could change. The magnitude of the activity
duration change and the timing of the disruption can be random. We formulate a stochastic mixed
integer programming (SMIP) model with second stage a mixed integer program. We propose a
learning-based branch-and-bound algorithm and evaluate the computational performance of our
approach.
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Parallelizing Subgradient Methods For The Lagrangian Dual In Stochastic Mixed-Integer
Programming - Jeff Linderoth
Presenter: Jeff Linderoth - University of Wisconsin-Madison
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1530-1555
Place: R9
The dual decomposition of stochastic mixed-integer programs can be solved by the projected
subgradient algorithm. We show how to make this algorithm more amenable to parallelization in a
master-worker model by describing two approaches, which can be combined in a natural way. The first
approach partitions the scenarios into batches, and makes separate use of subgradient information for
each batch. The second approach drops the requirement that evaluation of function and subgradient
information is synchronized across the scenarios. We provide convergence analysis of both methods
and evaluate their performance on two families of problems from SIPLIB, demonstrating the significant
computational advantages that these two approaches (and their synthesis) can provide.

Using Single-Scenario Relaxations To Solve Stochastic Mixed-Integer Programs – Victor
Gonzalez
Presenter: Victor Gonzalez- Rice University
Session: Discrete Optimization Under Uncertainty
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1555-1620
Place: R9
V. Gonzalez, D. Mildebrath, S. Hemmati, A. Schaefer
Solving the extensive form of a stochastic mixed-integer program can be improved by including strong
valid inequalities for the convex hull of feasible solutions. An important class of such valid inequalities
arise from (often well-studied) deterministic versions of the stochastic program. In this work, we
analyze the strength of such valid inequalities when solving stochastic mixed-integer programs. To
illustrate this, we introduce a stochastic variant of the well-known single node fixed-charge flow
polytope, in which the capacity and demand values are uncertain. In particular, we provide necessary
and sufficient conditions for inequalities derived from a single-scenario relaxation to be facet-defining
for the extensive-form polytope. Under mild assumptions (such as those arising in stochastic network
design problems), we show that all inequalities that are facet-defining for a single-scenario relaxation
are also facet-defining in the stochastic case. We empirically assess the performance of single-scenario
valid inequalities for a particular stochastic network design problem, and find that the addition of
single-scenario valid inequalities can close as much as 30% of the optimality gap. Our results lead to a
better understanding of the interaction between single-scenario relaxations and general, two-stage
stochastic mixed-integer programs.
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We study the Fixed Charge Multicommodity problem, which is a classical network design problem.
Given a known graph G(V, E), we search for the optimal subgraph which minimizes a total cost,
composed by a cost related to build a subset of arcs Ê ⊆ E and a cost associated to the flow of
commodities over the selected arcs. The stochastic version of this problem assumes that the demand
of each commodity is uncertain. We model this problem has a two-stage stochastic program using
scenarios, characterized by integer first stage decision variables (selected arcs to build) and continuous
variables for the second stage (flow over these arcs for each scenario).
One of the most used techniques for solving this stochastic problem is Benders Decomposition, either
following single-cut or multi-cut implementations. These two approaches have different benefits and
drawbacks. For example, single-cut approach usually converges very slow, because feasibility and
optimality cuts (one per iteration) are usually weak, since those cuts do not consider singularities of
scenarios. On the other hand, multi-cut approach commonly introduces stronger cuts, since every cut
is adjusted to each scenario. Nonetheless, this implementation is less useful when the number of
scenarios is very large, because of one cut is added per scenario during one iteration of the algorithm,
implying a huge number of additional constraints into the Master Problem when the algorithm goes
deeper into the tree.
We propose an innovative technique which follows the structure of multi-cut master problem but
adding cuts like single-cut approach at the very beginning. During the execution of the Benders
decomposition method into the branch and bound procedure, we implement an adaptive partition
disaggregation technique that starts with a single aggregated scenario, and sequentially splits this
aggregation in order to generate stronger cuts but keeping the number of scenarios as small as
possible.
We present computational experiments comparing the single-cut, multi-cut and the proposed
approach for Benders Decompositions, showing the benefits of this mixed approach, especially for
instances with a large number of scenarios.
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Many methods for generating scenarios for stochastic programs aim to ensure a good fit (in a sense of
some statistical measure) between the scenario tree and the underlying probability distribution. We
offer an alternative approach where the scenario generation process is driven purely by the out-ofsample performance of a pool of solutions, obtained by some heuristic procedure. In order to do that,
we formulate a loss function that measures the discrepancy between out-of-sample and in-sample (intree) performance of the solutions. By minimizing such a (usually non-linear, non-convex) loss function
for a given number of scenarios, we receive an approximation of the underlying probability distribution
with respect to the optimization problem. This approach is especially convenient in cases where the
optimization problem is solvable only for a very limited number of scenarios, but an out-of-sample
evaluation of the solution is reasonably fast. Another possible usage that we demonstrate in this paper
is the case of binary distributions, where classical scenario generation methods based on fitting the
scenario tree and the underlying distribution do not work.
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We focus on the two-stage stochastic planning and scheduling problem, in which we assign the tasks
to facilities and then schedule them on each facility, under the uncertainty that affects the processing
times of the tasks. We treat the scheduling decisions as recourse decisions since they are made after
the uncertainty is revealed. Consequently, the traditional Benders decomposition based algorithms
such as the L-Shaped method cannot be used to solve our problem. We consider three variants of the
stochastic planning and scheduling problem, derive strong optimality cuts for the newly introduced
makespan minimization problem and develop a logic-based Benders decomposition algorithm to solve
them exactly. We benchmark our algorithm against a commercial mixed-integer linear programming
solver and the improved integer L-Shaped method. Our computational study illustrates that our
proposed logic-based Benders decomposition algorithm significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art
benchmark methods. We provide insight as to why the improved L-shaped method fails to perform
well in solving the instances of stochastic planning and scheduling problem. Our study exemplifies the
importance of exploiting problem structure and the use of decomposition-based hybrid methods in
solving two-stage stochastic programs with integer recourse.
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The Influence Maximization Problem (IMP) is defined as finding the most influential subset of
individuals out of a large stochastic social network so that when the diffusion of information starts
from this subset, the maximum number of members of the network is influenced. Social networks
occupy significant amount of our daily time and therefore they are frequently used by companies for
viral marketing purposes. IMP has been attracting great interest among researchers and practitioners.
In IMP, it is assumed that the spread of influence follows certain popular diffusion models, such as
independent cascade or linear threshold. For many of these diffusion model, the objective function of
the underlying stochastic optimization problem has the submodularity proprety, which allows the use
of greedy based heuristics that guarantee a (1-1/e) worst-case performance. Researchers mostly focus
on scalability of IMP rather than the closeness of the solution to optimality. Our study diverges from
this path. In this work, we focus on the stochastic set covering-based formulation of IMP, which is
favorable for decomposition. First we approximate the original problem to a
deterministicscombinatorial optimization problem via sample average approximation (SAA). Next, we
propose scalable decomposition methods that sacrifice very little from optimality. The first method is
a Lagranean relaxation based heuristic built on a node-based decomposition. The second one is a
Bender's decomposition method which allows sample based-decomposition. We present various
numerical examples on some real-life social networks to display the performance of both methods.
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In this paper, we propose a generalized Benders decomposition- based branch and bound
algorithm, GBDBAB, to solve two-stage convex mixed-binary nonlinear stochastic programs with
mixed-binary variables in both first and second-stage decisions. In order to construct the convex
hull of the MINLP subproblem for each scenario in closed-form, we first represent each MINLP
subproblem as a generalized disjunctive program (GDP) in conjunctive normal form (CNF). Second, we
apply basic steps to convert the CNF of the MINLP subproblem into disjunctive normal form (DNF) to
obtain the convex hull of the MINLP subproblem. We prove that GBD is able to converge for the
problems with pure binary variables given that the convex hull of each subproblem is constructed in
closed-form. However, for problems with mixed-binary first and second-stage variables, we propose
an algorithm, GBDBAB, where we may have to branch and bound on the continuous first-stage
variables to obtain an optimal solution. We prove that the algorithm GBDBAB can converge to 𝜖𝜖optimality in a finite number of steps. Since constructing the convex hull can be expensive, we propose
a sequential convexification scheme that progressively applies basic steps to the CNF. Computational
results on a problem with quadratic constraints, a constrained layout problem, and aplanning
problem, demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
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As an instance of workforce planning problem, nurse scheduling is a complex one since it is subject to
many constraints such as staffs’ wide assortment of skills and their various level of experiences, legal
limits of consecutive shifts etc. In this study we consider nurse scheduling problem (NSP) and model
the problem with demand and service level uncertainties. We analyze those uncertainties and derive
models (i.e. econometric models) that can explain the seasonalities, cycles and other statistical
properties of demand and service levels. We derive an initial deterministic mathematical model for
NSP that minimizes the cost of covering the personnel need of a hospital for a middle term planning
horizon. In addition to legal restrictions and ergonomic principles, we introduce personnel preference
constraints, as well.
On one hand, maintaining a satisfactory service level is undoubtedly crucial for patients. On the other
hand, nurses have the greatest share among hospital workforce as an employee category that implies
an effective management of scheduling activities. As an alternative to deterministic model, we derive
a stochastic programming model that takes into account uncertainty in workforce capacity. Generally,
patient demand is used as the main source of uncertainty in stochastic models. However, service level
uncertainty due to nurse absenteeism is ignored in that case. Nurse absenteeism may stem from
severe weather conditions, employee sickness or employee’s personal preference. Since service
quality and continuity cannot be compromised, incorporation of service level uncertainty in planning
is a must. In this study we propose and solve a mathematical model to deal with service level
uncertainty. We aim to compare models and solution algorithms. We will report results of the
sensitivity analyses in addition to computational findings.
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Flexibility has been indicated as a broad concept, most of the time referred as an attribute, and defined
as the change capability under uncertain environment. Since the eighties, a flexible system focused
on configuration and ”hardware” decisions. However, decisions processes are flexibility sources also,
precisely the number and moments of decisions. According to our literature review, the equilibria
between the flexibility from resources and decision process has been poorly studied. Our research
focuses on this equilibria, trying to answer which are the conditions about the uncertainty that has to
be considered to prefer to invest on flexible resources or sophisticated decisions processes, taking into
account that both have costs and the results could be different.
The first part of our work (in submission process) studied this relationship through a stylized case in
the grapevine harvesting planning. We compared the contribution of two optimization models, the
multistage stochastic programming and the expected value problem, under different conditions of
resources flexibility and uncertainty. One of the main conclusions is that the value of a sophisticated
decision process changes according to the uncertainty level and resource’s flexibility.
To continue with this research, we expand the idea to a decision process model that it’s composed by
a sequence of different optimization models, with different size, structure, stochasticity, and flexibility,
always in the harvesting case. We propose a series of multistage and EVP models in a time horizon
following the idea of the rolling process. The system is under uncertainty conditions, modeled by the
rainfall realization, with effects on the quality of the product, productivity level, and final profit. The
models are modified considering the size and its structure, two flexibility sources depending on the
decision process. The effects are studied taking into account the flexibility of the harvesting resources,
and the dynamic of the decisions. We aim to understand the value of different succession of
optimization models and its relationship among its structure, such as the number of stage and
granularity of scenarios, as an alternative to flexible resources in an uncertain environment.
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As populations and economies grow in regions with changing climates, water demand can quickly grow
beyond what natural supply can sustain. We propose to mitigate shortages, such as those that occur
along the Lower South Platte River in northeastern Colorado, via a three-step approach: (1) create
flow data scenarios which represent a wide array of hydroclimatic outcomes; (2) use an existing
simulation model to process these scenarios in order to locate excess supply and unmet demand both
spatially and temporally; and (3) minimize the cost of mitigating identified shortages using a new,
multi-period, two-stage stochastic optimization model which designs reservoir storage (e.g., reservoir
location, size, type, and operation) over a 50-year time horizon. Results indicate that unmet demand
associated with historical and seasonally shifted scenarios can be mitigated completely while demand
associated with reduced-mean scenarios can be mitigated, on average, 90% of the time over the entire
horizon. Additionally, multiple, smaller reservoirs are preferred over a single, large reservoir.

Freight Transportation And Logistics Under Uncertainties
Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problems Under Uncertainty: Recent Advances And Opportunities Eduardo Curcio
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The interest in dynamic vehicle routing problems (DVRP) has been increasing over the years, as many
applications of these problems have arisen in emerging business models. Such applications usually
require low reaction time and range from on-demand ridesharing to autonomous picking in
warehouses. Considering this recent trend, this work proposes an extensive literature review on DVRP
under uncertainty. The objective of this literature review is threefold. The first is to develop a new
taxonomy that is adequate to classify the recent advances on DVRP according to their specific solution
methods, metrics, and uncertainty and dynamism sources. The second objective is to investigate how
DVRP have been and can be properly employed on practical applications. The third is to analyze the
interface of this problem with stochastic optimization frameworks and draw its main research
opportunities.
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We consider the problem of routing a single vehicle with fixed capacity Q to collect demands from a
set C of customers. The demands d_s are available from a set S of scenarios and their value are
uncovered at the arrival of the vehicle at the customer. One wants to determine the sequence of visits
such that the expected overall distances is minimized. Two recourse policies are considered whenever
the vehicle capacity is exceeded: (i) the vehicle returns to the depot and goes back to the current
customer and proceeds the route; (ii) the vehicle returns to the depot and re-routes optimally the
remaining customers. We provide MIP formulations for these two policies when the number of failures
in the route is limited to 1, i.e. the total demand of the customers do not exceed two times the vehicle
capacity. The formulation is based on flow variables that allow identifying for each scenario the
customer where the route failure occurred. Experiments on Euclidean instances considering demands
with an uniform distribution over a 30% variation showed optimality could be proved for up to 14
customers and 10 scenarios within two hours on an Intel i7 1.9GHz 32GB with Gurobi 8.1.0. We also
derive the corresponding Benders decomposition for this two level stochastic program. Next, we show
the proposed approach to be a natural embedding for a set partitioning based formulation for the
Stochastic Demand Vehicle Routing problem (SDVRP) when demand scenarios are considered instead
demand distribution assumptions.
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The continuous intraday electricity market has become increasingly important in recent years, due to
the increasing integration of renewable resources in power systems.
The integration of renewable resources in Germany has recently increased from 18.2% in 2010 to
32.2% in 2016. This proliferation is largely driven by the 2020 climate and energy package which has
been adopted by the European Union in 2008, and which targets sourcing 20% of the EU energy
consumption from renewable sources by 2020. This increase of renewable production implies that the
market requires more flexibility close to real time. Consequently, the German continuous intraday
market (CIM) which allows agents to correct their trading positions in the actual day of operations
where renewable supply conditions are revealed has become increasingly active. Specifically, traded
volumes in the German CIM have increased from 1005 TWh in 2010 to 4070 in 2016. This market is
therefore becoming an interesting option for fast-moving assets such as pumped hydro storage to
valorize their flexibility.
Trading in this market is challenging due to the multistage nature of the problem, its high uncertainty,
and the fact that decisions need to be made rapidly in order to lock in profitable trades.
The contributions of our work are the following: (i) We cast the problem of bidding in the continuous
intraday market as a reinforcement learning problem. (ii) We employ policy function approximation in
order to solve the reinforcement learning problem. The randomized policy that we propose is
characterized by parameters which describe the price thresholds above which buy orders should be
accepted, and below which sell orders should be accepted. The form of our policy is justified by the
insight that we gain from analyzing the KKT conditions of the problem in deterministic form. (iii) We
propose some behaviors that should be included in the policy in order to make it successful. (iv) We
analyze our trading strategies at a higher frequency compared to the literature (hourly/second).
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed policy by showing that it outperforms rolling
intrinsic, which is a method that is commonly used in industry. Our proposed approach improves rolling
intrinsic by 17.8% (out of sample) on the last 165 days of 2015 and 2016 in the German continuous
intraday market.
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In this talk, an alternative methodology for devising revenue-maximizing strategic bids under
uncertainty in the competitors’ strategic behavior is presented. We focus on markets endowed with a
sealed-bid uniform-price auction with multiple divisible products (e.g., day-ahead electricity markets).
On recognizing that the bids of competitors may deviate from equilibrium and are of difficult statistical
characterization, a two-stage robust optimization model with equilibrium constraints is designed
aiming to devise risk-averse strategic bids. The proposed model is a trilevel optimization problem that
can be recast as a particular instance of a bilevel program with equilibrium constraints. Reformulation
procedures to construct a single-level equivalent formulation suitable for column-and-constraint
generation (CCG) algorithm are presented. Firstly, the complementarity conditions used to ensure
auction equilibrium constraints are expressed through binary relations between dual and slack
variables of the third-level problem. Then, a single-level equivalent formulation with an exponential
number of constraints is devised. Finally, an efficient solution methodology is designed by applying a
tailored CCG algorithm on the single-level equivalent exponential formulation. The algorithm explores
the binary nature of the complementarity conditions and, to avoid the full enumeration of the
exponential set of constraints, identifies a reduced set of binary relations which is sufficient to
represent the complementarity conditions that ensure the auction equilibrium constraints at the
optimal bidding strategy. To conclude, numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the
effectiveness and intuition of the solution proposal and the benefits of including robustness into the
strategic bidding process in a day-ahead electricity market application.
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The process of managing oil production on offshore platforms with multiple wells is very complex. The
decision maker has to deal with multiples production curves, coupling constraints and the presence of
uncertainties associated with oil production. The main challenge of this problem is the non-linear
behavior of the production curve--oil production as a function of gas-lift injection and wellhead
pressure. In practice, a multiphase flow simulator computes oil production associated with preselected number of operation points, i.e., gas-lift injection and wellhead pressure. Deterministic
optimization models use the simulated points, along with binary variables, to express a piecewise
linear proxy for the production curve in a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) scheme. However,
extending this MILP formulation to the stochastic case becomes computationally intractable even for
a significantly small number of uncertainty realizations.
In this context, we propose a two-stage stochastic programming model that considers, for each
uncertainty realization, a concave (computationally tractable) approximation of the production curve.
The proposed model aims at obtaining the optimal target gas-lift injection and wellhead pressure
under uncertainty of water cut (WC) and gas-oil ratio (GOR). After observing uncertainty realization,
second stage operating modes need to be set for each one of the scenarios of WC and GOR to satisfy
the platform constraints. We consider a known probability distribution of WC and GOR and solve a
sample average approximation (SAA) of the problem by considering a concave production curve
approximation. We present computational experiments to assess solution quality of proposed
framework.
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Upgrades and refurbishment of power plants with storage is a long-term planning problem affected by
operations and multiple uncertainties including prices, weather and plant condition. We formulate a
Markov decision process (MDP) with operational decisions, meaning the decision to produce today or
delay production, and investment decisions including refurbishment timing and capacity upgrade. We
handle model misspecification on long-term investments using a robust terminal value in the MDP and
assess the impact of misspecification by comparing against a pure model-based approach.
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Inserting renewable energy in electric microgrids is one of the key challenges of the energy transition.
However, renewable energy sources are highly uncertain; this requires developing algorithms to
handle such stochasticity and to produce online policies at relatively short time scale. We present
stochastic optimization formalizations of industrial use cases provided by Schneider Electric.
In the simplest case, the microgrid is connected to the global electric grid to import and export energy.
We outline the physical modeling of a microgrid and formulate two multi-stage stochastic optimization
problems i. with the state of charge of the battery as the only state variable ii. we add memory of the
stochastic process to the state of the system. We solve both of them by dynamic programming and
showcase numerical results on real industrial data.
In the more complex case, the microgrid can, in addition, provide stabilization services for the global
electric grid. Here the microgrid should provide energy reserves for frequency containment along the
day to restore the energy balance on the global grid. Since these reserves should be announced one
day ahead by the microgrid controller, this additional interaction results in the imbrication of both
open loop and multi-stage decision structures in the optimization problem.
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We propose an extension of the traditional distributionally robust optimization (DRO) framework to
consider multiple ambiguities sets simultaneously. This framework is able to conciliate multi-scale
(long and short) uncertainties for long-term decision-making, like in power systems planning.
The multi-ambiguity-set DRO problem results into an infinite-dimensional problem. We show that
when information about the first moment and support is given only, the infinite-dimensional problem
can be recast as an exact, although very large, finite-deterministic mixed-integer linear programming
problem. To circumvent scalability issues, a new enhanced-column-and- constraint generation
decomposition approach is proposed with an additional Dantzig–Wolfe procedure step that allows a
better representation of the DRO recourse function and tight lower and upper bounds. Numerical
experiments for planning power systems corroborate the effectiveness of the method.
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Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) and Bio-Energy with CCS (BECCS) are forecasted to contribute to
14% of the reduction in anthropogenic CO2 emissions in the 2 Degree Scenario (2DS) . Indeed, CCS and
BECCS are expected to be key technologies to decarbonize the energy sector, as well as an unavoidable
option to reduce industrial CO2 emissions . However, less than 25 large-scale CCS plants are currently
in operation and continuing at this pace will inevitably lead to missing deployment targets. The main
reasons for this slow deployment are the current high cost of CCS, as well as the lack of financial
incentives for large-scale CCS deployment and lack of public support. However, cost are expected to
be reduced significantly after the demonstration phase, with for instance CCS and BECCS forecasted
cost of CO2 capture cost in the order of 20-80 and 20-90 €/tCO2,avoided respectively.
In the meanwhile, the momentum for Direct Air Capture (DAC) is growing . Contrary to CCS, which
avoids the release of CO2 to the atmosphere, DAC offers the opportunity to remove CO2 already
emitted to the atmosphere while BECCS completely avoids the emission. However, an important
drawback of DAC technologies is their costs. Due to the low CO2 concentrations considered (below
450ppm), DAC processes are bound to high investment as well as high energy consumption. The
combination of these two effects results in CO2 capture costs typically in the range from 350 to 750
€/tCO2,avoided , which may be reduced to 100 €/tCO2,avoided after demonstration. Hence, a
stronger need for DAC technologies can be expected to result in higher capture cost than technologies
like CCS and BECCS.
This work therefore aims at identifying the cost of delaying and/or missing the CCS and BECCS
deployment ambitions set in the 2DS and 1.5DS scenarios, while maintaining CO2 emissions reduction
targets through later deployment of DAC technologies. For this purpose, a multi-objective stochastic
optimization model is used to ensure the satisfaction of demand and production constraints for the
CO2 emitting industries while focusing on minimizing total cost of reducing CO2 emissions. The model
selects the type of the CCS, BECCS, and DAC investments over time. A stochastic approach is required
to identify potential future projections due to long term uncertainties on emission amount and cost
of CO2 reduction options (learning, implementation of advanced capture technologies, etc.) as well as
short term uncertainties such as energy load and supply. We propose to solve and analyze this model
with parallel progressive hedging method.
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A fundamental problem arising in many areas of machine learning is the evaluation of the likelihood
of a given observation under different nominal distributions. Frequently, these nominal distributions
are themselves estimated from data, which makes them susceptible to estimation errors that are
preserved or even amplified by the likelihood estimation. To alleviate this issue, we propose to replace
the nominal distributions with ambiguity sets containing all distributions that are sufficiently close to
the nominal distributions. When this proximity is measured by the Fisher-Rao distance or the KullbackLeibler divergence, the emerging optimistic likelihoods can be calculated efficiently using either
geodesic or standard convex optimization techniques. We showcase the advantages of our optimistic
likelihoods on a classification problem using artificially generated as well as standard benchmark
instances.
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Distributionally robust optimization is a modeling paradigm for optimization under uncertainty, where
the distribution of the uncertain parameters is ambiguous, and where one seeks decisions that
minimize the worst-case expected cost with respect to all distributions in a prescribed ambiguity set.
In this paper, we develop a general theory of convex nonlinear distributionally robust optimization
using the language of convex analysis. We study static minimization problems whose cost functions
are convex in the decision variables and piecewise concave in the uncertain parameters, while the
ambiguity set contains all distributions that satisfy several moment constraints involving convex
moment functions. Leveraging a generalized `primal-worst equals dual-best' duality scheme for robust
optimization, we derive from first principles a strong duality result that relates distributionally robust
to classical robust optimization problems and that obviates the need to mobilize the machinery of
abstract semi-infinite duality theory. We also derive explicit finite convex reformulations for nonlinear
distributionally robust optimization problems. In order to illustrate the modeling power of the
proposed approach, we present convex reformulations for data-driven distributionally robust
optimization problems whose ambiguity sets constitute type-$p$ Wasserstein balls for any $p\in
[1,\infty]$, thus complementing the only known reformulations for $p\in\{1,\infty\}$.
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On The Optimality Of Affine Policies For Budgeted Uncertainty Sets - Omar El Housni
Presenter: Omar El Housni - Columbia University
Session: Methodological Advances In Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1410-1435
Place: R5
O. El Housni, V. Goyal
We study the performance of affine policies for two-stage adjustable robust optimization problem
under a budget of uncertainty set. This important class of uncertainty sets provides the flexibility to
adjust the level of conservatism in terms of probabilistic bounds on constraint violations. The twostage adjustable robust optimization problem is hard to approximate within a factor better than
$\Omega( log n / log log n)$ for budget of uncertainty sets where n is the number of decision
variables. We show that surprisingly affine policies provide the optimal approximation for this class of
uncertainty sets that matches the hardness of approximation; thereby, further confirming the power
of affine policies. We also present strong theoretical guarantees for affine policies when the
uncertainty set is given by intersection of budget constraints. Furthermore, our analysis gives a
significantly faster algorithm to compute near-optimal affine policies.
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Modelling
Stochastic Collocation Method For Hyperbolic Pdes With Random Initial Data - Elisa Strauch
Presenter: Elisa Strauch - Technische Universität Darmstadt
Session: Modelling
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1030-1055
Place: R4
E. Strauch, P. Domschke, J. Lang
Gas becomes more and more an important supplier of energy and therefore a safe, reliable and
efficient gas transport needs to be ensured. However, in a gas network, uncertainties in the inputs and
outputs can occur. In order to still optimize the gas transport, the simulation of gas networks has to be
extended to such dynamic market fluctuations. These fluctuations can be described by random initial
values and their influence can be investigated by uncertainty quantification.
We consider hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs) with random initial values, in particular
the Euler equation in 1D. The random initial values are modeled as random fields with given
distributions. We want to estimate the statistical quantities, e.g. mean and variance of quantities of
interest, which are either a functional of the solution of the PDE or the solution itself. Furthermore, in
a first step, we consider only PDEs with solutions that are smooth in the stochastic space. We use an
adaptive stochastic collocation method - a sampling method that is realized by anisotropic Smolyak
sparse grids.
Lang and Scheichl (2019) proposed a fully adaptive multilevel stochastic collocation method for
randomized elliptic PDEs. They combined an adaptive spatial mesh refinement with adaptive
anisotropic sparse Smolyak grids. The multilevel structure was added to reduce the variance and the
computational cost. We will transfer this method to hyperbolic PDEs and use finite volume methods
for the spatial approximation. A multilevel Monte Carlo method for hyperbolic PDEs is also provided
in order to compare it with the stochastic collocation method.
(intended for presentation in Invited Session of Ruediger Schultz on Mathematics for Gas Flows under
Uncertainty)
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Forthcoming Ampl Updates And Possible Relevance To Stochastic Programming - David Gay
Presenter: David Gay - AMPL Optimization, Inc.
Session: Modelling
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1055-1120
Place: R4
David M. Gay
The AMPL modeling language and system facilitate stating and manipulating various kinds of
mathematical programming problems. A major revision of the AMPL processor is intended to enable
various extensions and allow making some facilities, such as Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs) more efficient. A significant extension is to allow declaring functions in AMPL. AMPL has long
allowed using functions provided by shared libraries, written in other languages. Functions directly
expressed in AMPL should make some forms of modeling easier. In particular, providing callbacks to
solvers should be easier with functions declared directly in AMPL.
AMPL has long allowed declaring random variables and using them in models. Unfortunately, support
for random variables has so far been lacking in the AMPL/solver interface library (ASL). A major
revision of the ASL is now largely complete, but support for random variables still remains to be added.
If time permits, this talk will discuss the current state of affairs.
The updated AMPL internals will make it easier to add kinds of entities that would be useful in some
kinds of modeling, such as complex numbers, rational numbers, complex rationals, and tuples as a
“symbolic” type. Tuples might help express scenario trees.
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Modelling Transmission And Distribution Power System Operators Under Uncertainty - Pedro
Crespo del Granado
Presenter: Pedro Crespo del Granado - NTNU
Session: Modelling
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1120-1155
Place: R4
P. Crespo del Granado, H. Grøttum, S. F. Bjerland , R. Egging
There is currently limited interaction between the transmission and distribution system operators in
the power system. It is mainly a unidirectional flow of information (transmission-to-distribution system
operators). The resources in the distribution systems are, hence, not utilized fully in overall power
system operations, regardless that they may serve as sources of flexibility to manage renewable energy
sources fluctuations. Therefore, exploring coordination schemes of the transmission and distribution
system operators represents an important alternative to consider into the current structure of power
system operations. In this paper, we define a two-stage stochastic optimization modeling framework
considering the interaction between the transmission and distribution system operators in the power
system operations under the uncertainty of renewable power generation. The first stage determines
the unit commitment and operation levels of conventional generation units. In the second stage, the
realization of renewables becomes available and the system relies on flexibility from conventional
power generation, centralized storage units, distributed generation and decentralized storage units as
well as demand response to account for this. Results show that there are economic benefits of
coordinated power system operations with a growing number of distributed energy resources as well
as with an increasing share of renewable energy sources.

New Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
A Two-Layer Multi-Armed Bandit Approach For Online Multi-Item Pricing - Cagil Kocyigit
Presenter: Cagil Kocyigit - École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne
Session: New Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1030-1055
Place: R5
C. Kocyigit, N. Rujeerapaiboon, D. Kuhn
The revenue-maximizing mechanism for selling I items to a single buyer with additive private values is
unknown even if the values follow independent distributions, but it is known that the better of
separate item pricing and grand bundle pricing extracts a constant fraction of the optimal revenue. We
study here an online version of this mechanism design problem, where the items are sold to (each of)
T independent buyers arriving sequentially. We address this problem with a two-layer multi-armed
bandit algorithm (reminiscent of the celebrated Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithm), where the
primary layer accommodates two arms corresponding to separate item pricing and grand bundle
pricing, while the secondary layer accommodates a continuum of arms corresponding to all offered
item or bundle prices, respectively. We prove that the proposed online algorithm offers an asymptotic
constant-factor approximation guarantee relative to the (unknown) best offline mechanism that
benefits from full distributional information.
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Scenario Reduction Revisited: Fundamental Limits And Guarantees - Kilian Schindler
Presenter: Kilian Schindler - EPFL
Session: New Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1055-1120
Place: R5
N. Rujeerapaiboon, K. Schindler, D. Kuhn, W. Wiesemann
The goal of scenario reduction is to approximate a given discrete distribution with another discrete
distribution that has fewer atoms. We distinguish continuous scenario reduction, where the new
atoms may be chosen freely, and discrete scenario reduction, where the new atoms must be chosen
from among the existing ones. Using the Wasserstein distance as measure of proximity between
distributions, we identify those n-point distributions on the unit ball that are least susceptible to
scenario reduction, i.e., that have maximum Wasserstein distance to their closest m-point distributions
for some prescribed m (smaller than n). We also provide sharp bounds on the added benefit of
continuous over discrete scenario reduction. Finally, to our best knowledge, we propose the first
polynomial-time constant-factor approximations for both discrete and continuous scenario reduction
as well as the first exact exponential-time algorithms for continuous scenario reduction.

The Distributionally Robust Chance Constrained Vehicle Routing - Shubhechyya Ghosal
Presenter: Shubhechyya Ghosal - Imperial College London
Session: New Applications Of Distributionally Robust Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1120-1155
Place: R5
Shubhechyya Ghosal, Wolfram Wiesemann
We study a variant of the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP), which asks for the cost-optimal
delivery of a single product to geographically dispersed customers through a fleet of capacityconstrained vehicles. Contrary to the classical CVRP, which assumes that the customer demands are
deterministic, we model the demands as a random vector whose distribution is only known to belong
to an ambiguity set. We then require the delivery schedule to be feasible with a probability of at least
1 − ε, where ε characterizes the risk tolerance of the decision maker. We argue that the
emerging distributionally robust CVRP can be solved efficiently with standard branch-and-cut
algorithms whenever the ambiguity set satisfies a subadditivity condition. We then show that this
subadditivity condition holds for a large class of moment ambiguity sets. We derive efficient cut
generation schemes for ambiguity sets that specify the support as well as (bounds on) the first and
second moments of the customer demands. Our numerical results indicate that the distributionally
robust CVRP has favorable scaling properties and can often be solved in runtimes comparable to those
of the deterministic CVRP.
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New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity, Stochastic
Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Dynamic Lindahl Equilibrium Under Uncertainty: A Model For Global Cooperation On Climate
Change - Markku Kallio
Presenter: Markku Kallio - Aalto Uninersity
Session: New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity, Stochastic
Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1320-1345
Place: R4
Markku Kallio and Hanna Virta
Aalto University, School of Economics, P.O. Box 21210, FI-00076 Aalto, Finland
Lindahl equilibrium is sometimes considered to be an attractive framework in which to analyze
cooperative agreements for climate change. However, the previous studies concern primarily the static
and deterministic models. In this article we propose a denition of dynamic Lindahl equilibrium for
global warming in deterministic and stochastic contexts. We propose an iterative method for
computation and show how the equilibrium can be implemented in a decentralized way by a Lindahl
mechanism employing emissions trading. A variety of uncertainties may be considered, such as the
impact of temperature increase, technology development, population growth, deforestation, etc. The
approach is tested by developing and using a stochastic version of the RICE-99 integrated assessment
climate model by Nordhaus and Boyer.

Fractional Kelly Investing And Wealth Benchmarking - Leonard MacLean
Presenter: Leonard MacLean - Dalhousie University
Session: New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity, Stochastic
Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1345-1410
Place: R4
Leonard MacLean and Yonggan Zhao
Rowe School of Business
Dalhousie University
Halifax, Canada B3H 3J5
This paper considers the expected log capital growth or Kelly criterion in a financial market with
regimes. The setting is geometric Brownian motion prices within each regime. The resulting log prices
are a mixture of normals and provide the flexibility needed to obtain accurate price predictions as
inputs to investment decisions. The investment model has benchmarks for wealth at each decision
point. The objective is to maximize growth with a penalty for benchmark shortfalls, subject to a
dynamic VaR constraint requiring wealth to exceed the period benchmark with high probability. The
optimal investment decision is fractional Kelly, with the mean and covariance of returns a blend of the
regime parameters. The sensitivity of investment decisions to benchmarks and model parameters is
shown with computational results.
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Stochastic Optimization Model For Energy Procurement Of Large Consumers Considering
Investment In Wind Generation. - Renata Pedrini
Presenter: Renata Pedrini - Federal University of Santa Catarina
Session: New Frontiers In Financial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Ambiguity, Stochastic
Dominance And Complex Nonlinear Portfolio Management
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1410-1435
Place: R4
R. PEDRINI, E. C. FINARDI, T. G. L. FERREIRA
In the energy market, a large consumer can meet its demand through bilateral contracts, selfproduction, or the spot market. By using bilateral contracts, the consumer is less exposed to
fluctuations in spot prices and have more security of supply. Self-production also reduces the risk of
exposure to spot prices, but the security of supply depends on factors like energy source and the type
of supply contract. On the other hand, purchasing energy from the spot market provides more
flexibility regarding when and what amount of energy will be purchased, however, it has the
disadvantage of exposing the consumer to the high volatility of its prices. To address the energy
procurement problem, this work proposes a two-stage mixed integer linear program (MILP), where
the first stage decisions are given by binary variables related to the investment on the self-production
and the second stage uses continuous variables to address the amount of energy bought from the spot
market and from bilateral contracts. We start by defining the wind generation self-production power
source. Usually the acquisition of a wind power plant is done through a long-term contract, which often
spams the entire plant’s life-cycle. The energy delivered by the self-production is defined to follow the
generation profile of the plant, which accounts for the uncertainties of the model. Bilateral contracts
are modeled to deliver a flat amount of energy and their duration is predetermined. The prices of
bilateral contracts are uncertain and modeled correlated with spot prices. In the spot market the
consumer can choose the amount of energy that it wants to buy on each time-step, while dealing with
highly volatile prices, which also are represented as random variables. To solve the problem, we
employ a classical Benders decomposition for obtaining a MILP master problem and a LP subproblem.
It is important to note that, the dimension of a multi-stage problem increases exponentially with the
number of stages. Consequently, it is necessary to define the adequate time-step in the model. In order
to define the right balance between computational cost and detail level of the problem, two different
time-steps are tested, a monthly and an annual one. We access the performance of the proposed
models using real-life data extracted from the Brazilian power system.
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New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Methods For Multistage Stochastic Programs Using Markov Chain Monte Carlo - John Birge
Presenter: John Birge - University of Chicago
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1320-1345
Place: R1
John R. Birge
Multistage stochastic programs present great computational difficulties due to the curse of
dimenstionality from both the dimension of the random variables and the number of periods.
Decomposition and approximate dynamic programming methods have been applied to represent
decision models in each stage that are updated as more information is obtained about future values.
Obtaining verifiable performance guarantees for these methods is, however, difficult.
This talk will discuss methods that seek to obtain solutions through processes of exploration and
exploitation and that obtain convergence to stationary processes of optimal solution paths. The first
set of methods focus on Markov Chain Monte Carlo which include value function estimates as part of
an expanded state space. The second group of methods follows a machine learning paradigm with
local stochastic gradient choices based on parametrization of the decision space. These approaches
will be discussed and compared in a variety of settings.
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Asynchronous Dual Dynamic Programming: An Efficient Parallel Implementation For Solving
Stochastic Programming Problems - Lilian C Brandao
Presenter: Lilian C Brandao - CEPEL
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1345-1410
Place: R1
Lílian C. Brandão, André L. Diniz
Dual Dynamic Programming (DDP) is a decomposition strategy capable of solving high-dimension
multistage stochastic optimization problems, which is applied in several fields of study. The DDP
method is widely used in hydrothermal coordination planning (HTC) problems for power generation
systems - mainly in predominantly hydro power systems, such as in Brazil, Norway and Chile - to define
a minimum cost dispatch of power generation, taking into account some uncertainties in the system,
such as the natural inflows to the reservoirs. The larger is the system, the more complex is the model
and more expensive is to solve the problem. One natural way of overcoming the CPU time to find a
solution is by applying parallelization, whose efficiency is highly dependent on the algorithm that has
been employed.
We present a novel Asynchronous parallel scheme based on DDP (ADDP), as well as a PartialAsynchronous variant called PADDP. Such strategies make a better use of the available parallel
resources by overcoming some drawbacks of traditional DDP parallel algorithms, where the inherent
time level dependence in the forward and backward passes can be very restrictive to parallelization
schemes.
The main idea of the method is to alter the way of proceeding DDP, such that, ADDP algorithm has
neither a forward pass nor a backward pass. Instead, ADDP iterates by “steps”, where each step is
defined as an independent resolution of all subproblems of the scenario tree, allowing all nodes of to
be solved in parallel simultaneously. The exchange of information occurs along the tree in between
steps: state variables for the descendant stages and Benders cuts for the ascendant stage of each given
subproblem. Therefore, we can show that this inter-steps exchanges guarantee the convergence
properties of the traditional DDP method.
Nevertheless, when the number of available processors is lower than the number of nodes in the tree,
a certain number of nodes will share a same processor, and their subproblems will be solved
sequentially but asynchronously. For this reason, in order to improve the convergence rate of the
proposed ADDP method, we present the PADDP variant, which is adaptively asynchronous, where we
intentionally introduce an inter-level synchronism for subproblems at the same processor to allow one
subproblem to use information computed by other subproblems during the same ADDP step.
Therefore, the idea of PADDP is to pass information on the state variables from one subproblem to its
descendant subproblem at the same ADDP step if both subproblems are solved at the same processor.
We considered a stochastic mid-term HTC problem of the large-scale Brazilian interconnected system,
modeled by a linear objective function and linear or piecewise linear constraints. A finite number of
water income scenarios to the hydro plants in each time step are considered, leading to a multistage
scenario tree. The presented ADDP and PADDP strategies were compared to a parallel scheme that is
traditionally used for the DDP algorithm and presented better time, efficiency and speedup, specially
when a large number of CPU cores is employed.
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Option Pricing By Sddp Based Methods - Sergio Bruno
Presenter: Sergio Bruno - CMA, Mines ParisTech
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1410-1435
Place: R1
S. Bruno, W. de Oliveira
The pricing of high-dimensional American options is frequently accomplished by using Monte Carlo
methods, especially the class of regression-based methods best represented by the Longstaff-Schwartz
Monte Carlo algorithm. The latter has low computational cost and may achieve good practical results,
as long as an adequate basis of approximation functions is provided.
Convergence analysis of the Longstaff-Schwartz procedure is available under certain conditions.
Generally, the method provides a biased upper estimator for the optimal value due to a suboptimal
exercise policy. One may obtain a biased lower estimator by simulating new paths using the exercise
policy obtained in the previous step. Such a procedure resembles the SDDP algorithm for solving
multistage stochastic problems, which computes upper and lower biased estimators for the problem’s
optimal value. Despite its recent advances, the SDDP algorithm is not directly applicable to highdimensional American options problems. In this work, we propose SDDP variants tailored to such
pricing problems. We start by presenting a general model by deriving appropriate dynamic equations.
Then, we evaluate the usage of some known modeling techniques. Lastly, we show connections
between one of the derived models to the stochastic mesh method of Glasserman and Broadie.

Importance Sampling In Stochastic Optimization Using Approximations Of The Zero-Variance
Distribution - Jonas Ekblom
Presenter: Jonas Ekblom - Linköping University
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1435-1500
Place: R1
J. Ekblom, J. Blomvall
We propose an approach to construct approximations of the zero-variance importance sampling
distribution and we apply this to stochastic optimization. The method is compared to standard variance
reduction techniques in single-period optimization and multi-stage stochastic programming. The
numerical experiments show that the method can produce significant improvements in solution
quality. We show specifically how the proposed approach can be designed for the classic intertemporal
portfolio choice problem with proportional transaction costs and constant relative risk aversion
preferences. In problem instances with a single-period, we show that the number of scenarios can be
reduced by a factor 400 with maintained solution quality compared to the best standard method; Latin
hypercube sampling. In multi-stage stochastic programming formulations, we observe a reduction in
the gaps between lower and upper bound estimates by a factor of 26-500 with maintained scenario
tree size. On a higher level, we consider approximations of the zero-variance importance sampling
distribution to be a promising method to improve solution quality in stochastic optimization.
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Stochastic Lipschitz Dynamic Programming - Bernardo Freitas Paulo da Costa
Presenter: Bernardo Freitas Paulo da Costa - UFRJ
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1530-1555
Place: R1
S. Ahmed, F. G. Cabral, B. Freitas Paulo da Costa
We propose a new algorithm for solving multistage stochastic mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) problems with complete continuous recourse. It constructs nonlinear Lipschitz cuts to
approximate a non-convex cost to go function. An example of such a class of cuts are those derived
using Augmented Lagrangian Duality for MILPs. The family of Lipschitz cuts we use is MILP
representable, so that the introduction of these cuts does not change the class of the original stochastic
optimization problem. We provide a convergence proof of the approach.
We illustrate the application of this algorithm first on a simple case study, then for a typical
hydrothermal production planning with operational constraints. We compare our approach with the
convex relaxation of the problems, for which we can apply SDDP, and for a discretized approximation,
applying SDDiP.

Multiscale Stochastic Programming - Martin Glanzer
Presenter: Martin Glanzer - University of Vienna
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1555-1620
Place: R1
Martin Glanzer, Georg Ch. Pflug
Real-world multistage stochastic optimization problems are often characterized by the fact that the
decision maker may take actions only at speci_c points in time, even if relevant data can be observed
much more frequently. In such a case there are not only multiple decision stages present but also
several observation periods between consecutive decisions where pro_ts/costs occur contingent on
the stochastic evolution of the uncertainty factors. We refer to such multistage decision problems with
encapsulated multiperiod random costs, as multiscale stochastic optimization problems. In this article
we present a tailor-made data structure for the numerical solution of such problems. We _rst propose
a new method for the generation of scenario lattices and then incorporate the multiscale feature by
leveraging the theory of stochastic bridge processes. All necessary ingredients to our proposed
framework are elaborated explicitly for various popular modeling choices, including both di_usion and
jump models.
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An Algorithm For Non-Anticipativity Constraint Generation In Multistage Problems With
Gradual Realization Of Endogenous Uncertainty - Alexander Vinel
Presenter: Alexander Vinel - Auburn University
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1620-1645
Place: R1
B. Christian, A. Vinel, Z. Zheng, S. Cremaschi
We propose an algorithm for generating a minimum-cardinality set of non-anticipativity constraints
(NAC) for scenario-based multistage-stochastic programming (MSSP) problems with both endogenous
and exogenous uncertainties which allow for gradual realizations. Recently several authors have
considered approaches to generate the minimum cardinality NAC set for MSSPs for various scenario
set structures. However, these approaches have been limited to uncertain parameters where the
realizations occur instantaneously or the full set of scenarios is required. The proposed algorithm,
referred to as Sample Non-Anticipativity Constraint algorithm (SNAC) relaxes this requirement. We
show that as long as the number of uncertain parameters and parameter values are kept constant, the
algorithm scales polynomially in the number of scenarios.
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A Min-Plus-Sddp Algorithm For Multistage Stochastic Convex Programming - Benoît Tran
Presenter: Benoît Tran - Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1645-1710
Place: R1
M. Akian, J-P. Chancelier, B. Tran
We first consider multistage deterministic optimal control problems with finite horizon involving
continuous states and possibly both continuous and discrete controls, subject to (non-stationary)
linear dynamics and convex costs. In this general deterministic framework, we present a stochastic
algorithm which generates monotone approximations of the value functions as a pointwise supremum
or infimum of basic functions (for example affine or quadratic) which are randomly selected.
We give sufficient conditions on the way basic functions are selected in order to ensure almost sure
convergence of the approximations to the value function on a set of interest. As already seen in the
literature of SDDP, the basic functions should be tight and valid, but we stress on the fact that selecting
basic functions which are tight and valid may yield non-converging upper approximations to the value
functions if the trial points are not carefully selected. We present a simple two stage example
illustrating this phenomena. Thus in the sufficient conditions mentioned above we give a condition on
the way the trial points are selected so as to ensure almost sure convergence of the approximations
to the value functions.
Then we consider risk-neutral multistage stochastic optimal control problems with linear dynamics,
convex costs and independent noises with finite support. We prove how one can extend the previous
deterministic study by the so-called ``problem-child’’ criterium of Baucke, Downward and Zakeri
(2018). On an academic example we show how one can simultaneously build polyhedral lower
approximations (by SDDP) and upper approximations as pointwise infima of quadratic convex forms
(by a min-plus algorithm). The upper and lower approximations both use as trial points an optimal
trajectory for the current lower approximations which is selected by the ``problem-child’’ deterministic
criterium of Baucke, Downward and Zakeri.
We prove that the gap between the two approximations (surely) converges to 0 along the optimal
trajectories of the current lower approximations. Thus, we avoid the use of Monte-Carlo sampling to
get a stopping criterion for SDDP.
The first part of this work is available as a preprint, arXiv:1810.12870. The second part of this work
benefited from a key idea by Zheng Qu and is currently a work in progress.
Marianne Akian is with INRIA and Ecole Polytechnique, France.
Jean-Philippe Chancelier is with CERMICS of Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, France.
Benoît Tran is with CERMICS of Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, INRIA and Ecole Polytechnique, France.
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An Electric Generating Capacity Planning Model Via Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming Heejung Park
Presenter: Heejung Park - Wonkwang University
Session: New Techniques In Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1710-1735
Place: R1
H. Park, R. Baldick
We present a stochastic optimization model for electric generation capacity planning to integrate wind
farms and grid-connected solar photovoltaic (PV) generation system in accordance with environmental
energy policies that seek to increase electricity generation from renewable sources and reduce carbon
dioxide. In the presented model, wind power availability, solar direct normal irradiance (DNI), and
electric loads are represented by random variables that have a fixed correlation value between each
random variable. Scenarios for random variables are generated via Gaussian copula, which generates
independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random samples with desired correlation values. In order
to include daily, seasonal changes in wind availability, solar DNI, and electric load, a multi-stage
scenario tree is applied. Each stage represents four seasons’ day and night times so that a tree with
nine stages including the root stage is constructed and reduced for reasonable computation time.
Several energy policies such as renewable portfolio standards (RPS) are implemented to simulate a
future electricity generation mix. A modified IEEE 300-bus system that has 300 buses (nodes) and 411
transmission lines is used as a test system.

Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Solving Chance-Constrained Nonlinear Programs Via Sample-Based Smooth Nonlinear
Reformulations - Jim Luedtke
Presenter: Jim Luedtke - University of Wisconsin Madison
Session: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1320-1345
Place: R9
James Luedtke, Alejandra Peña-Ordieres, and Andreas Wächter
We introduce a new method for solving nonlinear continuous optimization problems with chance
constraints. Our approach is based on a reformation of the chance constraint as a quantile function.
We approximate the quantile function via sample average approximation and smooth the sampled
approximation to make it differentiable. We provide statistical guarantees of the approximation, and
illustrate empirically that the reformulation can be directly used by standard nonlinear optimization
solvers in the case of single chance constraints. For joint chance constraints, we propose an Sl1QP-type
trust-region method. We demonstrate the performance of the method on several problems and show
that the method scales well with the sample size and that the smoothing used can be effective at
removing the optimistic bias introduced by the sample approximation.
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Portfolio Var Management By The Monte-Carlo Method - Leonidas Sakalauskas
Presenter: Leonidas Sakalauskas - Siauliai University
Session: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1345-1410
Place: R9
The securities portfolio weighting is considered in a confidence statement as the stochastic
programming problem. The method for portfolio probability and VAR optimization, based on the
application of series Monte-Carlo trials, is developed, distinguished by two peculiarities: the optimality
of portfolio is checked in a statistical manner and the Monte-Carlo series size is adjusted in such a way,
that to guarantee the selection of portfolio with given confidence after finite number of series. The
developed approach is compared with Sampling Average Approximation by computer simulation. The
counterexamples are also considered.
Key words: Monte-Carlo method. portfolio optimization, stochastic programming

Outer-Approximation Algorithms For Nonsmooth Convex Minlp Problems - Adriano Delfino
Presenter: Adriano Delfino - Universidade Tecnologica Federal do Paraná
Session: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1410-1435
Place: R9
A. Delfino and W. de Oliveira
In this work, we combine outer-approximation (OA) and bundle method algorithms for dealing with
mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problems with nonsmooth convex objective and
constraint functions.
As the convergence analysis of OA methods relies strongly on the differentiability of the involved
functions, OA algorithms may fail to solve general nonsmooth convex MINLP problems. In order to
obtain OA algorithms that are convergent regardless the structure of the convex functions, we solve
the underlying OA's nonlinear subproblems by a specialized bundle method that provides necessary
information to cut off previously visited (non-optimal) integer points. This property is crucial for
proving (finite) convergence of OA algorithms.
We illustrate the numerical performance of the given proposal on a class of hybrid robust and chanceconstrained problems that involve a random variable with finite support.
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Experimentation With The L-Shaped Method For Solving The Two-Time Scale Stochastic
Electricity Capacity Expansion Problem - Ahmad Jarrah
Presenter: Ahmad Jarrah - The George Washington University
Session: Nonlinear Programming With Probability Functions
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1435-1500
Place: R9
A. Jarrah, G. Vojvodic
The main purpose of solving a classical generation capacity expansion problem is to ensure that, in the
medium- to long-term time frame, enough capacity is available to satisfy the demand. However,
decision makers have to also consider whether they will be able to operate the power plants they set
out to build. Operation of these plants could be curtailed by fuel availability or by environmental
constraints. This suggests that when generation capacity expansion problems are solved, along with
the yearly time scale necessary to capture the long-term effect of the decisions, we have to include a
time scale granular enough to represent operations of generators with a credible fidelity. Additionally,
when stochasticity is incorporated for electricity demand and natural gas transportation capacity, the
resulting formulation is large and challenging to solve. We experiment with combining elements of
several methods that are, for the most part, based on Benders decomposition to devise a solution
algorithm for the problem. Techniques evaluated include constraint management, cross
decomposition, linear Bender’s for initial cuts, partial decomposition, and branch-and-bound callbacks.
In addition, we attempted to improve performance by devising a heuristic to generate an initial feasible
solution to jump-start the solution algorithm. After extensive experimentation with different
combinations of these techniques, we showed that, using our final algorithm of choice, it is possible to
obtain a near-optimal solution to the stochastic generation capacity expansion problem that
incorporates, not only yearly investment decisions, but also monthly operational decisions.
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NORS (Norwegian Operations Research Society)
Allocation Of Children To Kindergartens In Norway - Kjetil Fagerholt
Presenter: Kjetil Fagerholt - NTNU
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Anders H. Geitle, Øyvind K. Johnsen, Håkon F. E. Ruud, Kjetil Fagerholt, Carl Andreas Julsrud
Kindergartens are vital to the Norwegian society, and without it, many parents would not be able to
work the first years of their children’s lives. However, allocating children to kindergartens is an
elaborate and time-consuming task, and is done manually by most municipalities. This talk considers
the problem of allocating a set of children to a set of kindergartens and proposes an integer
programming model (IP) specifically for the Kindergarten Allocation Problem (KAP). The model includes
the aspects of children’s prioritized kindergartens, siblings already placed in a kindergarten and
traveling time from child to kindergarten. An extended model formulation that includes the aspects of
gender and age balance in the kindergartens is also proposed. The integer programming models have
been implemented in the Mosel modelling language and solved using Xpress. It has been tested on
real data from Tønsberg municipality. The solution from the optimization model is compared to the
solution from Tønsberg’s greedy approach to placing children in kindergartens, which shows our
proposed model can provide better solutions on almost all aspects. The time it takes to place all
children is also substantially less for the optimization model than the current time Tønsberg
municipality uses. Furthermore, instances of larger sizes reflecting the municipalities of Trondheim and
Oslo were generated to test the scalability of the model. Due to the promising results, the optimization
model is now being included in a software that used by several Norwegian municipalities.
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Growing technology on autonomous transportation systems is currently motivating a number of
research initiatives. We conduct a survey on the literature about autonomous maritime navigation in
this paper. Nine categories firstly are defined based on the main research interests in this field. The
collected articles are then classified according to the categories and the main findings of these studies
are also briefly summarized. A statistical analysis of the literature shows that the popularity of the
research in autonomous navigation increases dramatically in the past decade, especially in the
research community in EU. Moreover, the published articles about autonomous maritime craft mainly
focus on the navigation control and safety issues. The studies regarding other topics in this field are,
nevertheless, very limited. While our main interest lies on autonomous systems in maritime
navigation, we contrast its development with respect to autonomous systems on road. The comparison
shows that great potentials can be expected in the studies about transportation and logistics with
autonomous marine craft. As the technology behind remote-controlled and autonomous ships is
maturing rapidly, we believe that it is already the time for researchers in the field to start look into the
future water-borne transport and logistics with the application of autonomous marine craft.

Generating Short-Term Scenarios For Long-Term Energy Models - Michal Kaut
Presenter: Michal Kaut - SINTEF
Session: Nors (Norwegian Operations Research Society)
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1410-1435
Place: R4
Michal Kaut
Long-term energy models, such as TIMES or EMPIRE, need scenarios for describing both long- and
short-term uncertainty. To preserve correlations in both space and time, it is a common practice to
take complete sequences (for example days) from historical data. The question is how to select
representative sequences, so we represent the variability in the data as good as possible.
In this talk, we present an algorithm for selecting the sequences in such a way that the moments of
distributions in the scenarios match those in the data, as closely as possible.
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Using Stochastic Programming To Evaluate The Benefits Of Sorting Smolt By Gender – Peter
Schütz
Presenter: Peter Schütz - NTNU
Session: Nors (Norwegian Operations Research Society)
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1530-1555
Place: R4
Peter Schütz, Martin Næss, Fredrik Patricksson
Production capacity for salmon farming in Norway is limited. In order to ensure growth, the industry
is therefore focusing on improving the utilization of existing capacity. One possible way to way to
improve on capacity utilization is to increase the turnover in production.
Recent studies have shown that the growth of salmon depends on gender, amongst others. Sorting
smolt by gender before deploying it to seawater may thus reduce some of the uncertainty in biomass
development. In addition, male salmon have a higher average weight than female salmon. This raises
the question whether these differences in gender can be exploited by a salmon farmer to increase
biomass production.
We present a two-stage stochastic programming approach for evaluating the potential increase in a
salmon farmer's biomass production when deploying smolt sorted by gender. The objective of the
model is to maximize expected biomass, with first stage decisions covering smolt orders and second
stage decisions covering smolt deployment and harvesting of salmon. The constraints cover
regulations, such as biomass capacity restrictions and site management restrictions. The constraints
also cover the biomass development, which is uncertain due to uncertainty in water temperature.
We present computational results for a salmon farmer with a portfolio of approximately 20 production
sites.

An Assignment Problem With Side Constraints And Preferences Applied To Match Students
With Cems Business Projects - Nahid Rezaeinia
Presenter: Nahid Rezaeinia - Norwegian School of Economics
Session: Nors (Norwegian Operations Research Society)
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1555-1620
Place: R4
TBA
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A Regional Dynamic CGE Model for the Energy Transition of Norway – Paolo Pisciella
Presenter: Paolo Pisciella - NTNU
Session: Nors (Norwegian Operations Research Society)
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1620-1645
Place: R4
We study the economic effects deriving from the transition of the Norwegian production system
towards a cleaner structure. We consider two possible scenarios about the future socio-economical
structure: an Industrial Society Scenario and a Service Society Scenario. The analysis is carried out using
the REMES model, a Dynamic Regional Computable General Equilibrium model with focus on the
energy system. The results of the analyses shed light on the contribution of each sector to the overall
economy, on the spillover between different sectors as the green transition is implemented, on the
ability of the new sectors to create and sustain value in the long run and on the consequences of
phasing out the exports of oil and gas from the Norwegian economy.
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Energy systems based on renewables have increasing flexibility requirements. Meeting these
requirements by conventional supply side or storage technologies alone will ultimately be inefficient.
Demand response (DR) is another source that can provide the required flexibility. In terms of
quantifying impacts of DR, many researchers have focussed on modelling power system operations
from a least cost optimisation paradigm. However, analyses in today's liberalised markets, it is
important to go beyond such approaches and model the interaction of different profit-maximising
generators using game-theoretic models. In such an environment, we are therefore particularly
interested in exploring how DR affects the costs for different consumers, generator profits and CO2
emissions.
To analyse these questions, we present a stochastic mixed complementarity problem (MCP). It models
the optimal operational decisions of several power generating firms in addition to the DR decisions of
different consumer groups. We consider an oligopoly with a competitive fringe where the two largest
generators are the only two generators who may exert market power. The model also incorporates an
energy market, a capacity market and a feed-in premium. The uncertainty of the RES supply is the
model's source of stochasticity. We apply this model to a case study based of the Irish power system
in 2025, which has a high penetration of wind power and a significant presence of smart meters
allowing consumers, or aggregators on their behalf, to react quickly to short-term changes in the
market.
In the absence of market power, we find that DR reduces consumer costs from the energy market.
However, total consumer costs increase as the energy cost savings are (over-)compensated by
increased capacity and feed-in premium costs. Consequently, DR can increase generator profits,
particularly for renewable generators. When strategic behaviour is present in the market, all firms’
profits increase substantially, regardless of whether they can exert market power or not leading to
increased costs to consumers. However, for consumers, increasing the percentage by which they can
shift their load, reduces this effect and hence their costs. The exceptions are consumers who have a
large amount of their own micro-generation. For them, we find that increasing their ability to shift
their load does not mitigate against the negative effects of market power.
The results highlight how DR can reduce the negative effects of market power. However, the results
also demonstrate that DR and other technologies such as micro-generation may be competing
technologies when it comes to such migration efforts.
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When the MCP is extended to incorporate investment decisions, myopic and unrealistic behaviour is
observed. To overcome this issue, we also present a stochastic Equilibrium Problem with Equilibrium
Constraints (EPEC) model and detail how market power influences investment decisions. However,
EPECs are much a more complex model and thus cannot model the same level of operational detail as
an MCP. Consequently, we also discuss the modelling trade-offs between using an MCP and an EPEC
when modelling electricity markets characterised by an oligopoly with a competitive fringe.

Long-Term Electricity Market Equilibria With Stochastic Renewable Infeed And Storage Christoph Weber
Presenter: Christoph Weber - University Duisburg-Essen
Session: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1345-1410
Place: R8
C. Weber
Renewable energy sources (RES) in the electricity system increase the need for flexible balancing of
supply-dependent infeed – storage is thereby one important option. We formulate the long-term
partial equilibrium model for competitive electricity markets with conventional generation, storage
and stochastic infeed represented by a discrete recombining tree. We explore the role of precautionary
storage both using a stochastic program and using a bi-level program. It turns out that storage
profitability is enhanced both by deterministic variations of net demand and mean reverting stochastic
variations of net demand. Precautionary storage gets particularly relevant with low deterministic and
high stochastic fluctuations.

Electricity Market Equilibrium Under Information Asymmetry - Vladimir Dvorkin
Presenter: Vladimir Dvorkin - Technical University of Denmark
Session: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1410-1435
Place: R8
V. Dvorkin, J. Kazempour, P. Pinson
We study a competitive electricity market equilibrium with two trading stages, day-ahead and realtime. The welfare of each market agent is exposed to uncertainty induced by renewable energy
production, while agent information on the probability distribution of this uncertainty is not identical
at the day-ahead stage. We prove the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium solution for any
asymmetry in agents information. However, we show a high sensitivity of the solution to the level of
information asymmetry and demonstrate economic, operational, and computational value for the
system stemming from potential information sharing.
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Presenter: Dirk Lauinger - EPFL
Session: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
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Place: R8
D. Lauinger, F. Vuille, D. Kuhn
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) aims to improve the low utilization of electric vehicles by making their batteries
available to the power grid, e.g., for frequency regulation. It is possible to control the charge and
discharge rate of electric vehicles on time-scales of seconds, making V2G physically feasible.
Economically, however, it is not clear how to put the storage offered by V2G to its best use. Primary
frequency regulation is considered to be one of the most valuable applications of V2G and therefore
merits further study of its potential benefits. In this paper, we formulate a model predictive control
problem that maximizes the expected profit from selling primary frequency regulation to the
transmission system operator (TSO), while guaranteeing that all market commitments can be met for
all frequency realizations in a combinatorial budget uncertainty set specified by the TSO. We show that
the charging and discharging decisions are linear functions of the frequency realizations at optimality.
This enables us to reformulate the problem as a concise mixed-integer linear program. We assess the
performance of our model in a rolling horizon backtest based on frequency measurements with a 10
second resolution and French market prices over the years 2015 to 2018.
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Presenter: Ning Liu - University of California, Davis
Session: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1555-1620
Place: R8
Y. Fan, Z. Guo, N., Liu, J. Deride
In this talk, I will start with an important energy system expansion problem where multiple decision
entities make their investment and production decisions based on their own self interests. In this
system, electricity supplies and demands are connected via a transmission network and are kept
balanced by an independent system operator. Through reformulation, one can see that this problem
shares a very similar structure as the well studied User Equilibrium (UE) traffic assignment problem in
the transportation science community. This is an example showing how improved understanding of
user equilibrium models could make broad impacts to many infrastructure system planning problems.
I will then present some recent progresses in understanding the network equilibrium problem in a
stochastic decision environment, where parameters involved in demands or transition cost functions
could be random variables following certain known probability distributions. I will focus on two
problems:
• The first problem is to understand the single-stage user equilibrium problem under uncertainty - how
does the uncertainty in model input propagate through the network onto the model output? To
answer this question, we establish a mapping from the entire input parameter (such as demand)
space to the entire output parameter (such as network flow) space, and show how probability
distributions of the demand could be translated to probability distributions of the network flow in a
transformed space.
• The second problem is to understand the two-stage user equilibrium problem under uncertainty
when the users need to make non-anticipative decisions before any realization of the random
parameter is revealed. We show that how a two-stage equilibrium can be established in this case
and analyzed through variational inequalities. We also show how progresses in solving large-scale
stochastic programming problems can be exploited to decompose the two-stage user-equilibrium
problem in order to reach a better computational efficiency.
Results shared in this talk are based on joint work with my former and current doctoral students
Zhaomiao Guo, Julio Deride, and Ning Liu.
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Multiplier Stabilization Applied To Two-Stage Stochastic Programs - Clara Lage
Presenter: Clara Lage - IMPA/ Paris Sorbonne/ Engie
Session: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1620-1645
Place: R8
In many mathematical optimization applications dual variables are an important output of the solving
process, due to their role as price signals. When dual solutions are not unique, different solvers or
different computers, even different runs in the same computer if the problem is stochastic, often end
up with different optimal multi-pliers that also depend on the discretization of the data.
From the perspective of a decision maker, this variability makes the price signals less reliable and,
hence, less useful. We address this issue for a particular family of linear and quadratic programs by
proposing a solution procedure that, among all possible optimal multipliers, systematically yields the
one with the smallest norm.
The approach, based on penalization techniques of nonlinear programming, amounts to a
regularization in the dual of the original problem. As the penalty parameter tends to zero, convergence
of the primal sequence and, more critically, of the dual is shown under natural assumptions. The
methodology is illustrated on a battery of two-stage stochastic linear programs.
The variance of the Lagrange Multiplier regarding different discretizations is investigated in theoretical
and numerical aspects We show the positive impact of the regularization in the price distribution of
the Northern Europe hydro-generation system. This real-life example, set in a two stage
perspective, helps us to better understand price signals in regularized and non-regularized settings.
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Stochastic Lightpath Rerouting In Optical Networks - Hamed Pouya
Presenter: Hamed Pouya - University of Toronto
Session: One And Two-Level Stochastic Equilibrium Models In Energy And Transportation
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Place: R8
H. Pouya, M. Bodur, M. Cevik
In an optical network, Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) is the problem of finding a lightpath
(a path and a wavelength) for every incoming request. Latest technological advancements facilitate
the network operations and provide a higher flexibility for customers, allowing users to customize their
connectivity parameters like changing service bandwidth for a period of time. In this volatile
environment, lightpaths are lit up and torn down frequently and networks are probable to get
fragmented. In a fragmented network, request blocking probability is high, meaning that the network
is unable to find a lightpath for new requests, although in most cases there is enough capacity scattered
over the network. In order to recover the stranded bandwidth, we need to find a new provisioning (a
set of lightpaths) and migrate to it from the current fragmented one by rerouting the lightpaths. In this
talk, we present the first (two-stage) stochastic integer programming model for the lightpath rerouting
problem with incoming request uncertainty, where the goal is to find a new provisioning for a
fragmented network maximizing the expected number of granted requests in the future. We use
Sample Average Approximation to obtain candidate solutions which we evaluate via simulation. We
compare the quality of our solutions with the ones obtained from defragmentation algorithms
employing traditional deterministic RWA.
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In this work we apply a quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) method to an optimal control problem constrained
by an elliptic partial differential equation (PDE) equipped with an uncertain diffusion coefficient. In
particular the optimization problem is to minimize the expected value of a tracking type cost functional
with an additional penalty on the control.
The uncertain coefficient in the PDE is parametrized by a countably infinite number of terms via a
Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE) and the expected value is considered as an infinite-dimensional
integral in the corresponding parameter space.
We discretize the optimization problem by truncating the KLE after s terms, approximating the solution
of the PDE using finite elements (FE) and approximating the expected value by an n-point QMC rule in
s dimensions. It is shown that the discretization error of the solution to the optimization problem is
bounded by the discretization error of the adjoint state. For the convergence analysis the latter is
decomposed into truncation error, FE error and QMC error, which are then analysed separately.
Numerical experiments confirming our theoretical convergence results will be presented.

Low-Rank Ensemble Kalman Filter For Nonlinear Networks: A Gas Network Example - Yue Qiu
Presenter: Yue Qiu - Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical Systems
Session: PDE-Constrained Optimization Under Uncertainty And Applications
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1555-1620
Place: R4
Y. Qiu, S. Grundel
In this talk, we consider the state estimation problem for gas networks using the ensemble Kalma filter
(EnKF). Such a network is modeled by a nonlinear differential algebraic equation (DAE). We propose a
low-rank approach to approximate the states ensemble at each time step. The advantage of the lowrank EnKF are twofold. First, the number of forward model simulations at each time step is reduced
from Nen to rk compared with the standard EnKF, where Nen is the size of ensembles, rk is the reduced
rank, and Nen > rk . Second, the low-rank EnKF further reduces the computatinal cost for the analysis
step. Numerical experiments show that the performance of the low-rank EnKF is compareable with
EnKF with a ensemble size Nen while the computational cost is reduced dramatically.
Y. Qiu and S. Grundel are both with Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical Systems.
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We introduce a stationary model for gas flow based on simplified isothermal Euler equations in a noncycled pipeline network. Especially the problem of the feasibility of a random load vector is analyzed.
Feasibility in this context means the existence of a flow vector meeting these loads which satisfies the
physical conservation laws with box constraints for the pressure.
An important aspect of the model is the support of compressor stations, which counteract the pressure
loss caused by friction in the pipes. The network is assumed to have only one influx node, all other
nodes are efflux nodes.
With these assumptions the set of feasible loads can be characterized analytically. In addition we show
the existence of optimal solutions for some optimization problems with probabilistic constraints. A
numerical example based on real data completes this paper.
(Intended for presentation in Invited Session of Ruediger Schultz on Mathematics for Gas Flows under
Uncertainty)
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Traditionally, stochastic programming deals with optimization models in which some of the data is
modeled using random variables. In contrast, learning models are intended to capture the behavior of
covariates, where the goal is to characterize the behavior of the response (random variable) with
predictors (also random variables). The field of Statistical (or Machine) Learning focuses on
understanding these relationships. The goal of this talk is to present a new class of composite
optimization models in which the learning and optimization models live symbiotically. We refer to
such models as Predictive Stochastic Programming. We will discuss several examples of such problems.
For a subset of PSP models called Learning Enabled Optimization (LEO), one can show convexity
properties, and in these circumstances, one can also obtain model-free estimates of so-called
statistical optimality. Other issues such as prediction intervals for LEO value functions will also be
introduced. Such intervals provide decision-makers a sense of the range of possibilities that might be
encountered in the future (with a prespecified probability level). Other statistical notions such as
generalizability/flexibility of a PSP model is also formalized. Finally, we will discuss statistical tests for
model assessment and selction. (Speaker: S. Sen)

Coupled Learning Enabled Optimization - Junyi Liu
Presenter: Junyi Liu - University of Southern California
Session: Predictive Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1345-1410
Place: R9
J. Liu, G. Li, S.Sen
Predictive analytics, powered by machine learning, is usually followed with decision-making problems
in prescriptive analytics. We extend the above sequential prediction-optimization paradigm to a
coupled scheme such that the prediction model can guide the decision problem to produce
coordinated decisions with higher levels of performance. Specifically, for stochastic programming (SP)
models where the uncertainty can be characterized by a latent dependency on decision variables, we
develop a coupled learning enabled optimization (CLEO) algorithm in which the learning step of
predicting the latent dependence and the optimization step of computing a candidate decision are
conducted interactively. In this way, the CLEO algorithm automatically balances the trade-off between
the accuracy of learning models and the complexity of the composite decision-making problem. Under
certain assumptions, we show that the sequence of solutions provided by the CLEO algorithm
converges to a stationary point of the original SP problem with probability 1. (Speaker: J. Liu)
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This paper studies a fusion of concepts of stochastic approximation and nonparametric statistical
learning for certain stochastic programming applications. In particular, we present a stochastic quasigradient method which permits both k-NN regression (SQG-kNN) as well as kernel regression (SQGKernel). We show that both methods provide optimal solutions asymptotically, under certain
assumptions (e.g. convexity and compact feasible set). We also discuss some techniques to improve
the quality of estimation. Finally, we demonstrate the computational performance of SQG-kNN and
SQG-Kernel in a logistics model. (Speaker: S. Diao)

Stochastic Generalized Gradients In Dynamic Optimization, Optimal Control, And Machine
Learning - Vladimir Norkin
Presenter: Vladimir Norkin - V.M.Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics
Session: Predictive Stochastic Programming
Time of presentation: Thursday August 1 - 1435-1500
Place: R9
V. Norkin
Problems of nonsmooth non-convex dynamic optimization, optimal control (in discrete time), including
feedback control, and machine learning are considered from a common point of view. The analogy
between controlled discrete dynamical systems and multilayer neural network learning problems with
nonsmooth functions is traced. The problem is that the learning functions are not only non-convex but
often turn out to be nonsmooth. The lack of smoothness, in particular, arise when using nonsmooth
learning quality indicators (such as a module, for example, in quantile regression), nonsmooth
regularization functions, and also nonsmooth (e.g., piecewise-linear like ReLu) activation functions in
multilayer neural networks. For solving smooth learning problems, the backpropagation method is
widely used. In this report, we generalize this method (on calculating stochastic generalized gradients)
to nonsmooth nonconvex discrete optimal control and learning problems with the so-called
generalized-differentiable functions. Moreover, nonsmooth functions could enter both the objective
function and the propagation/motion equations. Methods for computing subgradients for such
dynamic systems are adopted from Pontryagin’s maximum principle and are based on the use of the
Hamilton-Pontryagin functions. In the report, stochastic gradient algorithms for optimal control and
learning are extended to nonsmooth nonconvex dynamic systems. It is shown that the regularization
property of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm in machine learning is associated with the
implicit smoothing of the objective function produced by this algorithm. Results on classification
experiments with specific nonsmooth learning functions are presented.
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For two-stage stochastic programs with mixed-integer recourse, we propose a decomposition method
akin to Benders' decomposition. To approximate the second-stage value function, we iteratively
partition the first-stage feasible set with affine lower-bounding functions derived from a Lagrangian
relaxation, which is shown to be exact at the vertices of each element of the partition. Preliminary
computational results are also presented.

Generalized Alpha-Approximations For Two-Stage Mixed-Integer Recourse Models - Niels van
der Laan
Presenter: Niels van der Laan - University of Groningen
Session: Risk Averse Combinatorial Optimization
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1345-1410
Place: R4
N. van der Laan, W. Romeijnders
We propose a new class of convex approximations for two-stage mixed-integer recourse models, the
so-called generalized alpha-approximations. To guarantee the performance of these approximations
we derive corresponding error bounds that depend on the total variations of the probability density
functions of the random variables in the model. The error bounds converge to zero if these total
variations converge to zero. The advantage of our convex approximations over existing ones is that
they are more suitable for efficient computations.
Indeed, we use these approximations to construct an algorithm that is able to solve large problem
instances in reasonable time. We empirically assess our solution method on nurse scheduling test
instances and randomly generated test instances, and show that our method finds near-optimal
solutions if the variability of the random elements in the model is large. Moreover, our method
outperforms existing methods in terms of computation time, especially for large problem instances.
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In this work, we develop an equilibrium model that characterizes the interactions between oligopolistic
generating companies in a two-stage electricity market with high penetration of renewable resources.
To this end, we assume a single futures market that is cleared prior to a spot market where the energy
delivery takes place. We introduce different types of contracts in the futures market to evaluate their
impact in the equilibrium market outcomes and how these depend on the level of renewable
generation in the system. Moreover, since market participants are usually risk averse, a coherent risk
measure is introduced to deal with both risk neutral and risk averse generators. The performance of
the proposed equilibrium model and its main properties are tested through realistic numerical
simulations.
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Presenter: William Haskell - National University of Singapore
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We present a probabilistic formulation of risk aware optimal control problems for stochastic
differential equations. Risk awareness is in our framework captured by objective functions in which
the risk neutral expectation is replaced by a risk function, a nonlinear functional of random variables
that account for the controller's risk preferences. We state and prove a risk aware minimum principle
that is a parsimonious generalization of the well-known risk neutral, stochastic Pontryagin's
minimum principle. As our main results we give necessary and also sufficient conditions for
optimality of relaxed control processes. We show that remarkably, going from the risk neutral to the
risk aware case, the minimum principle is simply modified by the introduction of one additional realvalued stochastic process that acts as a risk adjustment factor for given cost rate and terminal cost
functions. This adjustment process is explicitly given as the expectation, conditional on the filtration
at the given time, of an appropriately defined functional derivative of the risk function evaluated at
the random total cost random. For our results we rely on the Fréchet differentiability of the risk
function, and for completeness, we prove under mild assumptions the existence of Fréchet
derivatives of some common risk functions. We give a simple application of the results for a portfolio
allocation problem and show that the risk awareness of the objective function gives rise to a risk
premium term that is characterized by the risk adjustment process described above. This suggests
uses of our results in e.g. pricing of risk modeled by generic risk functions in financial applications.
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Optimal Scheduling And Bidding Of Flexibility For A Portfolio Of Power System Assets In A
Multi-Market Setting - Güray Kara
Presenter: Güray Kara - Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Session: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1410-1435
Place: R1
Güray Kara, Asgeir Tomasgard, Hossein Farahmand
Some important factors in the evolution towards a zero emission energy system are an increase in the
number of distributed energy resources (DERs) and variable renewable energy resources (VREs), as
well as a higher occurrence of peak loads. The intermittent nature of wind and solar PV generation
leads to a system, which is more difficult to schedule than before. A side effect of the distributed and
intermittent nature of new setting is that new bottlenecks occur in the system. This may also lead to
increased losses in the system and instability problems. In Europe, there is an increased focus that
these issues should be handled at the DSO level or in cooperation with the TSO. In any case, there is
an increased need to make available different types of flexibility or security of supply related services
to the system, for example in terms of peak power, ramping capacity, frequency control, reactive
power, inertia response products. These services could be avoided by active prosumers, by demand
response, by generators that can be scheduled, by storage, and by grid operations. In this paper, we
consider the problem of an actor that manages a set of assets that can provide these flexibility based
services. We present a stochastic programming model for the dynamic scheduling of a portfolio of
assess for which energy and flexibility products can be delivered into multiple markets, like day-ahead,
intraday, balancing markets, and flexibility markets. Some of these services and products are locations
specific, while others can be delivered system-wide or even cross-border. The purpose in the shortterm is remove bottlenecks, inefficiencies, and ensure security of supply at the minimum cost.
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A Two-Stage Stochastic Programming Approach For Generation And Transmission Expansion
Planning With High Shares Of Renewables - Giovanni Micheli
Presenter: Giovanni Micheli - University of Bergamo
Session: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1435-1500
Place: R1
G. Micheli, M. T. Vespucci, M. Stabile, C. Puglisi
This paper is concerned with generation and transmission expansion planning of energy systems with
high penetration of intermittent renewable energy sources. Given forecasts of future values of load,
fossil fuel prices and investment costs, investments are defined by means of a mixed integer linear
model that determines how the capacity mix should evolve in order to meet the demand for electricity
and fulfill policy targets while minimizing the sum of operational, investment and decommissioning
costs. An investment schedule is determined for the decommissioning of existing thermal plants and
the construction of new generation capacity as well as of electrical regional interconnections that
results in the minimum cost. Policy goals and environmental targets, such as fossil fuels and CO2
emissions reduction, are explicitly considered in the expansion plan. Since generation and transmission
expansion plans are generally made for a long-term planning horizon, the system conditions are
generally uncertain at the time the expansion plans are decided. Uncertainties include wind and solar
build costs, emission costs and fossil fuel prices. In order to deal with the high uncertainty, in this work
a two-stage stochastic programming approach is used. To accurately study the integration of large
shares of renewable energy sources, a high level of temporal detail is required in this analysis. Due to
the long time horizon, expansion planning problems may become computationally intractable. Most
generation and transmission expansion planning models reduce computational cost by employing a
rather low level of temporal and technical detail. In order to obtain high accuracy without dramatically
increasing computational cost, we select a set of representative days by performing a clustering
analysis on input data. By selecting representative days, the proposed approach allows maintaining a
high level of temporal detail, resulting ideally suited to analyze scenarios with high penetrations of
intermittent renewable energy sources. Results obtained with our methodology in the Italian energy
system under a 11-year planning horizon show how the proposed model can offer a professional
guidance and support in strategic decision to the different actors involved in electricity transmission
and generation.
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Exploring Market Properties Of Policy-Based Reserve Procurement For Power Systems Anubhav Ratha
Presenter: Anubhav Ratha - Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
Session: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1530-1555
Place: R1
A. Ratha, J. Kazempour, A. Virag, P. Pinson
Real-time balancing between supply and demand of electricity is challenging for the operation of
power systems with high shares of intermittent renewable energy sources such as wind energy.
Operational reserves are services traded in the market, in addition to energy, which ensure that
imbalances can be mitigated during real-time operation. Procurement of reserves in the current
market paradigm hinges on the principle that sufficiently large flexible capacity commitment acquired
from reserve providers in day-ahead stage is the optimal strategy to mitigate imbalances during realtime. In addition to the higher overall cost of operation caused by over-dimensioning of reserve
capacity requirement, this framework is not optimal for a future power system wherein agents other
than flexible generators, such as energy storage and demand response participate in providing
reserves at a lower economic or environmental cost. For these agents, a fixed reserve capacity
allocation framework is associated with a high opportunity cost. To address these issues, we propose
a market clearing mechanism for co-optimization of energy and reserve procurement in day-ahead
electricity markets wherein reserves are procured in the form of control policies instead of fixed
capacities. Based on the effectiveness of linear decision rules for optimal decision-making when facing
uncertainty, we select an affine reserve control policy in the day-ahead stage for each reserve provider
such as flexible generators, energy storage and demand response. This affine reserve policy, decided
before the uncertainty in wind power forecast errors is revealed, is activated during real-time
operation as a linear function of total realized forecast error in the power system. Hence, our proposed
day-ahead market clearing problem requires to be formulated as an uncertainty-aware look-ahead
problem.
Considering the practical benefits of chance-constrained programming over stochastic and robust
optimization techniques in terms of good out-of-sample performance, adjustable conservativeness
and computational tractability, we formulate the day-ahead market clearing problem as a chanceconstrained optimization problem which allows violation of selected power system operational
constraints with a small, pre-defined probability. We perform an analytical convexification of the
probabilistic chance constraints that allows us to then use tools from equilibrium modeling and
variational inequalities to study Nash equilibria in the proposed market clearing mechanism. Further,
under the assumption of perfect competition in the market, we evaluate the satisfaction of desirable
market properties, namely cost recovery for agents, revenue adequacy the market operator, market
efficiency, and incentive compatibility.
We observe that in addition to optimal dimensioning of reserves, the proposed chance-constrained
policy-based procurement of reserves results in efficient pricing for the reserve services. In a case study
built around a power system having a high share of installed wind power capacity and using biased and
unbiased out-of-sample simulations, we benchmark the proposed market clearing method against a
deterministic power and reserve co-optimization, which serves as a natural extension to the prevalent
sequential reserves and day-ahead market clearing. This enables us to quantify the reduction in
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expected total system operations cost through adoption of the proposed market clearing mechanism,
without the loss of any desirable market properties inherent to the deterministic market clearing.

Chance-Constrained Ac Optimal Power Flow - Line Roald
Presenter: Line Roald - UW Madison
Session: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1555-1620
Place: R1
Line Roald, Dan Molzahn and Aldo Tobler
Renewable electricity generation increase uncertainty in power system operation and necessitates
new methods for planning and operation. We adopt a chance-constrained AC optimal power flow
formulation, which guarantees constraint satisfaction with a pre-defined probability. Obtaining
solutions for this problem is challenging due to the AC power flow equations, a set of non-linear, nonconvex equality constraints that must be satisfied with high probability. We discuss a solution approach
based on an iterative solution method, which allows for a problem representation using either a partial
linearization, scenario-based approaches or robust optimization, and is computationally very tractable.
We discuss drawbacks and advantages of the method, and show numerical results for a wide range of
different IEEE test cases.

Convex Approximations For Two-Stage Mean-Risk Mixed-Integer Recourse Models With
Distortion Risk Measures - Ruben van Beesten
Presenter: Ruben van Beesten - University of Groningen
Session: Risk-Averse Stochastic Programming And Energy System Operations
Time of presentation: Tuesday July 30 - 1620-1645
Place: R1
E.R. van Beesten, W. Romeijnders, K.J. Roodbergen
We consider two-stage mixed-integer recourse models with a mean-risk objective. That is, we
minimize a weighted sum of the expected total cost and a measure of risk. Such models are appropriate
under risk-averse preferences, i.e., if we care not only about average performance, but also about
robustness of the first-stage solution. Specifically, we focus on models with distortion risk measures: a
particular class of risk measures with some desirable properties.
The integer restrictions in our models make them non-convex and hence, extremely hard to solve.
Rather than aiming for an exact solution, we propose to solve an approximation model instead. In
particular, we define a convex approximation of the original model, which can be solved efficiently. In
order to guarantee performance of this approximation method, we derive an error bound: an upper
bound on the approximation error. We show that this error bound goes to zero as the dispersion in
the random variables in the model increases. For the special case of totally unimodular integer
recourse, we perform a specialized analysis and derive a tighter error bound.
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Sp For Network Optimization Problems
Scenario Analysis For Energy Optimization Of Pumping Plants In Complex Water Supply
Systems - Jacopo Napolitano
Presenter: Jacopo Napolitano - University of Cagliari
Session: Sp For Network Optimization Problems
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1030-1055
Place: R8
J. Napolitano, G.M. Sechi
The management of complex water supply systems needs a close attention to economic aspects
concerning high costs related to energetic management. Among them, the optimization of water
pumping plants activation schedules is an important issue, especially managing strategic and costly
water transfers under drought risk.
These problems are affected by a high uncertainty level, which is difficult to be faced. In this class of
problems, uncertainty lies in water availability, demand behavior, electric prices and so on. Therefore,
in order to provide a reliable solution, this research wants to develop a robust approach of optimization
under uncertainty, dealing with water resources management problems concerning multi-users and
multi-reservoirs systems, especially referring to the definition of optimal activation rules for
emergency pumping stations in drought conditions.
In scarcity situations, the evaluation of different solutions is intimately related to the future water
resource availability and the opportunity to provide water through the activation of emergency and
costly water transfers. Hence, the water system optimization problem needs to deal with uncertainties
particularly in treating the effectiveness of emergency measures activation to face droughts. In such
management context and under uncertainty conditions, it is crucial to assure simultaneously energy
savings and water shortage risk alleviating measures. The model formulation needs to highlight these
requirements duality: to guarantee an adequate water demands fullment respecting an energy saving
policy. This modelling approach has been developed using a two stages scenario analysis with a costrisk balancing approach, achieving simultaneously an energetic and operative costs minimization and
assuring an adequate water demand level fullment for users.
This model has been implemented using the software GAMS interfaced with CPLEX solvers. An
application of the proposed optimization approach has been tested considering the draft of a real
supply system located in a drought-prone area in North-Sardinia (Italy). By applying the optimization
procedure, a robust decision strategy in pumping activation was obtained considering this real case
study.
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Optimization Of A Simulation Model For The Stochastic Empty Container Repositioning
Problem - Massimo Di Francesco
Presenter: Massimo Di Francesco - Università degli Studi di Cagliari
Session: Sp For Network Optimization Problems
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1055-1120
Place: R8
Massimo Di Francesco1, Alexei Gaivoronski2, Paola Zuddas1
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Keywords: Empty container repositioning, Stochastic Programming.
Due to directional imbalances in freight flows, some ports tend to accumulate unnecessary empty
containers, while others face container shortages. A relevant characteristic of empty container
repositioning is data uncertainty, which forces to make decision when there is imprecise knowledge of
problem parameters. We develop an integrated simulation and optimization model for determining
optimal container flows. The optimal values of decision parameters are found by a solver, which
implements stochastic gradient methods. We compare this approach to scenario trees. We show that
optimization of simulation models lead to superior results in the case of considerable uncertainty.

Stochastic Gradient Methods For Optimization Of Complex Network Problems - Alexei
Gaivoronski
Presenter: Alexei Gaivoronski - NTNU
Session: Sp For Network Optimization Problems
Time of presentation: Friday August 2 - 1120-1155
Place: R8
Alexei A. Gaivoronski
We describe the structure of the SQG solver developed for solution of complex nonlinear stochastic
optimization problems. Its field of application includes optimization of simulation models, nonlinear
stochastic optimization with substantial number of random parameters, bilevel stochastic optimization
and stochastic equilibrium problems. In this talk we present its different applications to network
optimization problems, including water resources management, transportation, energy.
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Statistics And Machine Learning
- Yueyue Fan
Presenter: Yueyue Fan - University of California, Davis
Session: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1320-1345
Place: R3
TBA

Fast Methods For Nonconvex Models In Statistical Inference And Machine Learning Aleksandr Aravkin
Presenter: Aleksandr Aravkin Session: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1345-1410
Place: R3
Nonsmooth nonconvex functions give us unprecedented modeling power, and solving them brings
direct impact on a range of applications. Key examples inverse problems with complex generating
mechanisms, such as phase retrieval; `sparsest’ model finding in any setting, and simultaneous outlier
detection and learning. We propose a unified set of approaches to solve these problems, present
theoretical results, and show numerical examples with synthetic and real data.

Optimistic Robust Optimization With Connections To Sparsity And Nonconvex Regularization Matthew Norton
Presenter: Matthew Norton - Naval Postgraduate School
Session: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1410-1435
Place: R3
M. Norton, A. Takeda, A. Mafusalov
Robust Optimization has traditionally taken a pessimistic, or worst-case viewpoint of uncertainty. We
explore an optimistic, or best-case view of uncertainty and show that it can be a fruitful approach to
address a wide variety of problems. In the context of robust linear programming, we provide an
intuitive method for reducing conservatism. We also find that many problems in machine learning and
robust statistics can be interpreted as optimistic robust optimization problems. This includes popular
sparsity inducing non-convex regularization schemes and outlier protection methods.
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The Effect Of Curvature On The Convergence Rate Of Stochastic Gradient Descent - Raghu
Pasupathy
Presenter: Raghu Pasupathy - Purdue University
Session: Statistics And Machine Learning
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1435-1500
Place: R3
The Stochastic Approximation (SA) recursion $X_{k+1} = X_k - \gamma_k \nabla F(X_k), k=1,2,\ldots$,
also known as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), is the ``workhorse" recursion for solving stochastic
optimization problems. For smooth, strongly convex objectives, it is well-known that SA achieves the
optimal convergence rate (the so-called information theoretic
Cramer-Rao lower bound) to the stationary point when the step size $\gamma_k = \theta k^{-1}$,
assuming the constant $\theta$ is chosen to be larger than the inverse of the smallest eigen value of
the Hessian of the objective function at the optimum. When this condition on $\theta$ is violated, SA's
convergence rate deteriorates rapidly, a situation that seems to manifest frequently in practice
because the eigen values of the Hessian at the optimum are rarely known in advance. While the natural
remedy to this conundrum is to estimate the eigen values of the Hessian, this is a computationally
expensive step in high dimensions. We remedy
this impasse using an adaptive sampling quasi-Newton recursion where the inverse Hessian and
gradient estimates are constructed using prescribed but different sample sizes, and potentially
updated on different timescales . A fine analysis of the resulting recursion reveals that the Cramer-Rao
information-theoretic bound is attained with only a ``light updating" of the the Hessian inverse, as long
as the sample sizes to update the gradient increase at a specific rate. Moreover, unlike in optimal SGD,
none of the optimal parameter prescriptions within the proposed procedure depend on unknown
curvature constants. Our theory and illustrative numerical examples are consistent with success
reported by a number of recent adaptive sampling heuristics.
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Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And
Game-Theoretic Problems
Reducing Sample Sizes By Clustering Similar Scenarios For Stochastic Programs - Lijian Chen
Presenter: Lijian Chen - University of Dayton
Session: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And GameTheoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1530-1555
Place: R4
We introduce a method to reduce sample sizes without compromising important theoretical
properties, such as convergence in probability and the consistency of an Independent and Identically
Distributed (iid) sample. Our clustering method employs the Maximum Volume Inscribed Ellipsoid
(MVIE) to approximate the feasible sets of each scenario and calculates two values as the measure of
similarity. The scenarios, which are similar according to the measure, will be treated as one
representative scenario; thus our clustering method reduces the sample size of an iid sample
considerably. The resulting optimization problem will be of less variables and constraints to achieve
computational tractability. The clustering method would be implementable as a distributed
computational infrastructure with many but low-cost computers. This proposed method will also
change the way of using the random sample for stochastic programming. Rather than using the sample
directly, we will use a processed, much smaller sample for the comparable quality solution. In realworld problems, this method encourages practitioners to start preparing the sample to obtain a
computational cost saving for large scale problems.

Forward Backward Stochastic Differential Equation Games With Delay And Noisy Memory Kristina Rognlien Dahl
Presenter: Kristina Rognlien Dahl - Department of Mathematics, University of Oslo
Session: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And GameTheoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1555-1620
Place: R4
K. R. Dahl
The goal of this paper is to study a stochastic game connected to a system of forward backward
stochastic differential equations (FBSDEs) involving delay and noisy memory. We derive sufficient and
necessary maximum principles for a set of controls for the players to be a Nash equilibrium in the
game. Furthermore, we study a corresponding FBSDE involving Malliavin derivatives. This kind of
equation has not been studied before. The maximum principles give conditions for determining the
Nash equilibrium of the game. We use this to derive a closed form Nash equilibrium for an economic
model where the players maximise their consumption with respect to recursive utility.
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Quantitative Analysis For A Class Of Two-Stage Stochastic Linear Variational Inequality
Problems - Jie Jiang
Presenter: Jie Jiang - Xi'an Jiaotong University
Session: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And GameTheoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1620-1645
Place: R4
J. Jiang, X. Chen, Z. Chen
This talk considers a class of two-stage stochastic linear variational inequality problems whose first
stage problems are stochastic linear box-constrained variational inequality problems and second stage
problems are stochastic linear complementary problems having a unique solution. We first give
conditions for the existence of solutions to both the original problem and its perturbed problems. Next
we derive quantitative stability assertions of this two-stage stochastic problem under total variation
metrics via the corresponding residual function. After that, we study the discrete approximation
problem. The convergence and the exponential rate of convergence of optimal solution sets are
obtained under moderate assumptions respectively. Finally, through solving a noncooperative twostage stochastic game of multi-player, we numerically illustrate the obtained theoretical results.
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Zeroth-Order Recursive Optimization Of Mean-Semideviation Risk Measures - Dionysios
Kalogerias
Presenter: Dionysios Kalogerias - Princeton University, Department of ORFE
Session: Stochastic Approximation Schemes For Stochastic Optimization, Variational, And GameTheoretic Problems
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1645-1710
Place: R4
Dionysios S. Kalogerias, Warren B. Powell
We present Free-MESSAGEp, the first zeroth-order algorithm for recursively minimizing meansemideviation risk functions over a given feasible set, which is also the first three-level zeroth-order
compositional stochastic optimization algorithm, whatsoever. The zeroth-order setting is of particular
usefulness in applications where (sub)gradient information is very difficult, or even impossible to
obtain, such as risk-aware training of deep neural networks, and nonsmooth risk-averse optimization.
Our approach is based on objective smoothing by Gaussian convolution. First, we discuss a substantial
extension of Nesterov’s classical and basic results on accuracy and differentiability of Gaussian
convolutions; in particular, we depart from imposing Lipschitz continuity on the function under
consideration (or its gradients), and we replace it by a statistical condition which ensures convolution
stability, by naturally contrasting the shape of the function to the tails of the Gaussian kernel. This
result reveals the validity of Gaussian smoothing for functions which are not Lipschitz or smooth, such
as functions of polynomial growth.
Then, leveraging the aforementioned smoothing framework, we develop the Free-MESSAGEp
algorithm on a smoothed counterpart of our problem objective from first principles, and we discuss
how the latter is related to the original problem, under a relaxed set of assumptions. We subsequently
present our main results, which provide a complete asymptotic characterization of the FreeMESSASGEp algorithm. In particular, we establish convergence in the pathwise sense, and we provide
explicit non-asymptotic rates of convergence, which are totally comparable with the best-known rates
for gradient based recursive risk-averse optimization.
Οur results show that, based on only zeroth-order information (that is, function evaluations) the FreeMESSAGEp algorithm converges in a neighborhood of the optimal solutions of the original
(unsmoothed) problem, with the diameter of this neighborhood being totally controllable by the user,
and essentially striking a balance between the dimensionality of the problem and the particular
numerical implementation of the algorithm.
If time permits, representative numerical simulations will also be presented, confirming the
effectiveness of the Free-MESSAGEp algorithm from a practical perspective, as well.
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Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And
Applications
Cut-Sharing In Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming - Christian Füllner
Presenter: Christian Füllner - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Session: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1320-1345
Place: R8
C. Füllner, S. Rebennack
Stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) is a widely used method for solving large-scale multistage stochastic linear programming problems by introducing scenario sampling to the nested Benders
decomposition method. However, in its classical form SDDP relies heavily on the assumption of
interstage independent random vectors so that Benders cuts can be shared among different scenarios
at the same stage. In many practical applications this assumption might not be satisfied. Therefore,
recently cut sharing has been generalized to linear or at least convex interstage dependent uncertainty
in the right-hand side of the problem. We build upon this work and further generalize the cut-sharing
methodology to a broader class of nonlinear uncertainty models. A real-life power system example is
examined to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
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An Empirical Analysis Of Lattice Construction Methods For Sddp Algorithm - Dmitry
Golembiovsky
Presenter: Dmitry Golembiovsky - Moscow State University
Session: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1345-1410
Place: R8
D.Golembiovsky, D.Smetanin, A.Pavlov
The considered case is a problem of production, storage and sale of a product. The demand is a random
variable. We consider a stage independent case, geometric Brownian motion processes and processes
which follow an ARIMA-GARCH model. The controlable variable is the volume of production. The
problem is solved using SDDP algorithm. The risk-neutral and risk aversion approaches are applied.
Different methods of the corresponding lattice construction are investigated. We used k-means
method, Wasserstein distance and Voronoi cells methods. We also examined some modification of
SDDP. Usually, during the back step of the algorithm, as many problems are solved at each node of the
lattice as the number of sons of this node to get an according cut. We also used an algorithm, where
only one problem is solved for each node. This problem takes into account all possible followers of the
node. So, only one dual problem is solved to obtain a cut for the node. As experiments demonstrate,
such an algorithm works much faster than an ordinary SDDP.
All described combinations of the case statements, methods of the lattice construction and variants of
SDDP algorithm have been investigated using simulation. At each step the corresponding problems
were solved using SDDP. The recommended values of the production volume are applied. The results
are compared from poins of view of the profit and the computer time spent.
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An Extended Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming Framework For Large-Scale Financial
Planning Problems - Jinkyu Lee
Presenter: Jinkyu Lee – Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST)
Session: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1410-1435
Place: R8
Jinkyu Lee, Do-Gyun Kwon, Yongjae Lee, Woo Chang Kim
A Multi-stage Stochastic Programming (MSP) approach has been widely used in multistage financial
planning problems, especially within the Asset-Liability Management (ALM) framework, thanks to its
flexibility in problem formulation compared to that of stochastic control approach. However, such
flexibility came with the cost: curse of dimensionality. The size of MSP problem grows exponentially
with the number of stages, making it easily intractable. Notice that financial planning problems for
institutions normally include several decades of planning horizon, and life-time financial planning for
individuals should also consider a few decades especially given the increased life expectancy.
A stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) is a sampling-based decomposition algorithm that has
attracted researchers’ attention in resolving the curse of dimensionality issue of MSP. The SDDP has
been actively implemented in energy planning problems, especially hydrothermal planning problems.
However, there is only a limited number of applications of SDDP in financial domain due to its two
critical restrictions: 1) feasibility of all subproblems must be guaranteed 2) underlying stochastic
processes are assumed to have stage-wise independence. The first restriction, which is often referred
as a complete recourse assumption, implies that the decomposed subproblems of SDDP have to be
feasible regardless of the prior decisions. For example, minimum consumption constraint cannot be
implemented under this restriction since some earlier stage asset allocation decisions can make such
required consumption impossible, or infeasible. This restriction greatly limits the flexibility of SDDP
approach, losing a huge part of the biggest advantage of MSP over stochastic control. The second
restriction, stagewise independence in scenarios, makes the return scenarios unrealistic. Numerous
studies on economic cycles or regimes indicate the existence of inter-stage dependency of financial
asset returns. A financial planning model without incorporating the autocorrelation of asset returns
would become unrealistic and vulnerable to the extreme events.
In this paper, we introduce how recent advancements in SDDP algorithms are available to alleviate
those restrictions and show that large-scale financial planning problems can be properly addressed
within the SDDP approach. We first introduce an idea of feasibility cut, which is equivalent to that of
Benders Decomposition, to SDDP when subproblems are of linear form in an attempt to completely
relax the complete recourse assumption. We further employ feasibility cut idea from Generalized
Benders Decomposition under convex subproblems and discuss how feasibility cut plays a significant
role in formulating ALM problems in SDDP. Second, the stage-wise independence assumption is
partially relaxed by incorporating Markov states, which represent regimes in financial/economic term,
to the SDDP, and we show that it only requires manageable extra computational burden. In addition
to relaxing the two major restrictions of SDDP, we explore widely used risk management methods and
discuss how they can be employed to manage risk intuitively within the SDDP approach. Finally,
numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate how large-scale financial planning problems are
successfully dealt within the extended SDDP approach.
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Inventory Repositioning In On-Demand Product Rental Networks - Xiaobo Li
Presenter: Xiaobo Li - National University of Singapore
Session: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1435-1500
Place: R8
Saif Benjaafar, Daniel Jiang, Xiang Li, Xiaobo Li
We consider a product rental network with a fixed number of rental units distributed across multiple
locations. The units are accessed by customers without prior reservation and on an on-demand basis.
Customers are provided with the flexibility to decide on how long to keep a unit and where to return
it. Because of the randomness in demand and in the length of the rental periods and in unit returns,
there is a need to periodically reposition inventory away from some locations and into others. In
deciding on how much inventory to reposition and where, the system manager balances potential lost
sales with repositioning costs. Although the problem is increasingly common in applications involving
on-demand rental services, little is known about the nature of the optimal policy for systems with a
general network structure or about effective approaches to solving the problem. In this paper, we
address these limitations. First, we offer characterization of the optimal policy. We show that the
optimal policy in each period can be described in terms of a well-specified region over the state space.
Within this region, it is optimal not to reposition any inventory, while, outside the region, it is optimal
to reposition but only such that the system moves to a new state that is on the boundary of the norepositioning region. We also provide a simple check for when a state is in the no-repositioning region.
Second, we leverage the features of the optimal policy, along with properties of the optimal cost
function, to propose a provably convergent approximate dynamic programming algorithm to tackle
problems with a large number of dimensions. We provide numerical experiments illustrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm and to highlight the impact of various problem parameters.

Stochastic Optimisation For The Crude Oil Procurement Problem - Thomas Martin
Presenter: Thomas Martin - ENPC
Session: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 - 1530-1555
Place: R8
T. Martin, M. De Lara
Crude oil procurement is subject to variations in shipping delays and random costs. The optimal
procurement problem aims at buying oil for refineries so as to minimize costs. The plants owned by a
company have different specifications, and so have the crude oils available on the market. In our
setting for the problem, we focus on the stochasticity of the costs of oil, shipping and of the products
prices. The dynamic of the system over time, the shipping delays, and the running of a refinery are
supposed to be deterministic.
In this presentation, we will first focus on the identification of controls and states variables for the
crude oil procurement problem. The resulting problem is a multistage stochastic optimization problem,
which, due to its huge size, is impossible to solve as such. We discuss possible numerical resolution
techniques.
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On the Construction of Tax-Loss Harvesting / Index-Tracking Trading Strategies - Martin Haugh
Presenter: Martin Haugh - Imperial College London
Session: Stochastic Dynamic Programming Equations: Decomposition Methods And Applications
Time of presentation: Monday July 29 – 1555 - 1620
Place: R8
Tax-loss harvesting is a popular strategy among asset managers and robo-advisors where the goal is to
maximize the sum of realized trading losses over some interval of time. Realized (as opposed to
unrealized) losses are attractive as they can be used to offset realized gains elsewhere in some other
(non-modeled) component of the client's portfolio. An equally important goal is the maintenance of a
well-diversified portfolio which we model via index-tracking constraints. Unfortunately satisfying the
twin goals of tax-loss harvesting and index-tracking is difficult, particularly in the presence of so-called
wash-sales constraints which forbid the simultaneous buying and selling of the same stock. In this talk
we develop strategies for tackling this problem focusing first on the case where the wash-sales
constraints are ignored. This easier problem is still quite challenging, however, and we present results
where we construct relatively tight upper and lower bounds on its unknown optimal value function
thereby providing a "certificate" of near-optimality for our best portfolio strategy. The final part of the
talk will discuss the case where the wash-sales constraints are imposed and our approach to tackling
this version of the problem. (Joint work with Garud Iyengar, Xujia Liu and Chun Wang).
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In hydro-based power systems, the Generation Scheduling (GS) problem is usually divided into a series
of coupled an easy to solve problems where the objective is to obtain an optimal operation policy over
a multi-year planning horizon. The medium-term GS (MTGS) problem is within this chain of models. It
links the long-term GS (LTGS) problem with the short-term (STGS) problem. To carry out a proper
coupling, this work proposes an MTGS problem with the following main characteristics: (i) a multistage
scenario tree to represent the inflow uncertainties and (ii) an hourly time-step discretization in the first
week. These considerations lead to solving challenging large-scale optimization problems. In this
context, efficient solution techniques are explored to ensure an adequate trade-off between the
desired solution accuracy and computational performance. A mixed-binary two-stage reformulation of
the MTGS problem is proposed so that regularized optimization methods can be employed, e.g., the
extended level bundle method. Numerical assessments of the MTGS problem, using a real-life instance
of the Brazilian system over a two-month planning horizon, show the computational effectiveness of
the considered solution methods and highlight the benefits of well-detailed modeling of the first-stage
decisions by considering hourly discretization in the first week.
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We showcase how large-scale stochastic programming models of hydropower operations can be
efficiently formulated and solved in the open-source framework StochasticPrograms.jl. The framework
is written in the Julia language and includes both modeling tools and structure-exploiting optimization
algorithms. Stochastic programming models are formulated using an expressive syntax and a wide
range of tools and constructs from the field of stochastic programming is included. The framework was
implemented to scale seamlessly to distributed environments. As a result, stochastic program
instances can be memory-distributed on computer clusters or cloud architectures without modifying
the model definition code. Moreoever, parallelized solvers based on the L-shaped and progressivehedging algorithm families can then be used to solve the distributed instances efficiently. Solver
performance is improved using regularization and aggregation techniques.
The primary example involves determining optimal order strategies on the Nordic day-ahead electricity
market, from the perspective of a fictious hydropower producer that operates all power stations in the
Swedish river Skellefteälven. Hourly price-dependent energy volumes are supplied to the day-ahead
market without knowledge of the market price or the river conditions of the next day. The day-ahead
problem is formulated to determine optimal orders with respect to a set of possible future price curves
and water flows. In each scenario, the power production is optimized with respect to the realized
market price and water flow. These emerging hydropower scheduling problems are formulated using
real physical data. In addition, we show how historical price and river flow data can be used to create
powerful sampler objects in StochasticPrograms.jl. The sampler objects use statistical models of the
historical data to generate second-stage scenarios. The lightweight samplers can be passed to remote
worker nodes to efficiently instantiate large-scale distributed SAA instances of the day-ahead problem.
We present numerical results and benchmarks, obtained from formulating and solving day-ahead
problem instances in StochasticPrograms.jl.
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Independent System Operators (ISO) worldwide face the ever-increasing challenge of coping with
uncertainties in the unit commitment (UC) problem. The uncertainties, which come from renewableenergy forecast errors, load uncertainty, and fortuitous equipment failures, require more sophisticated
algorithms, as ISOs need to solve UCs of increasing complexity and sizes in less and less time. The
models that arise from modeling these uncertainties can be formulated as two-stage stochastic
problems. In this context, such models have huge dimensions and, therefore, primal or dual
decomposition techniques combined with parallel computing need to come into play. In general,
synchronous parallel-computing techniques in a master/worker fashion are applied to the
decomposable subproblem and frequently result in significant time savings. However, due to the
inherent run-time differences amongst the optimization subproblems resulting from the
decomposition, distinct nodes in a distributed setting and delays in communication, parallel computing
in a synchronous framework may underuse the available computing resources. Consequently,
asynchronous computing constitutes a natural enhancement to existing approaches. However, it
requires special attention for the computation of upper/lower bounds because iterates may not be
evaluated in all subproblems yielding the objective function value. In this work, we apply the new
asynchronous level bundle method of F. Iutzeler et al. (2019) to the two-stage stochastic hydrothermal
unit-commitment (2S-SHTUC) problem in a (mixed-binary) Benders-decomposition framework. To
obtain valid upper bounds to the 2S-SHTUC, we employ a coordination strategy that is based on a
notion of distance between subsequent iterates. Such a coordination strategy is simple to implement
and does not rely either on queues of iterates and associated iterate-selection policies or on sending
the same iterate to all workers when a pre-defined number of iterations is performed. We use a
testbed with a diversity of operation conditions, consisting of 9 2S-SHTUC problems in total, from a
power system with 46 buses, 11 thermal generators, 16 hydro plants, and 3 wind farms. Our
preliminary results show that the asynchronous level bundle algorithm outperforms its (parallel)
synchronous counterpart in most of the problems with time savings averaging 50%.
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The long-term operation of hydro-thermal power generation systems is modelled by a large-scale
stochastic optimization problem that includes non-linear constraints due to the head computation in
hydroelectric plants. We do a detailed development of the problem model and state it by a nonanticipative scenario analysis, leading to a large-scale non-linear programming problem. This is solved
by a Filter-SQP algorithm whose iterations minimize quadratic Lagrangian approximations using exact
hessians in L-infinity trust regions. The method is applied to the long-term planning of the Brazilian
system, with over 100 hydroelectric and 50 thermoelectric plants, distributed in 5 interconnected subsystems. This problem with 50 synthetically generated inflow scenarios and a horizon of 60 months,
amounting to about one million variables and 15000 non-linear constraints was solved by the filter
algorithm in a standard 2016 notebook computer in 10 hours of CPU.
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